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The exercises of the one hundred twenty-third annual commencement are enacted today at
the University of Kentucky. The counterpart of the pageantry is enacted each year-on campuses
all over the world. It is the solemn climax and recognition of the graduates' years of study and
preparation for responsibility.
A description of the academic pageantry is provided for your interest and information.
PROCESSION
The procession, which forms on the Avenue of Champions and enters the Coliseum through
the four corners of the floor, is led by the University Marshal whose position is in front of the
stage. The University Marshal bears the ceremonial mace, emblematic of the endorsement of
the State and the University. Led by Assistant Marshals, the candidates march behind the
identification banner of the respective colleges which recommended them for their degrees.
The candidates for advanced degrees enter the floor from the southeast door (see diagram,
next page); candidates for advanced degrees are from the following:
The Graduate School (doctoral and masters candidates),
College of Law,
College of Medicine,
College of Dentistry, and
College of Pharmacy.




College of Home Economics,
College of Communications, and
College of Fine Arts.
Entering through the northeast door (see diagram, next page) are candidates for degrees from
the following:
College of Arts and Sciences, and
College of Engineering.
Entering through the northwest door (see diagram, next page) are candidates for degrees
from the following:
College of Agriculture,
College of Business and Economics,
College of Allied Health Professions,
College of Social Work,
College of Library and Information Science, and
College of Architecture.
As the candidates reach their seats, the members of the faculty of the University of Kentucky
proceed into the Coliseum, entering the floor from the northeast door and wearing the colorful
hoods of their disciplines (see description of colors on page 5) and of the colleges and
universities from which they were graduated. The climax of the procession brings to the
platform the members of the Board of Trustees of the University, the Deans of the various
colleges, honorary degree recipients, the Chancellors, the Vice Presidents, and other University
officials, and guests. The President of the University and the Chairman of the Board of Trustees ,
upon greetings from the University Marshal, lead this distinguished group to the platform in
two columns from the northwest door. The Trustees of the University can be identified by their




























All candidates for degrees and those who hold these degrees, including University officials,
faculty, and visiting dignitaries, are attired in traditional cap and gown. The basic color for most
caps and gowns is formal black. However, recipients of different degrees wear distinctive
tassels on their caps and hoods of various hues draped down the backs of the gowns.
CAPS
Candidates for Bachelor's and Master's degrees wear the regulation cap with the tassel
appropriate to the school or division from which they are being graduated, with the exception
of those who already hold Doctor's degrees and are privileged to wear gold tassels. Except
during the playing of the National Anthem men in academic regalia are requested to wear their
caps. The authorized list of tassel colors follows:




Education - Light Blue
Business and Economics - Drab




Architecture - Blue Violet
Allied Health Professions - Light Green
Home Economics - Maroon
Library and Information Science - Lemon
Social Work -Citron
Communications - Crimson
Fine Arts - Brown
GOWNS
The gown for the Bachelor's degree has pointed sleeves. It is designed to be worn closed. The
gown for the Master's degree has an oblong sleeve, open at the wrist.Hke the others. The sleeve
base hangs down in the traditional manner. The rear part of its oblong shape is square cut and
the front part has an arc cut away. The gown is designed and supplied with fasteners so that it
may be worn open or closed. The gown for the Doctor's degree has a bell-shaped sleeve on
which are three velvet bars (usually black but sometimes other colors, depending on the
degree).
HOODS
The Bachelor's hood is rather short with a narrow velvet edging of the appropriate color (see
list under tassels) and a lining in the color or colors of the institution - blue and white at
Kentucky.
The Master's hood is considerably longer, has a wider velvet edging, and exposes more of the
lining. The outside velvet trim color designates the degree which the person is receiving.
The Doctor's hood is easily recognized by the width of the velvet edging, the wide panels at
either side, the greater length, and the full exposure of the lining. The colors of the edging most
frequently seen are blue for philosophy, green for medicine, and purple for laws; the colors for
the honorary Doctor's degrees are purple for laws, white for letters, and golden yellow for
science.
Candidates for honorary degrees do not wear the hood until after the degree has been
conferred; part of the ceremony of admitting a candidate to his or her honorary degree consists
in the candidate being formally invested with the hood.
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THE NATIONAL ANTHEM
Oh Say! can you see, by the dawn's early light,
What so proudly we hailed at the twilight's last gleaming?
Whose broad stripes and bright stars, thro' the perilous fight,
0' er the ramparts we watch'd, were so gallantly streaming?
And the rockets' red glare, the bombs bursting in air,
Gave proof thro' the night that our flag was still there.
Oh, say does that Star-Spangled Banner yet wave
O'er the land of the free and the home of the brave?
AMERICA THE BEAUTIFUL
o beautiful for spacious skies, For amber waves of grain,
For purple mountain majesties, Above the fruited plain!
America! America! God shed His grace on thee,
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• Degree awarded August 3,1989
Degree awarded December 15, 1989
Degree will be conferred May 6, 1990
if candidates have met all degree requirements
••
The Graduate School
Dean: Daniel R. Reedy
Doctor of Philosophy
Nabil Abdel-Maksound Adballa, Cairo, Egypt
Major: Toxicology
Dissertation: "Aluminum Toxicity - Acute and Chronic Studies on
Transformed and Primary Cells In Vitro"
Bradford Gene Addison, Greenfield, IN
Major: Pharmacology
Dissertation: "Design and Synthesis of a Novel Oral Hypoglycemic"
Christopher Anderson Airriess'"
Major: Geography
Dissertation: "A Port System in a Developing Regional Economy:
Evolution and Response in North Sumatra, Indonesia"
Uchenna Nwabufo Akpom, Onitsha, Nigeria
Major: Economics
Dissertation: "Structural Characteristics, Hedonic Price Indexes, and
Cost of Urban Residential Buildings in Nigeria"
Alexander John Alexander", Lexington
Major: Microbiology
Dissertation: "Analysis of the Equine Major Histocompatibility
Complex by Southern Blot Hybridization"
Shakib Mohammed Al-Khameri, Taiz, Yemen
Major: Geography
Dissertation: "Intra-Urban Residential Preferences: Case Study of
Sanaa Yemen Arab Republic"
Charles David Arnold'", Chillicothe, IL
Major: Agricultural Engineering
Dissertation: "An Orchardgrass Canopy Computer Model to Assess
the Potential for Soil Erosion in Pastures Due to Mowing
Management"
Edward Brian Aylward", Leitchfield
Major: Animal Sciences
Dissertation: "Industrial Factors That Affect Cheese Yield"
Arthur Ramirez Baluyut, Peru, IN
Major: Microbiology
Dissertation: "The Role of Major Histocompatibility Complex
(MHC) Class II Molecules in B Lymphocyte Activation"
William Rausch Banks, Louisville
Major: Pharmaceutical Sciences
Dissertation: "Development of a Metabolically Stable Tracer For In
Vivo Studies the Benzodiazepine Receptor: lr'Cl-Alprazolam"
Richard Spence Barnett, Edina, MN
Major: Microbiology
Dissertation: "Genetic Characterization of the 5' End of the Syrian
Hamster CAD Gene"
Shirish S. Barve, Bombay, India
Major: Microbiology
Dissertation: "Molecular Analysis of the l crlc and IcrD Genes and
Their Role in the Low-Calcium Response of Yersinia Pestis"
Richard George Belshoff'". Louisville
Major: Mathematics
Dissertation: "On Mattis Reflexive Modules"
Milan Avery Berge, Viroqua, WI
Major: Toxicology
Dissertation: "Toxicology and Metabolism of L-Canavanine in the
Tabacco Budworm, Heliothis virescens lNoctuidae]"
Lisa Sophia Bienkowski, Princeton, NJ
Major: Geology
Dissertation: "Delineation and Characterization of Aquifers in
Kentucky's Eastern Coal Field"
Paul Fares Boulos"', Beirut, Lebanon
Major: Civil Engineering
Dissertation: "Explicit Determination of System Parameters for
Upgrading and Enhancing Water Distribution Systems"
Paul Chris Brandt, Rhinelander, WI
Major: Biochemistry
Dissertation: "Characterization of the 3'-Terminus of an Isoform of
the Plasma Membrane CA2+-Atpase Found in Excitable Tissues"
David A. Breaux'"', Houma, LA
Major: Political Science
Dissertation: "The Value of Incumbency in State Legislative
Elections"
Rebecca L. Briley, Louisville
Major: English
Dissertation: "The Plays of Horton Foote"
Thomas W. Bretz, Sheboygan, WI
Major: Music
Dissertation: "Key-Finding, Fingering, and Timing Tasks in Entry-
Level Piano Performance of Children"
Daniel Forrest Cameron", Tulsa, OK
Major: Communication
Dissertation: "Communication and Energy Perspectives; A Study of
Energy Communicators"
Alice Adelaide Hudnall Cash, Louisville
Major: Music
Dissertation: "Wanda Landowska and the Revival of the
Harpsichord: A Reassessment"
Paul E. Chambers?', Huntington, WV
Major: Economics
Dissertation: "An Ex-Ante Hedge Under Stochastic Yields"
Inder Chaudhary", [aipur, India
Major: Toxicology
Dissertation: "Effect of Phenobarbital Treatment on Activation and
Detoxification Pathways of Acetaminophen in Zucker Rat:
Mechanisms of Resistance"
Ashok [agannath Chavan'", Bombay, India
Major: Chemistry
Dissertation: "Synthesis and Application of a Novel Phosphonamide
Photoaffinity Reagent: Study of Exchangeable CTP Binding
Domain on Tubulin"
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Baoding Chen, Beijing, China
Major: Mechanical Engineering
Dissertation: "Fluid Mechanics of Extracorporeal Blood Filtration
System"
Hi [un Choe''. Korea
Major: Mathematics
Dissertation: "Regularity for Minimizers of Certain Singular
Functions"
Shamsud Duha Chowdhury, Sylhet
Major: Business Administration
Dissertation: "Turnaround Strategies and Firm Performance: An
Emperical Exploration into Publicly Traded, Small
Manufacturing Firms"
F. Richard Clemente", Pittsburgh, PA
Major: Anatomy
Dissertation: "The Effects of 2500 HZ Frequency Transcutaneous
Electrical Stimulation on the Degree of Microvascular Perfusion
of Rat Skeletal Muscle"
Kelly Coyle, Independence
Major: Communication
Dissertation: "Pragmatic Epistemology: A Resource Model"
Mark Richard Cunningham, Flint, MI
Major: Pharmaceutical Sciences
Dissertation: "Neutrophil-Mediated Increases in Coronary Vascular
Resistance: Role of Vasoconstriction, Obstruction and Enhanced
Endothelial Permeability"
Sandra Louise D'Angelo, Akron, OH
Major: Psychology - Clinical Psychology
Dissertation: "Adaptation in Parents of Chronically 111Children: The
Importance of Social Support"
James William Darlington, Brandon, Manitoba, Canada
Major: Geography
Dissertation: "Down From the Hills and Into the Nation: The
Migratory Behavior of Early Nineteenth Century New England
College Students"
Margaret Triplett Davis, Glen Arm, MD
Major: Educational and Counseling Psychology - Student/
Personnel Counseling
Dissertation: "Psychological Aspects of Will-Making and Estate
Planning"
Shripad D. Deo, Poona, India
Major: Sociology
Dissertation: "Dependency and Development in India: A Study of
Development Planning in Historical Perspective"
Randall Keith Dew*, Alexis, IL
Major: Animal Sciences
Dissertation: "Effects of Endophyte Infected Tall Fescue on Cellular
and Humoral Aspects of Immune Function in the Rat Mouse and
Bovine"
Richard Ray Drake, Ft. Thomas
Major: Biochemistry
Dissertation: "Synthesis and Characterization of 5-Azido-UDP-
Glucose: A Model Photoaffinity Analog for the Study of
Nucleotide Diphosphate Sugar Binding Proteins"
Sally M. DUffy', Charleston, SC
Major: Educational and Counseling Psychology - Student/
Personnel Counseling
Dissertation: "Narcolepsy and Daily Stress"
James Robert Dunlop, Louisville
Major: Chemistry
Dissertation: "Single Rovibronic Level Photophysics and Pyrolysis
Jet Spectroscopy of Thioformaldehyde"
Raghuram Ekambaram, Madras, India
Major: Civil Engineering
Dissertation: "Semianalytic Solution to Elastic Stability of
Rectangular and Sector Plates"
Steven Anthony Engh'". Lexington
Major: Chemistry
Dissertation: "Theoretical and Practical Studies of Reaction Rate
Methods of Analysis by Stopped-Flow Mixing"
Joan Sharon Esterle, Louisville
Major: Geology
Dissertation: "Petrographic and Chemical Characteristics of Tropical




Dissertation: "Exact Linearization of PM Brushless DC Motor Used
for Artificial Heart Pump Drive"
Jerry Lee Flint, Lima, OH
Major: Crop Science




Dissertation: "Determination of the Nucleotide Sequence of and
Production of Infectious In Vitro Transcripts from Cloned cDNA
Tobacco Vein Mottling Virus"
John Alan Fulton, Danville
Major: Educational and Counseling Psychology - Student/
Personnel Counseling
Dissertation: "Relationship of Child Temperament and Parenting
Stress to Marital Satisfaction"
Tylene Stratton Garrett, Shelbyville
Major: Computer Science
Dissertation: "Criteria for Evaluation and Construction of C2
Interpolation Methods"
Anthony Gerard Cieraynski'", Sycamore, IL
Major: Political Science
Dissertation: "Legislative Party Campaign Committees: A
Comparative State Analysis"
Mark Arden Goddard, Canfield, OH
Major: Mathematics
Dissertation: "Projective Covers of Complexes"
Sharon Dee Goertz, Louisville
Major: English
Dissertation: "Verbal Combat in the Novels of Ivy Comptom-
Burnett"
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Karen-Beth Coldberg'". Santa Fe, NM
Major: Plant Pathology
Dissertation: "The Role of Gene VI of Two Caulimoviruses in
Disease Induction in Transgenic Solanceous Plants"
Ivan Rosario Gonsalves", Bombay, India
Major: Engineering Mechanics
Dissertation: "Elastodynamic Scattering and Transmission Problems
in Three Dimensions by the Boundary Integral Equation Method"
Jonathan David Goss, Honolulu, HI
Major: Geography
Dissertation: "Production and Reproduction Among the Poor in
Metro Manila: Relations of Exploitation and Their Conditions of
Existence"
Debra S. Grodin, Lexington
Major: Communication
Dissertation: "The Interpreting Audience: The Therapeutics of Self-
Help Book Reading"
Peter Andrew Croothius'"', Battle Creek, MI
Major: Economics
Dissertation: "The Role of Unions in the Protection of Uncertain
Rents; Theory and Evidence"
John William Haas'", Louisville
Major: Communication
Dissertation: "The Impact of Communication Abilities on Individual
Success in Organizational Settings: A Replication and Extension"
Celia Jean Harmon'", Clinton, MO
Major: Animal Sciences
Dissertation: "Functional and Sensory Chracteristics of Dry-Cured
Ham Muscle"
Debra Ann Hensgen'". Cincinnati, OH
Major: Computer Science
Dissertation: "Squads: Server Groups That Dynamically Adapt to
Improve Performance"
[ana Lee Cox Hcnson'", Frankfort
Major: Toxicology
Dissertation: "Toxicity of Heavy Metals. I. Correlation of Metal
Toxicity With In Vitro Calmodulin Inhibition. II. Interactions of
Inorganic Mercury With Red Blood Cells: Control vs.
Amyotropic Lateral Sclerosis."
Linda Sue Henson, Nicholasville
Major: Communication
Dissertation: "Policies and Practices of Broadcast and Cable
Networks Toward the Acceptance of Issue Advertising"
Marcia Lamont Hopkins", Lexington
Major: Educational and Counseling Psychology - Student/
Personnel Counseling
Dissertation: "Anorexia Nervosa Within the Context of Family
Dynamics, Life Events and Anxiety"
M. Makbul Hossain, Lexington
Major: Civil Engineering
Dissertation: "Numerical and Optimization Techniques
Applied to Spectral Analysis of Surface Waves Method for
In-Situ Determination of Elastic Layer Moduli"
Michael Weichih Hsieh, Taipei.Taiwan
Major: Chemical Engineering
Dissertation: "Biodesulfurization of Coal with Mesophilic and
Thermophilic Microorganisms"
Chunwei Huang, Yixing. China
Major: Civil Engineering
Dissertation: "Nonlinear Time-Dependent Finite Element Analysis
of Reinforced Concrete Space Frames Containing Slender
Columns and Flanged Beams"
Nan-Nang Huang, Taiwan
Major: Engineering Mechanics
Dissertation: "Nonlinear Thermoelastic Analysis of Laminated Plates
and Shells"
Ishappa S. Hullur'"', Dharwad, India
Major: Economics
Dissertation: "A Study on the Determinants of Corporate Capital
Structure"
James Layton Hunter", Cincinnati, OH
Major: Crop Science
Dissertation: "Relationship Between the Stage of Corn Seed




Dissertation: "Broadcasting in the Replublic of Panama: An
Analysis Prior to the 1989Ll.S. Invasion"
Md. Nurul Islam'". Bansal. Bangladesh
Major: Chemistry
Dissertation: "Photochemical Generation of Small Ring Allenes"
LeeAnne Jackson, Lexington
Major: Animal Sciences
Dissertation: "Use of DNA Probes to Determine Tetracycline
Resistance and Enteroxigenicity of E. coli from Swine"
Joyce Anne Iagielo'". Dayton, OH
Major: Experimental Psychology
Dissertation: "Ontogenetic Differences in the Expression of
Conditioned Visual Aversions"
Mehran [ahed, Tehran, Iran
Major: Electrical Engineering
Dissertation: "Stress Wave Propagation in Inflated Excised Lungs"
Roxanne Chunn Jewell, Columbia, TN
Major: Pharmaceutical Sciences
Dissertation: "The Interaction of a1 -Acid Glycoprotein and Platelet-
Activating Factor"
Zhenhong [ia, Wuhan, China
Major: Engineering Mechanics
Dissertation: "A Boundary Element Method for Elastostatic and
Elastodynamic Crack Problems in Two and Three Dimensions"
Michael James Kern, Ft. Mitchell
Major: Microbiology
Dissertation: "Major Histocompatibility Complex Class II Gene
Regulation: mRNA Stability and DNA Binding Proteins"
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Hyuntae Kim, Seoul, Korea
Major: Biochemistry
Dissertation: "Synthesis and Application of a Photoaffinity Analog
of Nicotinamide Adenosine Dinucleotide"
Moonsun Kirn'", Seoul, Korea
Major: Pharmaceutical Sciences
Dissertation: "An Enantioselective Total Synthesis of (+)- Picrasin B,
(+)- Li2-Picrasin B, and (+)- Quassin"
Claudia Knott'". Louisville
Major: History
Dissertation: "The Woman Suffrage Movement in Kentucky 1879-
1920"
Yu-Ru Kcu, Taipei.Taiwan
Major: Physiology and Biophysics
Dissertation: "Stimulation of Rapidly Adapting Receptors in the
Canine Lungs by a Single Breath of Cigarette Smoke"
John Nicholas Kravic", Youngstown, OH
Major: Educational and Counseling Psychology - Student!
Personnel Counseling
Dissertation: "K.lDS. (Dravic Interview of Disciplinary Styles): A
Standardized Method for Interviewing Young Victims About
Their Abusive Parents"
Marisa Anne Laviola'". Natick, MA
Major: Educational and Counseling Psychology - Student!
Personnel Counseling
Dissertation: "Effects of Older Brother-Younger Sister Incest on Later
Adult Functioning in the Women Involved"
Patricia Ann Lawrence, Lexington
Major: Communication
Dissertation: "Arousal Needs and Gratifications Sought from
Theatrical Movies"
Dong Ok Lee'". Seoul, Korea
Major: Geography
Dissertation: 'The Socio-Spatial Incorporation of New Immigrants in
the Post-Industrial City: Korean Immigrant Entrepreneurs in Los
Angeles"
John P. Lew'". Melbourne, Australia
Major: Animal Sciences
Dissertation: "Nat-Dependent Alanine Transport in Brush Border
Membrane Vesicles From Ventral Colon of the Horse"
Philip Brian Lockett", Fairfield
Major: Physics
Dissertation: "Problems in Radiative Transfer in Astrophysics: An
Escape Probability Treatment of Line Overlap and a Model of the
Masers Around VX SGR"
Pablo A. Martinez, Cuenca, Ecuador
Major: Spanish




Dissertation: "Two Essays in Policy Evaluation Under Uncertainty"
Raja Masbar, Banda Acch, Indonesia
Major: Agricultural Economics
Dissertation: "Demand for Soybean Stocks Under Uncertainty in
Expectations: A Disequilibrium Market Analysis"
Mary Elizabeth McCaskill', Lexington
Major: Music
Dissertation: "A Comparative Study of General Music Education
Curricula in Elementary Schools of the United States of America
and the Russian Soviet Federated Socialist Republic"
Charlotte Rae Melcher'", Lexington
Major: Educational and Counseling Psychology - Student!
Personnel Counseling
Dissertation: "Marital Commitment as Related to Marital
Satisfaction, Religiosity and Parental Divorce"
Longin Kamuntu Minani'", Bujumbura
Major: Mechanical Engineering
Dissertation: "Wall Phenomena in Liquid-Solid Flow"
Maria Teresa Miranda, Cuayama, PR
Major: Spanish
Dissertation: "La Poesia Politico-Religiosa de BIas de Otero y Ernesto
Cardenal"
Scott B. Moore, Syracuse, IN
Major: Economics




Dissertation: "An Alternative Method for Sampling and
Petrographic Characterization of an Eocene Coal Bed, Southeast
Kalimantan, Indonesia"
Jubel Rolando Moraga-Rojel', Osorno, Chili
Major: Sociology
Dissertation: "Science, Technology, Socioeconomic and Political
Forces in the Shaping of Chilean Agricultural Research"
Michal Louise Morford, Carlisle
Major: Edu and Counseling Psy - Edu Psy
Dissertation: "Role of Temperament in Cognitive Style: A Test of
Strelau's Theory"
Mohammad Mehdi Mortaheb, Isfahan, Iran
Major: Civil Engineering
Dissertation: "The Development and Application of a New Test
Apparatus for Characterizing the Permeability of Portland
Cement Concrete"
James Joseph O'Brien, Indianapolis, IN
Major: Educational and Counseling Psychology - Educational
Psychology
Dissertation: "The Effect of Instructional Media on the Errors and




Dissertation: "Polyamines and Transforming Growth
Factor-b.I'I'Cft-b.) in Monocrotaline Pneumotoxicity"
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Jeanne Slocum Osborne, Morehead
Major: Studies in Higher Education
Dissertation: "A Strategy Toward Accountability: Identifying
Faculty Salary Practices at Kentucky Public Regional
Universities"
Donna Ann Palmieri'", Spring Valley, IL
Major: Chemistry
Dissertation: "Interaction of Drugs and Domain-Specific Modulators
with Erythrocyte Membranes and Their Associated Enzymes"
Shirin Parvini, Tehran, Iran
Major: Pharmacology
Dissertation: "A Pharmacological Analysis of Medullary
Hyperalgesia"
Perry David Passaro". Pittsburgh, PA
Major: Educational and Counseling Psychology - Education
Psychology
Dissertation: "Miners' Misconceptions of Flow Distribution Within
Circuits as a Factor Influencing Underground Mining Accidents"
Joan Blakely Peoples'". Berea
Major: Psychology - Clinical Psychology
Dissertation: "Attention-Deficit Hyperactivity Disorder as a
Reflection of Frontal Lobe Dysfunction: An Empirical Study"
Apparao M. Rae", Bombay, India
Major: Physics




Dissertation: "Inheritance of Kernel Characters and Related
Agronomic Traits of a Winter Wheat Population"
Margaret Gay Redd, Lexington
Major: Spanish
Dissertation: "Language and Agression in the New Novel"
Margaret Gallagher Richey'", Lexington
Major: Plant Pathology
Dissertation: "Development of Techniques for the Molecular
Analysis of Fusarium Solani F. Sp. Phaseoli"
Doris Krupka Robbins'", Lexington
Major: Pharmaceutical Sciences
Dissertation: "Use of Metabolite Kinetics in Human Drug Studies:
Evaluating the Effect of Valproic Acid on Epoxide Hydrolase
Activity in Humans"
Mohammed H. Roghani, Lexington
Major: Civil Engineering




Dissertation: "A Study of Joint Dynamics in Joint Dominated
Systems: Modeling, Simulation, Identification, Diagnostic
Monitoring and Vibration Control"
Michael John Rossi, Zanesville, OH
Major: Biology
Dissertation: "Production of Eicosanoids by Differentiation
Competent and Defective Mouse Myoblasts"
Hemant Govind Rotithor'". India
Major: Electrical Engineering
Dissertation: "Decentralized Task Sharing in a Distributed
Computing System"
Kip Warren Sander, Columbus, NE
Major: Crop Science
Dissertation: "Movement of Altrazine, Cyanazine, and Simazine in
Conventional and Conservation Tillage"
Sheryl L.Wells Sanders'"', Newcomerstown, OH
Major: Anatomy
Dissertation: "Cellular Localization of Proopiomelanocortin mRNA
in the Rat Ovary"
Marla Rita Sandys, Phoenix, AZ
Major: Psychology - Experimental Psychology
Dissertation: "Toward a Greater Understanding of Death Penalty
Attitudes: An Examination of the Functions They Serve and an
Exploration of Their Susceptibility to Change"
Susanne Schmitz'"', Ada, OH
Major: Economics
Dissertation: "The Effects of Local Labor Market Conditions on Race
and Gender Wage Differences and Labor Market Segmentation"
Charles Vincent Schwab", FtMitchell
Major: Agricultural Engineering
Dissertation: "Grain Pressure Phenomenon in a Circular Flat Bottom
Bin"
Anantha Ramakrishman Sethuraman, Trichy. India
Major: Materials Science and Engineering
Dissertation: "Ni-Ce and Ni-Cr Alloy Thin Films From a Single
Source: Deposition and Characterization"
Ret-Tseng Shiao, Taiwan
Major: Pharmaceutical Sciences
Dissertation: "Mechanisms of Lung Polyamine Accumulation in
Chronic Hypoxic Pulmonary Hypertension"
Jose de Souza Silva". Petrolina. Brazil
Major: Sociology
Dissertation: "The Contradictions of Biotechnology for Agriculture
in the Third World"
Alexander Thomas Simpson, [r., Charleston, SC
Major: Music
Dissertation: "Opera on Film: A Study of the History and the
Aesthetic Principles and Conflicts of a Hybrid Genre"
Harry Edward Sloan, [r.", St. Paul, MN
Major: Biology
Dissertation: "Neuroanatornical Substrates for Reproductive
Behavior in Goldfish"
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Joseph Kevin Smith". Lexington
Major: Physiology and Biophysics
Dissertation: "The Role of the Ventrolateral Medulla in the
Hypertension of the Spontaneously Hypertensive Rat"
Terrence M. Sobecki?'. Michigan City, IN
Major: Soil Science
Dissertation: "Pedogenesis of Black Shale-Influenced Soils of the
Knobs Region of Eastern Kentucky"
Ramachandra Srinivasan, India
Major: Metallurgical Engineering and Materials Science
Dissertation: "Structural Development in Ultrafine Particles of
Zirconia Produced From Sol-Gel"
Gary Morris Stearns, Muncie, IN
Major: History
Dissertation: "Lord Robert Cecil: A Miscast Edwardian Diehard"
Robert William Stephenson, Columbus, GA
Major: Mechanical Engineering
Dissertation: "Rotor System Analysis: A Coupled Rotor-Foundation
Matrix Approach"
Doris Nowak Stilwell, Lexington
Major: Educational and Counseling Psychology - Educational
Psychology
Dissertation: "Evaluation of KET Probability and Statistics Pilot
Course"
Marda L. Stribling, Dawn, TX
Major: Studies in Higher Education
Dissertation: "The Influence of Mathematics Background and
Continuity of Coursework on Success in College Calculus"
Kelli A. Sullivan, Versailles, IL
Major: Anatomy
Dissertation: "Development of the Rat Paracervical Ganglion and Its
Projections to the Uterine Cervix: A Study of Neuronal




Dissertation: "Thromboxane A2 Mediated Activation of Receptor
Coupled G-Proteins and the Isolation and Characterization Two
Novel G-Proteins"
Steve Keng Ong Teo
Major: Toxicology
Dissertation: "Toxicity of the Insecticide Mirex on Hepatic
Transport: Isolated Hepatocytes, Isolated Perfused Liver and In-
Vivo Studies"
Donald Edward Tilton'", Renton, WA
Major: Mechanical Engineering
Dissertation: "Spray Cooling"
Everett Bernard Torrence", Davidson, NC
Major: Agricultural Economics
Dissertation: "The Reduction of Farm-Level Risks: The Role of
Futures Markets and Diversification"
Helena Wichowska Truszczynska, Poland
Major: Statistics
Dissertation: "Robustness of Bayesian Analysis"
Chih-I Tseng', NY
Major: Mechanical Engineering
Dissertation: "Electromechanical Dynamics of a Coupled
Piezoelectric/Mechanical System Applied to Vibration Control
and Distributed Sensing"
Ka Cheng Albert Tsui", Hong Kong
Major: Economics
Dissertation: "On the Finite Sample Distribution of a Least Square
Estimator in a First Order Autoregressive Model"
James Usry". Wrens, GA
Major: Agricultural Engineering
Dissertation: "Simulating Digesta Movement Through the
Gastrointestinal Tract of the Crowing Pig"
Regina Voegeli-Lange**, West Germany
Major: Plant Physiology
Dissertation: "Studies on the Role of Cadmium-Binding Peptides in
Tolerance to Cadmium in Tobacco"
Andrew L. Vogel', Coleman, Ml
Major: Mathematics
Dissertation: "Regularity and Symmetry for General Region Having
a Solution to Certain Over Determined Boundary Value
Problems"
Louise Sheridan Warden, Barbourville
Major: Educational and Counseling Psychology - Educational
Psychology
Dissertation: "The Development of Pain Coping Strategies in
Adolescents During Menstruation"
John Claiborne Whitehead, LaGrange
Major: Economics
Dissertation: "The Effect of Substitutes on Existence Value and
Nature Preservation in Benefit Cost Analysis"
Carrie Terrine Wilkinson, Atlanta, GA
Major: Educational and Counseling Psychology-Student/
Personnel Counseling
Dissertation: "The Relationship of Cultural Identity to the
Psychological Well-Being of Black Women: An Exploratory
Study"
Thomas Wendell Wood, Lexington
Major: Toxicology
Dissertation: 1/ Analysis of the Pharmacology and Analytical
Detection of Detmoidine in the Horse:
Kim Rachelle Warner Woodrum**, Lexington
Major: Chemistry
Dissertation: "Pyrazole and Triazole Derivatives of Boron"
Claude Eugene Wright 1II", Scotts, MI
Major: Pharmaceutical Sciences
Dissertation: "Protein Binding and Pharmacokinetics of
Triazolobenzodiazepines"
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Sylvia Burroughs Wrobel**, Bat Cave, NC
Major: Sociology
Dissertation: "Shedding the Obese Role a Three-Year Study of
Twenty Obese Females, Ages 13-53,Who Had Surgery for Weight
Loss"
Clarence Ray Wyatt, Danville
Major: History
Dissertation: "Paper Soldiers: The American Press and The Vietnam
War"
Xieo-Dong Xiang'". Beijing, China
Major: Physics
Dissertation: "Measurement of Elastic Analomies in Charge Density
Wave Conductors"
Daisy Lee Yang
Major: Studies in Higher Education
Dissertation: "The Foreign Alumni Association: The Case of the
Korean Association of the East-West Center Alumni"
Bruce Alan Young, Easton, PA
Major: Chemistry
Dissertation: "Synthesis and Physical Studies of Transition Metal
Vinylidene, Alkyne, and Alkynyl Complexes"
Ronald Crawford Young, Hanover, IN
Major: Agricultural Economics
Dissertation: "The Economics of the Family's Long Term Care
Decision"
Grace Marie Zilverberg, Grants Pass, OR
Major: Anthropology
Dissertation: "The Socio-Economics of Trust: The Moral Dimension
of Marketing Fruits and Vegetables in the United States
Wholesale Market"
Alice Mountcastle Zollicoffcr'", Henderson, NC
Major: Educational and Counseling Psychology - Student/
Personnel Counseling
Dissertation: "Factors Affecting Long-Term Avoidant and Intrusive
Responses and the Process of Resolution for Women Who Have
Been Raped"
Doctor of Business Administration
In-Jazz Chen", Taiwan, China
Major: Business Administration
Dissertation: "Interfacing the Loading and Routing Decisions for
Flexibility and Productivity of Flexible Manufacturing Systems"
Allen Douglas Engle'", Richmond
Major: Business Administration
Dissertation: "The Effects and Compensation Strategy and Job
Location on Employee Perceptions of Pay Satisfaction and Pay
Significance"
Michael Gregory Filbeck, Benton
Major: Business Administration
Dissertation: "Regulatory Monitoring and the Impact of Bank
Holding Company Dividend Changes on Equity Returns"
Ronald E. Flinn'"', Omaha, NE
Major: Business Administration
Dissertation: "An Investigation of Proposed Changes in the Federal
Income Taxation of Acquisitive Reorganizations"
Jessica Johnson Frazier, Campton
Major: Business Administration
Dissertation: "An Analysis of the Effect of the Proposed Ad Valorem
Property Tax on Minerals on the Kentucky Coal Industry"
Peggy A. Golden', Louisville
Major. Business Administration
Dissertation: "Measuring Organizational Slack and an Application
of the Slack Construct to the Prediction of Merger and
Acquisition"
Alejandro Hazera'". Mcl.ean, VA
Major: Business Administration
Dissertation: "A Normative Model for Assessing the Competence of
Evidential Matter in Auditing"
Faizul Huq. Bangladesh
Major: Business Administration
Dissertation: "Management Science Approaches to Blood Bank
Problems"
David Richard Lange". Ft. Mitchell
Major: Business Administration
Dissertation: "Debt Maturity Management and Shareholder Wealth
Effects"
Timothy Anthony Longfellow, Bloomington, IL
Major: Business Administration
Dissertation: "The Impact of Involvement on the Consumer's
Perception of Service Quality"
Teresa Ann Cutlipp McGlone, Richmond
Major: Business Administration
Dissertation: "The Simultaneous Identification of Allocation of
Resources to Effective Market Segments: A Normative
Segmentation Approach Utilizing Goal Programming"
Dianna C. Preece, Wayne, WV
Major: Business Administration
Dissertation: "Monitoring, Contractual Flexibility and the Capital
Market Response to Loan Agreement Announcements"
John F. Repede
Major: Business Administration
Dissertation: "Determining Fleet Size and Vehicle Locations in a
Distributed Medical Service Network: Development and
Application of a Dynamic Expected Coverage Model"
Kevin Timothy Stevens", Chicago, IL
Major: Business Administration
Dissertation: "An Empirical Analysis of the Nature of Selected Tax
Expenditures in a State Individual Income Tax System"
Lucinda Louise Jones Van Alst'", Sulphur Springs, IN
Major: Business Administration
Dissertation: "An Empirical Investigation into the Judicial
Classifications of Financial Activity as 'Investment' or 'Trade or
Business' for Federal Tax Purposes"
Stephen Earl Werling**, Tiffin, OH
Major: Business Administration




Elinor Joy Goode Allameh, Richmond
Major: Educational Policy Studies & Evaluation
Dissertation: An Investigation of Foreign Student Enrollment in
United States High Education With Major Emphasis on Language
Concerns and a Case Study Comparing the Performance of Native
Students with Non-Native Students on the Test of English as a
Foreign Language"
Ryan Keith Brown'", Bloomington, IL
Major: Educational Policy Studies & Evaluation
Dissertation: "Perceptions of Quality in Industrial Technology
Programs"
Judy Arlene Goodrich Catlett, Lexington
Major: Instruction and Administration
Dissertation: "The Effect of Pictures on Computerized Instruction"
Daniel Joseph Connell", Morehead
Major: Educational Policy Studies & Evaluation
Dissertation: "A Comparison of Job Satisfaction Among Clerical
Employees at Four Different Types of Higher Educational
Institutions"
Patsy Thompson Daugherty, Richmond
Major: Educational Policy Studies & Evaluation
Dissertation: "An Exploratory Study of the Relationships Between
Expenditures and Institutional Effectiveness for Colleges and
Universities"
Mohammad Edjlali, Abadan, Iran
Major: Educational Policy Studies & Evaluation
Dissertation: "The Effects of Competency Based Mastery Learning on
Aptitude; Motivation; Self-Esteem and Math Anxiety"
Barbara Jeane Edwards", Clarksdale, MS
Major: Special Education
Dissertation: "The Effects of a Computer-Instruction Program Using
the Don Stant Time Delay Procedure to Teach Spelling of
Abbreviations to Adolescents with Mild Learning Handicaps"
Carol Lynn Elam, Ashland
Major: Educational Policy Studies & Evaluation
Dissertation: "Applicability of the Holland Theory of Vocational
Personalities to Medical School Graduates' Specialty Choices"
Rebecca Gaeth Eller'"', Nicholasville
Major: Instruction and Administration
Dissertation: "Teacher Resistance and Educational Change: Toward a
Critical Theory of Literacy of Appalachia"
Rhonda George England, Pikeville
Major: Educational Policy Studies & Evaluation
Dissertation: "Voices From the History of Teaching: Katherine Pettit,
May Stone, and Elizabeth Watts at Hindman Settlement School,
1899-1957"
Marilyn Edith Greenlee, Anderson, IN
Major: Instruction and Administration
Dissertation: "The Effects of Audience on the Letter Writing of Fifth-,
Eight-, and Twelfth-Grade Students"
Helen Faye Harrah, Lexington
Major: Instruction and Administration
Dissertation: "A Comparison of Locus of Control, Dogmatism, and
Receptivity to Change Among Elementary and Secondary School
Teachers in Three Designated Regions in the State of Kentucky"
Marlene Moore Helm, Lexington
Major: Instruction and Administration
Dissertation: "The Relationship of Participation in Extracurricular
Activities to Self Concept and Perception of School Climate
Among Students in Jr. High Schools in Fayette County,
Kentucky"
Michael Leon Hicks, Lexington
Major: Instruction and Administration
Dissertation: "A Comparative Study of Kentucky Secondary
Teachers' Perceptions of Their Freedom to Make Instructional
Decisions"
Lawrence Eugene Kelsch'"', Mt. Olivet
Major: Instruction and Administration
Dissertation: "Gender Difference Treatment of Students in
Vocational Education: An Examination of Teacher-Student
Interactions in Kentucky Secondary Vocational Education
Classrooms"
Dorothy June Leal, Lexington
Major: Instruction and Administration
Dissertation: "Children's Responses to Three Types of Text: A
Multiple Perspective Approach Across Grade Levels"
Phyllis Abrahams MacAdam, Lexington
Major: Instruction and Administration
Dissertation: "Taking on the Role of Narrator: An Exploratory Study
of Children Writing Stories Based on Personal Experience"
Thomas Richard Mowery", Lexington
Major: Instruction and Administration
Dissertation: "A Descriptive Study of the Extent of Kinship in
Kentucky's Public Schools"
Roger C. Noe, Harlan
Major: Educational Policy Studies & Evaluation
Dissertation: "An Analysis of Benchmark Selections Among
Doctoral Granting Institutions"
D. Drew Pringle, Hopwood, PA
Major: Health, Physical Education and Recreation
Dissertation: "Hemodynamic Responses to Upright Cycle
Ergometry in Trained and Untrained Males with Different
Circulatory Types by: Doppler Echocardiography"
Gregory Scott Rash'", Huntington, WV
Major: Health, Physical Education and Recreation
Dissertation: "Force and Frequency Content in the Lower Body
During Selected Daily Activities"
Jane Anne Redmon", Louisville
Major: Educational Policy Studies & Evaluation
Dissertation: "Personality Traits of Family Practice Teachers and
Private Practitioners; Effects of Role Modeling on Specialty
Choice Selection"
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James Keith Stephens, Lexington
Major: Educational Policy Studies & Evaluation
Dissertation: "An Analysis of the Variables Affecting Community
College Faculty Satisfaction and Moral"
Doctor of Musical Arts
Steven Robert Chicurel", Asheville, NC
Major: Musical Arts
Dissertation: "George Gershwin's Songbook: Influences of Jewish
Music, Ragtime and Jazz"
Mark Louis Francis'", Silver Creek, NY
Major: Musical Arts
Dissertation: "Concerto for Guitar and Orchestra"
Gary Ralph Rownd, LaFayette, NY
Major: Musical Arts
Dissertation: "Musical Tombeaux and Hommages for Piano Solo"
Specialist in Education
Debra K. Bauder, Lexington
Sheila Toohey Blanchard", Lexington
M. Douglas Byrum, Madisonville
Diana Gaye Clark, Lexington
Gregory Alan Drake", Lexington
Ronnie Norman Harrison, Harrodsburg
Beverly Willoughby Juett, Lexington
William Anthony Matchett, Griffin, GA
Anne Frances McCall*, Louisville
Jean M. Alderson Miller", Lexington
Sharon Jeanne Terry, Lexington
Sandra Ramsey Wells, Versailles
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Master of Arts
Kathryn Beth Adkins, Barbourville, WV
Anna Leigh Altizer, Narrows, VA
Theresa Ann Antes", Gillett, PA
Anthony A. Arita, Lexington
Judith Elizabeth Auble, Dansville, NY
Anne Tobbe Bader, Louisville
Doraine Fay Clare Bailey, Lincoln, NE
Sandra Ann Baksys. Lexington
Lisa Kendeigh Blackadar, Lexington
Robert 1. Blinkoff, Williamsville, NY
Gina Ann Boling, Foster
John Terrence Bowen, Ir., Exeter, ME
Brian William Brewer, Lexington
Patrick Todd Brewer, Lexington
Deborah Anderson Brooks, Malvern, PA
Thomas Hansford Burke", Louisville
Ruth Martha Buser, Louisville
Lisa Gayle Campbell'", Corbin
Fan Chen"", China
Shu Chen""",Shanghai
Ian James Cook, United Kingdom
Vincent John Cotton, [r ....., Alliance, OH
Douglas Jay Cottrell, Lexington
Georgen Gilliam Coyle", Ft. Wright
Nancy Lynn Crabson". Atlanta, GA
Esther De Pablo Callardo'", Jerez,
Caballeros
Maria E. DeAngelis'". LaPaz, Bolivia
Jennifer Denise Mackey Degler, Lexington
Carole Nathalie Delavault", Falaise, France
Sangeeta Dhawan", India
Rebecca Johanna DiSilvestro, Paducah
Melissa Anne Dobson, Louisville
Lois Ruth Dowd, Corinth
Leslie Anne Doyle, Lexington
Jeannette S. Duke, Lexington
Ronald Wayne Duke, Lexington
Susan Carolyn Eastwood, Laramie, WY
Leona E. Edge'", Leitchfield
John Andrew Elbon", Paducah
Willie A. Elledge", Lexington
Betty Boles Ellison, Lexington
Robert James Emmerich, [r., College Pt., NY
Wm. Douglas Epling'", Lexington
Angela Maria Estes'", Lexington
Paul Mario Faye, Seattle, WA
Walter John Ferrier'", Westwood, NJ
Claire Anne Finnerty", England
Deborah Lee Foard, Hopkinsville
Stephanie L. Goff, Versailles
Veronica Duncan Gordon, Springfield
Elizabeth Spears Gracia**, Ashland
Megan E. Gregg, Columbus, OH
Andrew Clyde Grimes, Jr., Coats, NC
Diane Susan Grimes, Lexington
Lynn Della Guindon*
Pamela Ruble Guthrie
Michael John Haffey, Lexington
Shelda Hale-Roca, Lexington
Elizabeth Ann Harralson, Princeton
Virginia Leigh Harris, Lexington
Nyoka Hawkins, Lexington
David M. Helm**, Lexington
Douglas E. Hemken*, LeXington
Elizabeth Ann Heston, Fairmont, WV
Victoria Rea Hiett, Lexington
Robert Clyde Hodges", Tazewell, TN
Betty Sue Ison, Morehead
Samanthia Lea Israel, Louisville
Steven Iacouris'"
Donna Iames'", Bromley England
Joni Louise Johnson, Atlanta, GA
Elizabeth Mowat Johnston, Lexington
Phillip Wiley [ones'", New Castle, IN
Charles Allin Juhn, Denver, CO
Jack Elden Keefe, [r.. Largo, FL
Laura Diane Kincaid", Lexington
Stephen Joseph Krajewski, Medway, MA
Thomas H. Kummer", Lexington
Siti Kusujiarti, Yogy, Indonesia
Heleni Maria Lagou", Athens, Greece
Min Soo Lee, Seoul, Korea
Kelly Ann Lees, Barnstable, MA
Gary Michael Love
Daniel Lee Lykins, Dayton, OH
John Phillip Markham, [r.", Louisville
Diana Wallace Martin, Lexington
Thomas Anthony McGinty**, Lynn, MA
Agnes Teresa Meers, Cabo Rojo, Pu.erto Rico
Carolyn Rene Menslage", Alexandria, VA
Vivian Lynn Metcalf", Detroit, MI
Byung O. Min'", Korea
Mark Steven Misner"
Brian Lee Moore'", Lexington
Samuel Stokes Moore'", Lexington
Robert Anthony Morris'", Lexington
Sharon Alicia Munger", Greenville, OH
Rebecca C. Myers, Danville
Megan Duffield Naylor'", Lexington
Laura J. Neack", Dayton
Salome Chidiebere Nnoromele, Nigeria
Christina Karen Ogden, Louisville
Rodriguez Rossnilda Oliveras'"
[ulsun Pacheco, Philippines
Janice Ann Penkalski'", Milwaukee, WI
Rhonda Sue Pettit, Erlanger
Denise Raenell Phillips'", Lexington
Elizabeth Lucas Pitts'", Oxford, OH
Angelique Susan Robey'", Lexington
Grace Briggs Robinson, Lexington
Thomas 0. Robinson, Lexington
Marcy E. Rosenbaum, Iowa City, IA
Panagiotis Aristides Roussos'"
Mark Weiser Russell, Glen Ellyn, IL
Michael Eugene Russell**, Winona, MN
Dag Ryen, Lexington .
Muhammad Idrus Said'", Indonesia
Malita Kei Schultz*, Lexington
Karla Jean Schweitzer, Vermilion
William Edgar Sharp**, Georgetown
Carolyn Denise Smith, Owensboro
William Woodford Snowden*, Winchester
John Gibson Speer, Missian, TX
Pornthip Srisurak, Thailand
Ann Yvonne Stearns, Muncie, IN
Mary Jo Ste-inkamp*, Paducah
James Ray Stone, Jr.*, Wilson, NC
Mark Randolph Swetnam, Morehead
Mark David Tallan, Dayton, OH
Aaron Thompson, Jr., LeXington
Martha Wesley Thompson*, London
Joan Davis Thornberry*, Paris
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Wenkan Alice Tian, China
Tsering Tsomo. Dalhousie, India
Teresa Ward Tune, Lexington
Mark A. Van Fleet, Fairfax, VA
Mary Lee Vance", Lexington
Mark Daniel Vantreese, Lexington
Gregory Arnold Walden, Lexington
Katherine Parrish Walden, Midway
Victoria D. Walker**, Lexington
Wenjian Wang, Beijing, China
Paul J Weingartner, Cincinnati, OH
Belinda [oWilliams, Mt. Olive, NC
Joan Marie Williams**, Huntington, WV
Stephen V. Wise, Lexington
Nancy Moss Wiser", Nicholasville
Brent Arend Wolzen*
Ming Hung Alton Ying. Hong Kong
Alina Magdalena Zapalska, Krakow, Poland
Master of Arts in Education
Mark Bristol Ames", Bloomfield, CT
Shelley Anne Wallace Baker", Russellville
Cynthia Jane Axford Bellis-lones,
Georgetown
Teresa Lynn Blakeman'", Lexington
Kimberly Burden Bush'", Cynthiana
Beverly Jean Cain", Liberty
Jacqueline Carroll", Versailles
Robin Lynn Chandler", Shelbyville
Marsha Jean Charles, Pikeville
Polly Anna Cox, Hazard
Alice T. Deaton, Lexington
Carol Sue Douglas, Lexington
Michele Davis Drake'". Ft. Thomas
Janice Tipton Duncan'", Port Royal
Harvey Helm Embry, Lexington
Jeanie ReNee Emenegger-wirnsatt",
Louisville
Armand John Fox", Falls Church, VA
Linda Sue Callutia", Lexington
Roseann Louise Gilbert", Versilles
Charlotte Keeling Creer", Springfield
Pamela Jeanne Hancock, Lexington
Mary E. Harding", Lexington
Laura Catherine Harrod", Frankfort
Patricia Arnold Hawkins", Lexington
Ann Elizabeth Dickey Haynes'", Lexington
Cary Michael HuW, Lexington
Lou King, Winchester
Rupert Henry Lassetter", Lexington
Diane Buuio Leedy, Bluefield, VA
Kathleen O'Brian Lillich'", Lexington
Timothy Mitchel Maggard
Betty Fraley Marinaro*, Maysville
Michael John Massey*, LeXington
Robert Rodney Moore**, Wilmore
Melinda Renee' Pendygraft*, Danville
Vicki Maddox Pettus**, Washington, DC
Wesley Neil Phelps*, South Shore
Mary G. Piper, Lexington
Beth Taylor Ross**, Lexington
Karen Elaine Shannon, Louisa
Jennifer Edds Sloan*, Versailles
Regine Marie Roddy Spaulding*, Lexington
Cynthia Loraine Day Spitler*, Winchester
Laura Ann Stivers*, Louisville
Susan Faith Taber", Wilmore
Faye Bradford Thornton", Cynthiana
Golia Gay Turner", Jackson
Alison J. Urs. Nicholasville
Karen Renee wilkins". Frankfort
Martha Tate Wilson
Master of Arts in Interior
Design
Alison Mary Chan'", Lexington
Rick 1. Morehead'". Louisville
Beth Ehrman McCann Ybarra ...., Lexington
Master of Arts in Teaching
Janet Lee Adams", Nicholasville
Melanie Ann Peavler Brooks", Lexington
Mary Anne Siebenrock Szeluga", Brookville,
PA
Sallye Nan Lampley Thompson", Lebanon
Master of Business
Administration
Blaine Perkins Adams, Danville
Michael Gerard Atwell, Brooklyn, NY
Garry Banks
Paula Jo Barbour, Hattiesburg, MS
William Graham Baughman", Middletown
Barbara J. Beech, Lexington
John Robert Bifone, [r ."' , Louisville
Juliana Billips, Pikeville
Kerry Steven Bohannon, Scottsville
Angela Marie Bourke, Louisville
John Major Bradford, Franklin
Richard N. Broaddus, Winchester
Martin Edwin Campbell, Versailles
James Lyle Cisney'". Harrisonburg, VA
Clara Ruth Cole, Lexington
[ancie Vanessa Cooksie, Columbia
John Robert Cowan'". Edmonton
Sarah Marlene Cox, Williamsburg
Brenda J. Creech, Cumberland
Ted A. Cummings, Lexington
Jane Winn Dalton, Oxford, NC
Len C. DeVary'". Lexington
Richard Clifton Edwins'". Lexington
Ronald John Pischer'", St. Louis, MO
Philip Ray Franklin", Lexington
Dorothy Hight Coins'", Durham, NC
Kevin Michael Crebe'", Shelbyville
Stephen Paul Green, Cincinnati, OH
Deborah Ellen Griffith'", Paducah
Clark Jackson Gross W.., Lexington
Scott Shafer Hisle, Lexington
Robert Roy Holaway'", Lexington
Stephen Hunt Hulette, Frankfort
Rick W.lfland, Versailles
Jennifer Lynn Kelly'". Greensburg
Brian Paul Kinney, Lexington
Carla Jane Matz, Dawson Spring
James Carl McDowell, jr.:", Somerset
Robert John McGaughey""*, Lexington
Janet Sue Mclcindley'", Grand Rapids, MI
David Kirby Mitchell, Versailles
Doran Zane Morgan'", Topeka, KS
Louise Watkins Morris, Lexington
Dale Ronald Mullins, Independence
Fred Nelson Parker, Lexington
Steven Benjamin Powell, Frankfort
Miriam Ruth Pride". Berea
J. David Ray, Lexington
Lesley Neal Reed'". Salyersville
Jennifer D. Richard, Lexington
Marvin T. Robertson, Lexington
Marcelo Marcos Rolandelli, Agentina
Susan S. Russell'". Lexington
Wayne Charles Schuster, North Royalton,
OH
Wendell Curtis Snowden, Lexington
Richard Jason Tomlinson'", Paducah
Roger Dean Turner'", Danville
James Porter Walker, Ir.:", Louisville
John Noel white'", Lexington
Elizabeth wilder'", Versailles
Julius Scott Wise'", Elizabethtown
Anthony Loron wooten'", Chickamauga,
GA
Anto Sunsetna Yeuwanta'". Indonesia
Steven Kent Young'"
Master of Civil Engineering
Luis Jorge Arduz, Lexington
Daryl Wesley Carter, Lexington
Keith Robin Damron, Myra
Kevin F. Damron, Myra
Shannon Lee Hellard, Mt. Vernon
Master of Fine Arts
Kathryn Beaumont Berry, Stanford
Martha Sheats Desposito, Louisville
Twyla Rae Martins, Lexington
Susan Marie Rodriquez, Lexington
Master of Music
Scarlet Webb Arnold, Owenton
Melissa Kelley Baber, Lexington
Daniel Ira Black", Morehead
Jennifer Lynn Brogle'", Crab Orchard
Craig Steven Cornish, Lexington
Charles Greening, St. James, NY
Marilyn Denise Harris", Lexington
Jeffrey Todd King'", Winchester
Susan Lee Koebcke, Williamstown
Terry Lynn Layman, Columbus, OH
In-Iae Oh, Pusan, Korea
Shawn Lee Parrish", Lexington
Tracee Lyn Scott, Richmond




Marla Gail Cavenee'", Lexington
Anthony Joseph Cerrito", Cleveland, OH
David Emerson Carman'", Lexington
Thomas Eric Goodell'", Dutton, MT
John Mark Johnson", Salvisa
Michael Wayne Kurtz, Lexington
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Gillian Margaret Martin, Paducah
Patricia Ann Newsome", Louisville
Shad Michael Sletto, Lexington
Anna Lewis Smith, Lexington
Patton Lee Stephens", Mt. Sterling
Thomas Emery Williams, Fremont, NE
Master of Rehabilitation
Counseling
Carol Ann Simms Atwood ...., Danville
Kimberly Rochelle Bender, Louisville
Rima Saydjari Bey, Lexington
Debra Ann Brady, Louisville
Vicki Lynn Cooper ...., Lexington
Mary Hook", Mt. Pleasant, MI
Paul Scott Howerton", Louisville
Joseph John Lukac, Port Clinton, OH
Terri Fadse Martin ...., Follansbee, WV
Yvonne De Carto Mitchell, Louisville
Craig Joel Phillips, Sparta, NJ
Sandra Kay Smith ...., Albert Lea, MN
Judy Browning Turner, Lexington
Vickie Burkhead Weber, Louisville
Master of Science
Darrilyn Gay Albright", Lexington
Abdulrahman Abdulmohsen AI-Kalaf
James Allan Anderson", St. Peter, MN
Mark Brian Anderson, Edison, NJ
Warren H. Anderson", Lexington
Jeffrey David Anstine", Cornwall, CT
Stacey Anne Baer", Smithtown, NY
Jennifer Ball, Binghamton, NY
Theodore Richard Bane", Arrowsmith, IL
Barry Joe Barnett, Versailles
Theresa Lynn Barry-Greb, Lexington
Mahmut Hakan Berument", Istanbul,
Turkey
Cheryl Lynn Blasko ...., Riverhead, NY
Robert Nolan Bobo, Jr., South Shore
Laura Diane Boldt"
William Edward Brinkley, Madisonville
Geraldine Ann Brown, Pottstown, PA
Rebecca Pauli Buede. Lexington
Maren Manette Nicholas Burchfield,
Amesville, OH
Richard Thomas Cambron, Lexington
Di Cao, Nanchang. China
Chalida Changchit, Thailand
[indong Chen, Guangzhou, China
[inlong James Chen", Taiwan
Cecilia Marie Clarke, Lexington
Dorothy J. Clements", Erlanger
Karen Leigh Corbett", Elizabethtown
Juan Carlos Correa", Colombia
Kris Lee Cox, Bellefontaine, OH
Sylvia Karen Cox'", Somerset
Cynthia Anne Crawford'", Lawton, OK
Valerie Lee Crossfield, Piggott, AR
Ana Michelle Davis", Lexington
David Thomas Dice, Lexington
Kenneth Marion Dickey II", Danville
Sharon Beth Dingman, Monticello, IN
Eric Blane Durbin", Lexington
Roberta Majella Dwyer, Clinton, lA
Jonathan Andrew Dyar", Louisville
Edgar Emeric
Jhon Farlis, Indonesia
John Paul Farrell'", Watertown, NY
Maris S. Felix, Spain
Todd Douglas Fickel, Camp Hill, PA
Endre Fink, Panama
Maria Irene Fiorito'". Buenos Aires,
Argentina
Karen Patricia Fitzmaurice, Makanda, IL
Phillip Ray Flanery'", Martin
Miriam Andretta Fordham, Tampa, FL
Susan Boswell Fowler, Durham, NC
Wayne Thomas Frankie, Rantoul, IL
Sharon T. Franklin". Columbia
Lisa Sugden Caetke. St. Paul, MN
Virginia Rene Gagnon, Lakewood, OH
Miguel Ignacio Gallo, Mexico City
Mary Cheesman Ganzel, Lexington
George Waldon Garriss III, Marietta, GA
Martha Major Burnett Civens", Lexington
Thomas Bradley Gold, Lexington
Jay Robert Graver, Louisville
Amy lo Haak, Madison, WI
Pramod P. Hangal'", Hubli. India
James Biron Harris'". Richmond
Gerald Romeyn Haszler", Peru, IL
William Jerome Hauselt, [r., Avon-By-The-
Sea, NJ
JoAnn Hauser, Cleveland, OH
Lusia Hayati", Indonesia
Annamaria Hayden, Barbourville
Timothy Mitchell Hendrick, Henderson
Paul Logan Hester, Berea
David Alan Haag, Wilmore
David Waller Holt, Lexington
Deann Marie Hopkins, Ord, NE
Chifu Huang
Jackie D. Huckabay, Jr., Coushatta, LA
Lynne B. Humkey, Wilmore
Jolanta [aromczyk, Warsaw, Poland
Daniel Ray Jones, Eleanor, WV
Manjushree Karkare", India
Kurt Alan Kauffman, Wichita, KS
Stephen Joseph Keck, Louisville
Julie Ida Riedel Keller, Colorado Spgs, CO
Robert Michael Kellogg, Paradise, CA
Jean Kiernan, West Nyack, NY
Richard Newton King, Lexington
Thea Louise Kjellstrom'", Warrenville, IL
Madeline Ann Klusewitz*, Reading, PA
Lesotlho David Kock, Kimberley, Saudi
Arabia
James Reid Kolasa, Burgin
Margaret Lynne Lacy, West Liberty
Mark Todd Walter Lakes, Lexington
Herbert Dean Large
Sally Vaughn Lewis*, Grayson
Srinivas Lingutla*
Robin Hill Logan**, Shelbyville
D. Michael Long, Winston-Salem, NC
Mei Lu, China
Steven Joseph Mangine*, Lexington
Marsi**, Indonesia
Rayomond F. Masters*, Karachi, Pakistan
Lora E. McKenzie, Paintsville
Kathy Anne Miktuk Mcl.ellan'", Jamestown,
NY
Marta Susana Mendiondo
David V. Midkiff, Lexington
Sona Haig Minakian, Egypt
Darla Jean Hood Moore, Owensboro
Mucharromah'", Bengkulu. Ina
Leonard Munyabagisha
Steven Lee Musen, Lexington
Dompak Mt. Napitupulu", Indonesia
Kishore Rachakonda Narayan", Tiruvallur
Dewita Nasution, Indonesia
Jayanthi Natarajan, Tamilnadu, India
Debbie LaVonn Nida'", Springdale, AZ
Robert Masauto Nkhalambayausi Chirwa,
Lilongwe, Malawi
Jon Timothy Noteboom, Corsica, SD
Paula Ann Nuchols", Xenia, OH
Connie Denice Oliver, Stanford
Charles Anthony Payne'". Slaughters
Robert Courtney Pearce'", Pewee Valley
Qiyuan Peng, China
Robert Allen Perkins'". Lexington
Wang Chia-Chi Pong, Taiwan, China
Edith Yolanda Poppell, Barbourville
Brit C. Potter, [r., Dorton
James Anthony Prosser, Milwaukee, WI
Kimberly K. Ragland, Buffalo
Scott Edward Randall, Oak Park, IL
Rajendra Babu Rae", India
Randall Edward Raw". Norborne, MD
Carl Thomas Redmond, Tollesboro
Jeanne Marie Reeves, Cullman, AL
Donna E. Riley". Berea
Michael Alan Russ'", Owensboro
Bambang Sabarudin, Jakarta, Indonesia
Agus Sabdono'", Indonesia
Amir Hossein Sadr, Lexington
Andrew Martin Schneider, Suffern, NY
Sally Nanette Shake", Washington, IN
Sreenath Shama, Bangalor, India
Venkatram Ramamurthy Shastri",
Lexington
Oliver Skoellin, Hamburg, PRG
[ana Lee Smith'", Hillsboro, OH
Susan 1. Staugas, Louisville
Rebecca Lynn Stine, Corinth, MS
Charles Brian Sturgill", Ironton, OH
Timothy S. Swenson, St. Croix Falls, WI
Mingsung Tang, Beijing, China
Suardi Tarumun
Deborah J. Thomas, Groton, NY
David Brian Thompson, Louisville
Mary Angela Thompson*, Fancy Farm
Richard Lee Thompson**, Milton
William Ervin ToW*, Hartford City, IN
Steven Ray Toney**, Benton
Hiep Dinh Tran, Paris, France
Kam-Fai Tse*, Hong Kong
Herry Sutjahjo Utomo**, Bengkulu
James P. Vakos, Lexington
Changfeng Wang*, China
Yin Wang, China
Lawrence Daniel Wells, Lexington
William Roy Whitford 11*,Madisonville
Lisa Schmoetzer Whitt, Corydon, IN
Palupi Widjajanti**, Indonesia
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Martin Dale Wiglesworth'", Cynthiana
Elaine Schumacher Wilhite, Maysville
William Jeffery Wilson'", Henderson
Bambang Adi wtnarso-, Jakarta, Indonesia
Martha Jean Tarpenning WoW*,Calhan, CO
Fang Fang wu-, China
jen-Her wu-, Pin tung
Ching Hua Yang
Melissa Carol York, Phyllis
Aidong Zhang'". Dalian. China
Jianhua Zhong'"', China
Master of Science in
Accounting
Kencana Dewi", Indonesia
Sandra Kaye Elder, Webster
Renee Julia Elliston", Lexington
Susan Griffith Cadd'", Berea
Cheryl Anne Farris Hall, Nicholasville
Jerry Wayne Hiles, Lexington
Brian Keith McDonald*, Lexington
Anath Margaret Qualls'", Bristol, TN
Gwendolyn H. Root**
Gina Lynn Sweeney, Lexington
Melissa Ann Wasson, Georgetown
Victor Paul Wilson, Prospect
Master of Science in
Agricultural Engineering
James Wayne Baier, Oldtown
John David Bottom, Frankfort
Mark Edward Fiedeldey, Aurora, IN
Alex Wade Fogle'", Owensboro
Noel Manalo Herrera'", Philippines
Susan Martha Lewis, Lexington
Stephen Raye Nee. Olmstead




Master of Science in
Biomedical Engineering
Kelly Jay Christian, Salt Lake City, UT
Sundaresh Ganesan, India
Sundarayya Paulraj Kingsley
Deanna Kay Levenhagen, Avon, IN
Jingwen Li, China
Chris Garnard Martin, Zephyrhills, FL
Suhas Anant Sathe, Bombay, India
P. S. Venkatachalam, India
Daniel E. Williamson, Dover, NJ
Master of Science in Chemical
Engineering
Vijayaraghavan Bharat, Bombay, India
Ranjit Ravindra Deshmukh**, Bombay,
India
Balakrishnan S. Devakottai, India
Ajay Kumar Dhaul*, New Delhi, India
Srinivas Sivarao Duggirala, India
Myeong [in Han"
Samir Kumar, New Delhi, India
Wen-I Li...., Taiwan
Paul Roslan Ragubathy, Malaysia
Krishnan P. Viswanath, India
Michael Eugene Williams'", Albany
Master of Science in Civil
Engineering
Tina Naresh Adams, Lexington
Ralph Curt Carlberg, [r., Muldraugh
Ashoke Kumar Chakravorty, Louisville
Donald Vincent Chase ...., Louisville
George Baldwin Day V.., Frankfort
Ronnie Clark Graves II", Grayson
Sundara Valli Gurram Yoga'"', India
Joung Sun Lee, Seoul, Korea
Dayakar Penumadu", Nellore, India
Robert Alonzo Rowlette, [r., Berea
Sarino, Indonesia
John Louis Schaefer'", Lexington
Laura Burke Terrell, Paducah
Steven Kelly Waddle, Frankfort
Master of Science in Clinical
Nutrition
Laurel Jane Cunnup'", Lexington
Karen Fossum Gibson, Henderson, MN
Elaine M. Jansen", Mosinee, WI
Karen Elaine Krahulik ...., Trafford, PA
Traci Renee McAdams, Dundee
Joan Boyer Popyach", Lexington
Jennifer Lynn Reed", Ashland
Master of Science in Dentistry
Scott Ivan Silverstein
Master of Science in
Education
Rashmi Adla Adi, Charleston, WV
Gregory Keith Allen'". Pikeville
Nancy Susan Askins ...., Brandenburg
Dale Lynn Avers, Lexington
Vaunette L. Baker'", Whitesburg
Mary Anne Balest
Lori Lee Barker, Lancaster
John Graham Bayless", Lexington
Debra Daniel Billings, Troutville, VA
Nancy Lynn Biltz, Ft.Thomas
John R. Blankenship, 1lI", Russell Springs
Judith E.T. Booth, Frankfort
Nancy Ann Bowens, Frankfort
Amy Lynn Aulick Brannock ...., Paris
Carla Cornette Briscoe, Lexington
Barbara Ann Burchett ...., Paintsville
Ronald Lee Burdon, Lexington
Patricia White Calvert", Lexington
Diane DeViese Cantrill", Lawrenceburg
Joyce Elaine Carper, Olive Hill
Lee Huston Carroll", Lexington
Wanda Gail Chandler, Bowling Green
Lori A. Chiara, Lexington
Meg Eu Cho, Hualien, Taiwan
Diana Gaye Clark'", Lexington
Alisa Baker Congleton, Lexington
Thomas Lee Cravens", Booneville
Mildred Rivera Crawford, Elizabethtown
Rachel Dubois Dahlinger", Lille, ME
Deborah Duncan Danner, Beckley, WV
Catherine Anne Daugherty'", Falmouth
Fern 1. Edgett, Danville
Robert Anthony English, Lexington
Janet Parker Estes, Norman, OK
Holly R. Ford"", Lexington
Cindy L. George, Frederick, MD
Marianne Faltz Gleason, New York City, NY
Frances Preston Glover, Mobile, AL
Robin Engle Gornto", Lexington
Lila McCoy Grimes, Crestwood
Judith K. Hahn'", Walton
Teresa Trimble Hail", Somerset
Meada Gwen Hall, Prestonsburg
Carol Ann Harmon, Lexington
Marsha Jean Hennig, Lexington
Jennifer Sutherland Henson ...., Shelbyville
Beverly Jean Hester, Hustonville
Louis Edward Hicks, [r., Lexington
Stephen Holthaus, Nicholasville
Lora Lee Frazier Howard, Manchester
Gail Scott Hurst", Lexington
Rebecca Lynn [ennings'". Spokane, WA
Apiradi Kanchanadul, Thailand
Kathleen Diane Kivi, Miramar, FL
Michael Sean Lynch, Warwick, RI
Dawn Elaine Martin", Richmond
Tracee Lynne McCarter, Edgewood
Carla Jean McCowan, Danville
Margaret Ann McDaniel", Corbin
Michael Earl McKinley, Shelby, OH
Reina Isabel Mero Rosales, Caracas,
Venezuela
William Thomas Mills, Barbourville
Mary Jane Minto'", Russellville
Masako Nagai'". Toyota, Japan
Kathy Rosezell Paige'", Munfordville
Deana Faye Parliament, Oakwood, IL
Marilyn I. Peterson, Somerset
Bruce Allen Pfetzer ...., Villa Hills
Beate Popkin, Lexington
Sarah Minor Raikes, Campbellsville
David Ray Reber'", Paducah
Connie Rae Reinhardt", Alexandria
Tamara Kidwell Roberts", Lexington
Yenita Roza, Pekanbaru, Indonesia
Thomas Hall Russell'", Lawrence, KS
Patricia Ann Sandknop, Radcliff
Marigail Sexton", Ashland
Linda Hall Skeeters", Vine Grove
Patricia Clancy Smith'", Corbin
Tina Parsons Sprague, Lexington
Suzanna Lou Stammer", Lexington
Melissa Wellman Stephens, Ashland
Brenda Telecsan, Nitro, WV
Diana Thomas Tweeddale, Lexington
Maria Esther Uriegas", Chihuahua, Mexico
Regina J. Vest", West Liberty
Steven Lee White, Waynesboro, VA
James Gregory Wilborn", Lexington
Elizabeth VanAntwerp Wilson, Radcliff
Cindy Jane Hornsby Wise, Somerset
Cheri Weatherly Woodson, Lexington
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John Michael Wright", Mayfield
Mantijane Babani Xaba ...., RSA
Master of Science in Electrical
Engineering
Elaine Byrd Allen, Fulton
Manoj Mohan Bijoor. Bombay, India
Betty Ann Bowles, Hopkinsville
John David Buckles'", Chrisney, IN
Thomas Francis Burks, Hodgenville
Dachun Chen, Guargzhou, China
Terry Dean Day'", Whitesburg
Jean Milad Deaibes, Beirut
Hea th Lee Duncan, Lexington
Sugata Chosal, Calcutta
Sanem Naveen Gaud ...., Hyderabad, India
Christopher Charles Hobbs, Lexington
Prashant Anand Kantak, Bombay, India
Martin Birk Lundberg, Richmond
John Mastromarino ...., Crofton
Venktesh S. Maudgalya. India
James Curtis Moses, Lexington
James Anderson adorn", Henderson
Shekar Pasvmarthi ...., Vizag, India
Brian Lee Pulito, Lexington
Saivenkatesh Ramamoorthy". New Delhi
Joseph David Shamieh, Lexington
Michael Lee Smith, Campbellsville
Rajendra Madan Sura'"', Pune, India
William Thomas Sutherland, Jr....., Lexington
Joe Morris Woosley, [r., Hopkinsville
Anto Sunsetna Yeuwanta'". Indonesia
Lei Zhou, Shanghi, China
Master of Science in
Engineering Mechanics
Shubho Bhattacharya, Calcutta, India
KeVIn Franklin Eldridge, Morehead
Wenliang Tang
Barry Lewis Thomas
Master of Science in Family
Studies
Carol Parker Benson, Corbin
Mary Jennifer Best, Maysville
Janet Marshall Boggess, Lexington
Sonja Gale King Chafin'", Louisville
Edward L. Cheeney, Houston, TX
Tania Lynn Crawford, Cynthiana
Beth Ann Goforth, Lexington
Cynthia Jane Hardin ...., Lexington
Anthony J. Headley, Lexington
Deanna Wendell [obst", Plaistow, NH
LouAnn Kruse, Temperance, MI
Debra DeWitt Parrish, Lawrenceburg
Marilyn S. Rodgers, Richmond
A. Michael Rupured, Lexington
Carla A. Sizemore, London
Sheila H. Talley, Frankfort
Master of Science in Forestry
Susan Emily Boettcher", Montevideo, MN
Carol Louise Chambers", Williamsburg, VA
[insheng Dong", China
Yan Liu, China
John C. Overstreet'", Junction City
Alexis Maurice Triquet, Belgium
Master of Science in Library
Science
Cynthia Jane Ahmann'", Richmond
Christine Dow Anderson'", Simpsonville
Daniel Keith Aren, Cincinnati, OH
Richard Glendon Bearden'", Lexington
Susan Key Bell", Louisville
Roger Gerry Belllngham'", Cincinnati, OH
Barbara N. Bishop", Louisville
Kraig Wayne Blair, Louisville
Annaliese Michaele Bratcher, Lexington
Amber Allen Bruner", Versailles
Jenny Louise Prewitt Carson
Mitchael C. Casto, Madison, WV
Albert Thurman Chapman III", Marion, IN
Lucile E. Chevalier, Cincinnati, OH
Georgen Gilliam Coyle", Ft. Wright
Anna Jennifer Davidson'", Pineville
Charlotte Scheuring Davis, Cincinnati, OH
Shari Kusche Davis", Lexington
William Joseph Debord'", Ashland
Mahnaz S. Depp", Lexington
Linda Kay Donaldson", Portsmouth, OH
Margaret Elizabeth Doutt, Canton, NC
Janice Lee Oetjen Dumford, Loveland, OH
Suzanne Kathryn Durham", Lexington
Walter Lawrence Durrett, [r.:", Laguna
Hills, CA
Nancy P. Ehas, Batavia, OH
Jeffrey R. Eling"
Katherine Josephine Elkins", Clintonville
Michael Allen Flannery", Cincinnati, OH
Melissa MacQuown Porsyth'", Lexington
Rosemary Aud Franklin", Louisville
Richard Lloyd Frees, Mayfield
Paul Eugene Fuller, Ir.:", Chattanooga, TN
Sybil Eveora Galer", Whitesburg
Elizabeth Walker Gilbert ...., Berea
Edward Thomas Graham", Harrodsburg
Ben M. Graves", Lexington
Clarence Chalmers Guthrie", Cottageville,
WV
Mary Lou Hammond'", Versailles
Daniel Harrison Hodge", Frankfort
Evalee Ann Hoffman, South Newport
Joseph Early Horton, Lexington
Addison Hosea III"", Versailles
Kelle Emmons Hoskins"", Bethel
Marilyn Arlene [enkins'", Lexington
Kelly Lee Johnson", Gray
Raymond Wayne Johnson, Lexington
Anita Whitaker Jones", Versailles
Iule 1. Kind", Wilmore
Michelle Renee King, Basin, WY
Pauline Marie Klein, Lexington
Loren Wight Kramer", Berea
Leah Ruth Levor, Cincinnati, OH
Cynthia Gay Maglinger", Owensboro
Bruce F. Marthaler", Wilmore
Jane Berger Moeller'", Cincinnati, OH
Lisa Frazier Osborne, Williamsburg
Kandace S. Owens", Mt. Vernon
Miguel Mauricio Pacheco, Baton Rouge, LA
Martha Reed Perry'", Frankfort
Colleen Wood Phillips", Cincinnati, OH
Sandra Sofiah Pullom", Crittenden




Melissa Margaret Robbins", Jackson, TN
Colette Marie Samano'", Covington
Nancy Cook Scott'"
Teresa Ann Sherer, Louisville
Stacy Alan Sizemore'", London
Diane A. Smiley, Somerset
Kimberly Lynn Smith", Nicholasville
Louise Renee Stamper'", Jackson
Virginia Helen Stanko, Lexington
Earl Gregg Swem III", Louisville
Brian Edward Throckmorton'", Richmond,
VA
Joann Huneke Tudor", Batavia,.OH
Diane Nelsen Walter"
Robin E. Weinstein, Dayton, OH
Ann Harding Whittle", Ft. Thomas
Gregory Allen Wiecek, Lexington
Cary Cochran Wilkins'", Greenville, SC
Elizabeth Barrett Wills", Beckley, WV
Melissa Gaines woelfel'", Charleston, WV
Master of Science in Materials
Science and Engineering
Bagjo Habsoro, Indonesia
Jung Yeul Kim, Seoul, Korea
Hsien-Ming Lee, Taiwan, China
Wonhee Lee, Korea
Mary Elizabeth Saum", Nicholasville
Master of Science in
Mechanical Engineering
Birenda M. Agarwal", India
John Baker, Hazard
Michael D. Bush'", Grayson
Hsien-Cheng Chou", Taiwan, China
Haiqi Fu, Beijing, China
John Nicholas Funk, Lexington
William Marion Godfrey, Elizabethtown
Ralph Benjamin Joseph, Bombay, India
Paul Brooks Kreitz, Winchester
Jeffrey Bryan Lawless'", Hustonville
[ian Peter Liu, Suzhou, China
Kuang-Jen Liu", Tapiei, Taiwan
Michael David Shadoan, Richmond
Kun She, Shanghai, China
Venkatesh B. Shyam", Hyderabad India
Lyndon Scott Stephens", Ashland
Shanker Subramaniam", Madras, India
Charles David Sulfredge, Corbin
[ian Tao, China
Guang-Cheng Wan", Taichung, Taiwan
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Master of Science in
Mining Engineering
Trigg Henderson Combs, Lexington
James Steven Gardner
David Eugene Hinkle ...., Richwood, WV
[in Kim, Korea
Master of Science in Nursing
Karen Dombi Agricola, Cincinnati, OH
Bobette Katz Andriakos, Louisville
Lora Humphrey Beebe", Ashland
Maria Bernadette Behan'", Villa Hills
Margaret Marie Butler Biliter, Gallipolis
Ferry, WV
Alicia Dick Carpenter ...., Mt. Vernon
Robyn Boyle Cheung", Lexington
Joy L. Dunbar Cobern", Lexington
Alicia Gail Day Cook", Whitesburg
Rose-Anne Cunningham", Ellendale, TN
Juli Fryer Daniels", Henderson
Laurie Harris Dunn", Boulder, CO
Leslie Durham, Owensboro
Karen Jean Adams Dutton'". Brodhead
Kathleen Theresa Eggert, San Diego, CA
Iody Beth Epperson", Cynthiana
Mary Margaret Estill", Lexington
Kathleen Ann Giauque, Fredericktown, OH
Susan Melinda Creenlese'", N. Syracuse,
NY
Vicki Lynn Grubbs", Lexington
John Foster Harder, Jr.", Louisville
Paula Jean Hogsten", Ashland
Sharon Ann Geoghegan Howard,
Bardstown
Karen Marie Jacobs", Lexington
Brenda Ann Koenig-Renz", Louisville
Lori Susan Molenaar", Middletown, OH
Janet Lynn Naegel, Cincinnati, OH
Elizabeth Robertson Osbahr", Huntington,
WV
Jill Powell", Bedford
Melissa Skaggs Powell", Richmond
Kimberly Beth Reibling. Lexington
Roberta Thorn Ress, Winchester
Kathleen Thomas Roper, Lexington
Claire A. Henry Schuster", Richmond
Susan Shearer, Versailles
Janette Maria Sherwood", Radcliff
Opal Melinda Adkins Skaggs", Sandy Hook
Katrena Steele Sloan", Hopkinsville
Judith Jacquelyn Stewart", Lexington
Pamela Joanne Stuchlak'", Independence,
OH
Vicki Lynne Tabor, Ashland
Cynthia Vollman Terry", Lexington
Karen Kuck Tufts", Lexington
Linda S. Wallace, Waterloo, IL
James Michael Ward", Versailles
Judy Darlene Welsh", Lexington
Marshia Clay White", Winchester
Judith Ann Worley", Tateville
Master of Science in
Operations Research
Wendy Lee Barkman, Tampa, FL
Scott G. Cuccaro, Hamilton, OH
Sung Soo Kim, Seoul, Korea
Anil Kumar, Bangalore
Mingliang Lin, Fujian, China
Dharmesh Bhagwan Makhijani", Bombay,
India
Jane Elizabeth Schweickart, Louisville
Sandy Walk", Tyrone, PA
Master of Science in Public
Health
Karen Ann Sauer ...., Lexington
Master of Science in
Radiological Medical Physics
Vera Katherine Balagopal". Smyana, GA
Hoi-Young Chan ...., Hong Kong
Joyce Lipps Martin ...., Stamping Ground
Robert Clell Miller, Liberty
Bethany Lynn Owsley ...., Elizabethtown
Marianne Elizabeth Eileen Plunkett ....,
Brookfield, MA
Master of Social Work
Lisa Landrum Alexander", Crittenden
Judith Elaine Atchley ...., Milford, OH
Ronald J. Baier, Cincinnati, OH
Sally Ann Barney", Cincinnati, OH
Paula K. Barrett", Georgetown
Kimberly Lynette Baugh", Louisville
Wanda J. Beckley", Eminence
Colleen Modena Bivens ...., Somerset
I
Angela Rhodus Bogie, Richmond
Kathryn Lanelle Boyd, Frankfort
Mary A. Huber Bradley, Dayton, OH
Cynthia F. Brinkman, Ft. Mitchell
Jerry Brent Brooks, Harlan
Stephanie Kennedy Burger ...., Prestonsburg
Joanna Jean Carson, Huntington, WV
Susan Gaye Coomes Cecil ...., Owensboro
Lana Clevenger, Morehead
Aurora Hoffman Conn, Ashland
Ann F. Cook, Vanceburg
Jane Ann Borders Cornelison ...., Paintsville
Joseph Terrell Crowder, Mcl.ean, VA
Brenda Stratton Dennis, Aurora
Peggy Jean Dotson'", Norton, VA
Robin Kay Dozer'", Milwaukee, WI
Rebecca Alice Ewalt .., Lexington
Jean Nelson Feagan ...., Midway
W. Michael Fouch, Berea
Miriam Ann Freshley ...., Cincinnati, OH
Marion A. Gildersleeve ...., Hudson, OH
Billie Jean Post Goble , Langley
Debra Blythe Hackett , Bowling Green
Judith Mary Schafer Haines ...., Cincinnati,
OH
Jean Swint HaW", Lexington
Loren Ray Hardin, Portsmouth, OH
Lynne Harvel ...., Lexington
Margaret A. Hayden", Cincinnati, OH
Cynthia Ann Heinrich", Cincinnati, OH
Latonya Joyce Hesterberg, Morehead
Virginia Ann Hillman", Ashland
Susan Ellen Holbrook", Lexington
Barbara Griffin Hopkins, Carlisle
Lisa Helen Horn, Huntington, WV
Nancy C. Hughes". Lexington
Jennie B. HuW", Lexington
Vanessa Lynn Hunn, Lexington
Susan Adams Hunt, Ashland
Sandra Hall Isaac ...., Topmost
Renee G. lung-Kennedy"
Carol Marie Kissel ...., Bowling Green
Claire Renee Jarvis Knight ...., Manchester
Janet Louise Koury", Edgewood
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Blanche Rose Stamm Kunkell". Florence
Kathy Yvonne Sharp Lambert'",
Nicholasville
Patrick Alan Lindsay'", Paris
Steven Lee Lowder, Morehead
Lee R. Martin, Jr....., Roanoke, VA
Gina Lynn May, S Williamson
Cheryl Ann Eaves McKee", Fairfield, OH
Dori Lynn Mckenzie". Cincinnati, OH
Donna Millay Montgomery", Independence
Carl Brian Moses, Lexington
Sandra Summers Muenks", Lexington
Nancy Marie Nortmann", Cincinnati, OH
Nannette Littlepage Ogger. Princeton
Melanie Darlene Otis ...., Lexington
Bonnie Patrick'", Lexington
Jackie S. Perry-Drake'". Cincinnati, OH
Mary Peyton, Lexington
Rosalind Patrice Philpot", Macon, GA
Peter Otto Prinz'", Cincinnati, OH
Michael T. Ramos'". Youngstown, OH
Mary Katherine Jones Ratliff'", Owingsville
Velva Sue Reed ...., Lexington
Mary S. P. Reeves", Versailles
Barbara Mulligan Rosenwinkel, Lexington
Cecily Mitsuyo Sample'", Carbondale, IL
Leesa M. Schmidt'". Boca Raton, FL
Timothy Todd Scott, Portsmouth, OH
James R. Sharpe'", Georgetown
Kelly Lyn Smith*", Villa Hills
Douglas Charles Stelzle'". Cincinnati, OH
Barbara Anne Campbell Stryker'".
Lexington
Darlene Summe", Florence
Gwendolyn Da Cons Taylor", Cincinnati,
OH
Katherine Louise Henderson Tillery, Berea
Maria Elizabeth Trevino'", Louisville
David F. Ubelhor". Lexington
Elizabeth Ellen ward", Springfield
Thelma Verne Rowland Webb, Manchester
Lea Elaine Winn ...., Cincinnati, OH
Melinda Ann Woltermann'", Cincinnati, OH
James Mark Yoder", Lexington
College of Dentistry
Dean: David A. Nash
Doctor of Dental Medicine
David Carlisle Adams, Lawrenceburg
Gregory LaMott Adams, Owensboro
James Gregory Bryant, Nicholasville
Michele Aileen Carter, Ashland
G. Scott Caudill, Mt. Sterling
Frank C. Conte, Bloomfield, NJ
Toniann Conte, Bloomfield, NJ
Bridgette Eversole Coulter, Morehead
Robert Scott Fischer, Owensboro
Walter E. Fox, Lexington
Alireza Haeri, Iran
William E. Hampton, Barbourville
Benedict Simms Haydon, Springfield
Norris Freeman Higdon, Big Clifty
LeeAnn Hovious, Madisonville
•
Bradley Gaines Huey. Walton
Andy Paul Keaton, Red Bush
Frank Kendrick, Lexington
John Phillip LeMaster, Lexington
Mark Anthony Livecchi, Penfield, NY
Barry Kelly Marcum, Kermit, WV
Rex Powell McCrary, Winchester
Jeffrey Lewis Meade, Ashland
Jennifer A. Meader, Hyden
Lon Bryan Meader, Hyden
David Allen Mott, Columbus, GA
Anna E. Newman, Clinton, PA
Connie K. Anderson Nicholson, Rockford,
IL
Rosanne Marie Palermo, Erie, PA
Robert 1. Palmer, Cynthiana
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Jill Elizabeth Porter, Flatwoods
David Bryan Powers, LaGrange
Frederick Eli Ranney III, Antioch, IL
Frederick Joseph Durham Schwendeman,
Lexington
Sharon O'Donnell Schwendeman, Lexington
Vernon Lyn Sheen, Lexington
Robert Edwin Sims, Flemingsburg
Pamela A. Sparks, Carlisle
Bryan T. Stump, Petoskey, MI
William Robert Thorner, Wallaceburg
Deborah Ellen Vincent, Ashland
John Philip Wahle, Ocala, FL
Michael Joseph Walker, Ft. Thomas
Mary Jones Watts, Owensboro
/-'15
College of Law
Dean: Rutheford B Campbell, Jr.
Juris Doctor
Margaret Carolyn Adams'". Hyden
Russell Whitt Adkins, Greenup
Jodi 1. Albright, Somerset
Stephen Garrett Amato, Lexington
Joy Anna Anderson, Lexington
Virginia Morris Anggelis-Cuppy, Lexington
Edward Boatwright Atkins, Harlan
James Lee Avritt, [r., Lebanon
Karen May Bacdayan, Lexington
Deborah Lewis Bailey, Smilax
Kathryn Ann Baird, Danville
Tiphanie [anine Bates, Whitesburg
Jean Winfield Bird, Bowling Green
Gregory Allen Blackburn'", McCarr
Karon Deane Bowling, Maysville
Mark Anthony Bowling, London
Joseph Lee Brinkley, Littleton, NC
Alfred 1. Buchanan, Lexington
David Brett Burrow, Radcliff
Julie Ann Butcher, Lexington
Lynn Marie Camilleri, Livonia, MI
Charles Harding Cassis, Louisville
Charles Edward Clem, Nicholasville
Timothy Ray Coleman, Morgantown
Robert Paul Combs, Pikeville
Dwight Antonio Cosby, Radcliff
John Richard Crockett III, Louisville
Brian Alan Cromer, Louisville
Mark Lindell Davis ...., Paducah
"">, Stanley S. Dawson, Versailles
~d Douglas Dixon, Winchester
Jeffrey Nelson Dyer, Midland, MI
Thomas Ira Eckert, Hazard
Charles William Ellinger II, Lexington
Teressa Lynn Elliott, Ft. Thomas
Thomas Kevin Flanery, Louisville
William Henry Fogle, Mt. Sterling
Dana Carol Fugazzi-Smith, Lexington
Johnson Wayne Gabhart, Lawrenceburg
Catherine Rice Gaither, Beaver Dam
Daniel Tyler Gibson, Louisville
Theresa Gilbert, Lexington
Susan Carole Gormley, Versailles
Matthew Brian Grant, Lexington
Teresa Kay Gray, London
James Patrick Crohmann, Louisville
Donna R. Hale, Richmond
Cheryl Ann Hardcastle, Bowling Green
Gerry Lee Harris, Georgetown
James Wilferd Hill, [r., Louisville
Kelly Joseph Hobbs, Flaherty
Erica Lynn Horn, Lexington
Vicky Chandler Horn, Paintsville
John George Home II, Lexington
William Gregory Howard, Neon
Lori Christin Hudson, Frankfort
Walter Bryan Hudson, Louisville
Yvette Raye Hurt, Lexington
Theodore Michael Ivanchak, Lexington
Frank McGinnis Jenkins III, Lexington
Stephen Howell [ett, Lexington
Shawn Ray Johnson, South Williamson
Edwin Allen Jones, Robards
Kenneth Stroup Jones, Louisville
Susan Beverly Jones, Louisville
Carolyn Younker Keeley, Paducah
David Lyle Kelly, Owensboro
Jonathan Shawn King, Brandenburg
James Ronald Laramore, Louisville
Jeffrey Scott Lawless, Somerset
Gregory Allen Lay, Barbourville
Jefferson Vimont Layson III, Paris
Robert Greer Lilly, Louisville
Deirdre M. MacCarthy, Glasgow
Joseph Edward Malnous, [r., Lexington
Rand Leslie Marshall, Georgetown
Paul Phillip Mattingly, Lebanon
Cynthia Kathleen Maynard, Radcliff
Steven Michael McCauley, Lexington
John Michael McDonald, Lexington
Heather Mary McKeever, Ft. Mitchell
Dilissa Gaye Milburn, Henderson
Melinda Alice Milby, Greensburg
Diane Patricia Mullaney, Chicago, IL
Karen Lee Vreuls Murphy", Lexington
Janice Lee Murray, Owensboro
James Carlton Musser, Catlettsburg
Louis Keith Myers, Lovelaceville
Michael Patrick Neal, Louisville
Cheryl Rae Marie Neff, Lexington
Michael Dean Osborne", Louisa
Patrick Thomas Padgett, Somerset
Todd Smith Page, Lexington
John Browning Park, Lexington
Pamela Dae Perlman, Lexington
Don Arlie Pisacano, Lexington
Douglas E. Pittenger, Wilmore
Kimberly Sue Hunt Price ...., Owingsville




Sheila Frances Redmond, Lexington
Linda S. Rego, Lexington
Bobby Edward Reynolds, Hazard
Robert Rodriguez, Lexington
Nathan James Franklin Rose", London
Thomas Edward Rutledge, Louisville
John Key Schoen, Louisville
William Kevin Shannon, Paducah
Christopher John Shaughnessy, Nashville,
TN
Patrick Clark Shea, Louisville
David Mark Sheets, Munfordville
Karen S. Skeens, Ashland
Craig Whitcomb Sloan, Kalamazoo, MI
Randy Gene Slone, Pippa Passes
Barry S. Smith, Albany
Donald Gene Smith, Hazard
Edmund Victor Smith, Princeton
Stephen Craig Smith, Barbourville
Catherine Marie Stevens, Frankfort
Jesse McArthur Stockton, Albany
Charles Robert Streich III, Louisville
Leah Brown Sumrell, Maplewood, NJ
John Rollin Tarter, Danville
David W. Thompson, Owingsville
Peter Lloyd Thompson, Lexington
Courtney Anne Tigue, Louisville
Nancy Kay Tretter, Lexington
Anne Elizabeth Turco, Westerly, RI
Tammie Lee Turner, Lexington
Brendan Michael Turney, Ft. Mitchell
Palmer Gene Vance II, Paintsville
Kathryn Ann Walton, Lexington
Kevin Clifton Ward, Ashland
Pamela Kimberly Watson, Ashland
Robert Thomas Watson, Lexington
Tracey Ellen Webb, Nicholasville
Pamela Lynn Weeks ...., West Palm Beach, FL
Anna Stewart Whites, Bardstown
Eugenie Baird Whitesell, Fulton
Lori Ann Wieting, Louisville
Jae:Etl:lss J. Vliggilttel , bSlfiltg~elt
Karen Lynn Wilson, Henderson
John McKinley Winans, Ashland
Lynne Ellen Womack, Greenup
Jeffrey Robert Wonacott, Elk Rapids, MI
Amealia Rakestraw Zachary ....., Slaughters
Robert C. Ziegler, Ft. Mitchell
College of Medicine
Dean: Emery A. Wilson, M.D.
Doctor of Medicine
Tamela Gilbert Adkins, Louisville
Timothy Dean Adkins, Sandy Hook
Anthony Wade Alvarez, Cincinnati, OH
Larry Kenneth Andrea, Lexington
William Scott Black, Barbourville
Robert Lisle Bratton, Lexington
Elizabeth Anne Jackson Burgess, Beaver
Dam
Steven Bryan Burton, Paintsville
Melissa McPherson Cheeseman, Atlanta, GA
Kelley Dawne Clark, Paducah
Janet White Cobb, Bowling Green
Candace Agress Cohen, Louisville
Joseph Brian Conley, Ft. Thomas
Virginia P. Cotton, Oneida, TN
Celine Alisse Daily, Baltimore, MD
Kimberly Lynn Dixon, Whitesburg
Jacqueline Ann Emery, Florence, SC
John Gilbert Felker, Frankfort
Armin Fritz Friedli, San Antonio, TX
Kenton Bing-Hock Goh, Lexington
John Christopher Gross, Milton, WV
David Gerard Haas, Ft. Mitchell
Laurie Smith Haas, Somerset
Dean Parrish Hainsworth, Murray
Connie S. Hall, West Chester, OH
Richard Stuart Hartman, Covington
Christopher Alan Heeb, Ft. Mitchell
Vickie Ann Howard, Middlesboro
Marshall Gaynor Howell III, Henderson
Forest C. Hume, Richmond
Mark Douglas Irvin, Louisville
Charles Glenn Ison. Lexington
Paul Jeffrey Johnson, Hindman
LaRoy Francis Kendall III, Lexington
Mark Vel Kyker, Lexington
David M. Larson, Huntington, WV
Hien Tuan Le, Louisville
Robert Warren Letton, [r., Mt. Sterling
Teresa Ann Loukx, Ironton, OH
Walter Scott Lykins, Russell
James G. Maze, Ashland
Michael Edward McAndrew, Florence
William Thomas McClure, Lexington
Alice Marie Miller, Elizabethtown
[oannie Franklin Miller, Nortonville
Robert Eugene Murphy, Lexington
Timothy Allen Newcomer, Lexington
Mary Evelyn O'Daniel, Lebanon
Lida Miller Oxnard'"
Michael Scott Patterson, Lexington
Robert Wayne Perry II, Williamstown
Truman Lee Perry, Corbin
Melisa Marie Pope, Lexington
Julia Anne Popham, Louisville
Melissa Ann Powell, Barbourville
Date of graduation for College of Medicine: May 12, 1990
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Andrew Lee Pruitt, Lexington
Scott A. Raber, Henderson
Jill Sparrow Ransdell, Louisville
Monica C. Ray, Lexington
Lee William Ricketts II, Lexington
Barry Alton Riddle, Louisville
Earl Glen Robbins II, Lexington
Michael E. Rush, Lexington
John Adams Sanders, Lexington
Glenn McKinley Woodruff Scott, Lexington
Leah Ann Slone, Lexington
Gregory Dale Smith, Lexington
Catherine Curtsinger Soldo, Fancy Farm
Donald Lynn Spicer, Mayfield
Stephen Winston Stigers, Lexington
Thomas Brelin Taylor, [r., Scottsville
Ray Brenton Terrell, Buskirk
Dru Thomas, Mayfield
John Thomas Trump, Romulus, MI
Jill Marie Wade, Louisville
Samuel MacKenzie Warren, Lexington
Karyn Renee Watters, Louisville
Joseph Gibson Whelan III, Louisville
Cheryl Denise Williams, Glasgow
Mary Lou Wilson, Louisville
Jonathan Ward Wireman, Jackson
Ralph Lynn Wischmeyer III, Ft. Thomas
Van M. Woeltz, Paducah
Olivia Rae Wright, Irvine
College of Agriculture
Dean: C. Oran Little
Bachelor of Science in
Agriculture
Stacie Taryn Adams, Lexington
Robert H. Amburgey III, Mt. Sterling
Brian Keith Baker ...., Lexington
Robert Dwayne Baker, Cadiz
Tracy Beckett'", Oxford, OH
Patrick Shane Belcher'", Madisonville
Elvis L. Bellar, Ir."', Guthrie
David Andrew Bird, Lawrenceburg
Robert Edward Bonzo", Springfield
James T. Boswell, Harrodsburg
Suzanne Donovan Boyd, Mayslick
Christopher Inman Brandon, [r., St. Simons
Island, GA
Sarah Patrick Broadbrent, Cadiz
Virgil Allen Brown, Versailles
William Patrick Bruening, Clevland, OH
James J. Brunker, Cynthiana
Martha Huston Buckner'", Lexington
Richard Clinton Bush"
Susan Campbell, Tompkinsville
Amanda Hester Cannon, Hopkinsville
Timothy Alan Cansler, Crofton
Joseph T. Carton, Morehead
Lisa Ford Carton, Lexington
Shawn D. Clark, Lebanon
Timothy Wayne Clark, Monticello
Joy Michelle Combs'", Walton
Gregory Howard Corbin, Columbia
George Bradford Corder, Somerset
Michael Dale Courtney, Lexington
Grace Elizabeth Cramer, Lexington
Robert E. Cundiff, Owensboro
Susan Ross Daole", Lexington
Yvonne Carole DaZam'", Dry Ridge
Christopher Lee Dunkelberger'",
Somerville, OH
Karen Kelly Dyer, Lexington
Mark Anthony Dykes, Columbia
Theresa Faye Finley, Hardinsburg
Wade Allen Flowers, Burkesville
James Foster Followell, Lebanon
John Michael Ford, Louisville
Stewart A. Franklin, Georgetown
Sandra Jane Prybarger, Reno, NV
Michael Wayne Gardner, Cave City
Timothy Ray Gardner, Scottsville
Thomas Abell Coodin'". Lebanon
Karin Ann Graveson, Slidell, LA
Jeffrey V. Greenwell, Lexington
Clint Ballard Harris, Versailles
Gwendolyn Hartley, Dover
Perry Travis Hartley, Versailles
Keith Elliott Harvey ...., Nicholasville
Heidi Ann Hawkins-Korfhage, Louisville
Daniel Justin Hite ...., Bardstown
Deborah Marie Hinton, Hardinsburg
Chad S. Hoffman'", Colfax, IL
James E. Huff'", Bethelridge
Angelique Samone Johnson, Olmstead
Dimitra Kaftani ...., Greece
Kyle Joseph King", Guston
Mark Rouse Kinsey, Dry Ridge
John 1.Kuegel, Ir., Owensboro
Christopher Romea Kummer, Franklin
Erik John Leuschner ...., Blacksburg, VA
Darrel Wayne Levitch ...., Owensboro
David K Little, Campton
Wendy Barkow Livingston ...., Dry Ridge
Phillip Wayne Long"
James A. Matheny, Georgetown
Timothy D. Mckinney, Dexter
Jack Wade Millikan, Eddyville
Wayne Dennis Mogge ...., Paris
Shawn A. Nevins, Peewee Valley
David Christopher Noel, Taylorsville
Stephen Bradley Noel, Frankfort
Shelly Hinton Nold,
John Andrew Oldfield, White Oak
Karen Ann Pappert, Lexington
Edward David Patsey, Somerset
Randall Glen Payne", Somerset
Pamela G. Pedigo, Canmer
Harry James Peterson", Loretto
Brenda Lee Pitman ...., Lansdale, PA
Vanessa Kay Poindexter'", Barkesville
Saralyn Porter, Gracey
Laura Kathryn Rath, Booneville, AR
David H. Reulett ...., Calhoun
John Brent Roach, Columbia
William Bryant Rogers, Winchester
Wesley Charles Ross, Lexington
Jeffrey Paul Salyer, Flat Gap
Anthony Kyle Schumann, Ft. Thomas
Brian Anderson Shirley", Harrodsburg
Debra K. Short, Louisville
William Richard Simpson II, Paducah
Jennye 1. Slone, Horse Cave
Glenn Thomas Smith, Jr.*"',Nicholasville
Peeranan [eap Songlin, Lexington
Curtis Randolph Sousley, Lexington
Shelby Stamper, Beattyville
Christine Katherine Steible, Elkton, MD
John Whitney Stith, Guston
Beatriz E. Sulbaran, Venezuela
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Edward Anthony Tingle, Eminence
Cristen Joy Tisi, Titusville, PA
Ann Marilyn Tudor, Lexington
George Parke Vehslage", Brownstown, IN
Melissa Bethel Walton, Henderson
Gary Brent Ware, Waynesburg
Rebecca Ann West, Paint Lick
Donald P. Wink, Philpot
Troy Douglas Witt, Waddy
Kevin R. Wright, California
Bachelor of Science in Food
Science
Sean Allen Brady", Sandy Hook
John Taylor Calvert, Hopkinsville
David A. Hemdon'", Mt. Eden
Douglas Edward Ossege'", Ft. Thomas
Kimberly Kerr Rice, Prospect
jairo Antonio Salazar ...., Lexington
Bachelor of Science in
Forestry
Joel W. Evans II,Midway
James R. Kline ...., Pittsburgh, PA
Dirk Edward Sparks ...., Ashland
Bachelor of Science in
Landscape Architecture
Thomas Mario Camargo, Lexington
Darrell Todd Douglas, Lexington
Susanne Griscom ...., Washington Crossing,
PA
Harold Bridgwater Jeffers, Jr., Frankfort
Daniel Lee Jones, Lexington
Rita F. Kamuf, Owensboro
Reif Carlton Marler, Paris
Samuel Mark McCain, Hopkinsville
Lori Jean McNay, Morning View
Tracy Joy Meyer, Greenville, SC
Jeffrey Kenneth Moore", Lexington
Scott Thomas Prather, Louisville
Ann Elizabeth Richard, Louisville
Karen Lynn Russcher, Kalamazoo, MI
Bartley William Schneider", Hebron
Lynn Allison Skillman, Ellicott City, MD
Elvin Gregory Thacker, Richmond
Aaron James Tuley'", Charlottesville, VA
Jane Jackson Wachs, Lexington
David Lee White, Lexington
Matthew I. Zehnder", Louisville
Dean: Thomas C. Robinson
College of Allied Health Professions
Bachelor of Health Sciences
Delinda Lea Adkins'", Raceland
Mark Edward Adkins, Lexington
William H. Adkisson, [r., Vine Grove
Jeffrey Kent Bates", Stanford
Stuart Holland Berryman", Louisville
David Aaron Bingham, Lexington
Dwight Boles'", veray, IN
Kimberly Elane Ransdell Bowman'". Paris
Robin Ann Brandle", Philpot
Mark E. Brooks'". Radcliff
Mary Beth Brooks'", Lexington
Angela Kaye Broughton, Louisville
Brian Brown, Lexington
Sheryl Kae Burney I Somersworth, NH
Beverly J. Callahan**, Villa Hills
Lisa Ann Cecil'". Owensboro
Lisa Gail Colegrove ...., Ashland
Lisa Marie Columbus'". Erlanger
Teresa Gayle Conder, Sonora
Lisa Michelle Coover, Louisville
Karen K. Cox'". Whitley City
Christopher Lee Crank'". Catlettsburg
Julie Elaine Davis, Walton
Debra Ann Del'rez'". Crestwood
Karen D. Drake'". Lexington
Deborah Ann Dunn, Owensboro
Mark F. Elkin"", Lexington
Rhonda D. Evans'". Barbourville
Patricia Ann Foster", Monticello
Melissa Ann Frazier", Ashland
Gwynndolynne Price Cant'". Bardstown
> Dean Avon Garrett'". St. George, West
Indies
Tammy Moore Gilbreath, Georgetown
Renee Eda Ojuraj", Radcliff
W. Tyron Craves'", Tompkinsville
Todd Stuart Greene", Russell
Judy A. Cunningham Greene-Baker,
Richmond
Melih Izzet Curel, Istanbul, Turkey
Teresa Vespa Hafner'", Paris
George Sylvester Hagan IV, Owensboro
Kelli C. Hall*", Catlettsburg
Lisa Marie Halsey", Lexington
Carla Lynn Hargan", Lexington
John Douglas Harris", Louisville
Patton Ray Hart, Catlettsburg
Christine Marie Harvey, Cold Spring
Thomas Edward Hawkins'". Winchester
Cheryl Lynn Haynes, Lexington
Andrew Douglas Herald, Georgetown
Paula Jane Holbrook, Lexington
Patricia Humphrey'", Lexington
Ethel Mae Inks", London
Cynthia Kae Jackson, Lexington
Carol Nunemaker johnson", Langdon, KS
Pennie Lea Johnson", Evansville, IN
Marvin Lamar Jones, Cleveland, MS
Timothy Jude Kappes", Erlanger
Leigh Kelly Kirkwood, Madisonville
Lata Kumar, Lexington
Lisa M. Lamberson'", Utica, PA
Jennifer Pauline Lee, Louisville
Linda Lou Long", Irvine
Kennith Lovins, [r.. Ft. Thomas
Raymond McKenzie Major, Hopkinsville
Rebecca S. Marshall'". Danville
Myra Ann McGeorge, Rineyville
Sandra Lea McNair, San Antonio, TX
Gregory Thomas Miller'"', Covington
Ronald G. Mobley", Versailles
Kelly J. Montgomery", Pineville
Jennifer Renee Moore", Beattyville
Marina Ann Herrington Moore'", Lexington
Penny Ann Willhoite Nessen, Lexington
Susan Kay Nixon, Louisville
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Cherie Tewes Page'", Alexandria
Sherri R. Patton", Ashland
Ernest Paul Pendas, [r., Lexington
Renita L. Perry", Lawrenceburg
Celia Evangeline Picazo", Morehead
Karen Sue Porter, Lexington
Nancy Susan Prater'", Ashland
Patricia Denise Price, Frankfort
JiI Danette Reams", London
William Thurman Renshaw, Louisville
Angela Marie Reynolds, Louisville
Lori Ann Reynolds", Midway
Betsy Parrish Riker", Harrodsburg
Beth M. Roach'" Frankfort
Robin Renee Roberts'", Lexington
Cindy Carroll Robinson'". Louisville
Roger Dean Robinson'", Ashland
Louis G. Roe, [r., Paintsville
Jennifer Ann Ruey, Decauter, IL
Joseph John Ruszczyk, Lexington
Rogan Francis Scanlon", Lexington
Sandra Lynn Senft'", Lexington
Sherri J. Smith Shepherd", Albany
Shelly Anne Singer, Madisonville
Tracy Lynn Sispera'", Monticello
Pamela Dickerson Smallwood, Mt. Sterling
Eric M. Smith'", Greeneville, TN
John Gerard Smith, Richmond
Theresa Marie Stamper'", Beattyville
Amy Elizabeth Staton, Russell
Shelly Ann Steffen'", Melbourne
Anne Russell Taul", Mt. Sterling
Sharon Roberts Townsend", Madisonville
Jeffrey Michael Wilbourn, Louisville
Michael Allen Wiles", Somerset
Mark Fieldon wilson'", Elizabethtown
Michelle R. Yates", Rineyville
Jacqueline A. Zoeller'", Louisville




Jose Luis Avila, Lexington
Joseph Reed Back", Los Angeles, CA
Gregory Allen Bailey"
Robin Gayle Baker, Williamsburg
John D. Barrick, Glasgow
Michael Paul Barry, Louisville
Karen Lisa Becker, Wintersville, OH
Brian Anthony Bilberry, Lexington
Woolfolk Hoge Blakemore", Lexington
Lee Bledsoe", Warsaw
Ted H. Bressoud", Louisville
Glen Eiler Buckner ....., Louisville
Marsha Gail Campbell, Louisville
Byron A. Claypool ...., Lexington
Victoria Leigh Cowan, Shepherdsville
Harold Wayne Cox, [r., Louisville
Todd Robert Dunaway, Elizabethtown
Thomas Michael Dunn ....., Middlesex, NJ
Bernard Howard Engelman", Ft. Wright
Paul N. Feldman, Jr.-. Lexington
Richard Darnell Finnell", Paducah
Penny Ann Gawthrop", Gassaway, WV
Larry M. Gerson, Lexington
Mark Alan Gerwing, Louisville
John Mariner Ginocchio, Lexington
Lambert Gregory Graham", Lexington
Terence Allen Hainley, Florence
Samuel Lows Hudson", Rockville, MD
Mark Lee Ishmael, Lexington
David Kimberly Johns, Louisville
Marshall C. Jones, Lexington
John Michael Kasperbauer, Lexington
Brian Keith Lanham, Owensboro
Frank Marino, Lexington
Christopher B. McCoy, Lexington
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Michael Kevin Mize", Cadiz
Amanda Warwick Morgan, Lexington
Carol Sue Myers ...., Lexington
Eric Matthew Nay, Louisville
Albert Todd Ott, Lexington
Stephen Fielding Pack", Bowling Green
Robert J. Pokorny", Lexington
John Fredrick Ramsey, Frankfort
David Craig Rushing, Lexington
Timothy Logan Sadler, Guthrie
Marta D. Sanders, Grand Blanc, MI
Michael B. Smith ...., Radcliff
Bradford Paul Stengel, Louisville
Neal Howard Strickland, Lexington
Valerie Sullivan, Brooksville
William Curtis Swinford .."',Ledbetter
Stephen Richard Thompson'", Rochester,
NY
Mark Farris Yeager", Louisville
Dean: Michael A. Baer
College of Arts & Sciences
Bachelor of Arts
Kari Louise Accord ...., Spencerville, OH
Dwight Douglas Akers, Mt. Sterling
Thomas Richard Alexander Il'", Glasgow
Matthew James Allison, Englewood, CO
Jennifer Anne Amlung'", Louisville
Lisa Ann Anneken", Ft. Mitchell
Adam Kent Anness ...., Harrodsburg
Philip Christopher Annis, Lexington
Alisa Beth Arnold, Sturgis
Steven Ray Armstrong, Bardstown
Daren Guy Arnold'", Dawson Springs
Edwin Verayo Asuncion'", Ft. Mitchell
John Andrew Ausenbaugh, Madisonville
Frederich William Bach, Lexington
Lucy K. Backer, Lexington
James Walter Baechtold, Richmond
Paul E. Bailey, Radcliff
Laura Dudley Baker'". Louisville
Shella Marie Ballard, Lexington
Darrin Winn Banks, Nicholasville
Thad Montgomery Barnes, Norcross, GA
Randall Scott Bamett'". Lewisport
Stephen Ira Beam, Nicholasville
James R. Becker, Ft. Mitchell
Stephen Willaim Becker, Ft. Wright
Susan Ellen Benson, Richmond
Andrew Coleman Bernard, Frankfort
John Emory Bice, Hendersonville, NC
Paul Joseph Bishop, Louisville
John Frederick Black, McLean, VA
Eddie 1. Blair"", Staffordsville
Joseph Robert Blair", Louisville
Carol Jean Botkin, Lexington
Jennifer A. Bowen'". Lexington
Sarah Kendal Bowen, Louisville
Barbara Haid Boyer", Lexington
Daniel Patrick Bradley, Louisville
Mary McCall Branch, Atlanta, GA
Amy Lauren Brandes'", Louisville
Robert Young Brandon, Lexington
Thomas George Brashear Alejandro'".
Hazard
Nancy Elizabeth Bratton, Irvine
Shannon Scott Bratton, Georgetown
Jane Margaret Braugh, Riviera, TX
Matthew Warren Breetz, Louisville
David Neil Bronaugh, Lexington
Dorothy Garrison Brown, Louisville
Richard Lee Brown, Catlettsburg
Jeffrey Fox Bryant, Lexington
William Allen Buckaway III, Louisville
Kimberly Marie Buehner, Lexington
Brenda Denise Bunting", Neptune, NJ
Scott Gillies Bunting, Huntington, WV
Kyle Lewis Burchett, Eddyville
Dudley James Burke, Lexington
Brenda Sue Burkhart, Falmouth, MA
Lisa Renee Bums, Lexington
John Wellman Burton", Owensboro
Dawn Michelle Bush'", Bowling Green
Keith Alan Byers, Lexington
Barbara Ann Campaney, Watertown, NY
Antoinette Louise Carlson'". Lexington
Anthony Todd Carnes, Jamestown
Lorie Marie Casey, Louisville
Hellen Brendlinger Cassidy'", Radcliff
Candace Del.ora Castle'", Berea
June Marie Caummisar, Grayson
Loralyn Ann Cecil, Reynolds Station
Michelle Rene Cecil, Reynolds Station
Jay Michael Chabrak, South Plainfield, NJ
John Richard Chamberlin'", Lancaster
David Allen Child, Lancaster
Todd Kevin Childers, Corbin
John Ernest Christopher, [r., Versailles
Elizabeth Tyre Clayton'", Lexington
Richard R. Clayton, [r., Lexington
Leslie Yvonne Cobb, London
David Alan Cohen, Lexington
John LaMar Cole", Lexington
Laural Barrett Conder, Louisville
Wendy Michelle Conn, Springfield, OH
Mary E. Soltau Conroy, Georgetown
Iris Elizabeth Cornelius, North Haven, CT
James Thomas Cothron'", Somerset
Brian Michael Cowell", Louisville
Melissa June Cox, Inez
William Brent Coy, New Haven
James Wiley Craft IT,Whitesburg
Desiree Michele Craigo, Hurricane, WV
David James Crane II, Louisville
James Karl Crase, Somerset
Douglas Frederick Crickner III,
Brandenburg
Troy Shawn Critchelow'". Rineyville
Lisa Marie Crump, Louisville
Lynne Marie Crush, Louisville
Jay Chadwick Curry, Owensboro
Paul Douglas Danhauer, Owensboro
Alexander Keith Dathome, Nicholasville
Kevin Scott Daugherty, Lexington
Elizabeth Ann Davis, Louisville
Mary Margaret Davis, Lexington
Susan Elaine Day'", Elizabethtown
Eliana Maria DeAngelis'". Lexington
Gregory Paul Del Fuoco, Lexington
Peter J. Dendle, Lexington
Jackie 1. Derrett'", Vine Grove
Marie Eileen Dever, Lexington
Catherine Dawn Dickinson, Glasgow
[o Ann Dickson'", Ashland
Linda Joan Dimon'", Derby, CT
Victor Joseph DiOrio III"", Louisville
Gisela Mauras Donahue, Lexington
Andrea Lea Doyle, Louisville
Ellen Annette Duncan, Edmonton
Lori Lynn Duncan'". Somerset
John Michael Dunn, Lexington
Kevin Joseph Dunn, Campbellsville
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Donald William Durham, Jr.", Lexington
Becky S. Durkin, Lexington
Edward Daniel Durnil", Elizabethtown
Anthony Gerald Dyer, Mt. Sterling
Krision Patrick Dyer, Lexington
Robin S. East'", Nicholasville
James Patrick Edwards, Cynthiana
Mark Anthony Ehinger", Pt. Wayne, IN
Linda Lou Ekers, Ashland
Christine Ann Elder'", Glasgow
Kristin Denise Elder, Lexington
Teddi Jolene Embrey, Rineyville
Laura Sharlene Emerson", Hodgenville
John Christian P. D. F. Enochs, Lexington
Carol Hemesath Enright'", Lexington
James Eric Evans, Saline, MI
Jonathan Palmer Evans", Lexington
Diane Elizabeth Farley'", Lexington
Darryl Wayne Farmer'". Vine Grove
Elizabeth Ellen Farmer'", Paris
Kathryn Lynn Faulconer, Erlanger
Michelle Marie Fawbush, Crestwood
Sarah Elizabeth Peezor'"', Marion, IL
Dawn Marie Felicicchia, Richmond
Anthony Duncan Feltner, Bardstown
Elizabeth Anne Feringa, Metairie, LA
Richard Francis Ferretti", Elizabethtown
Adrana RuRaine Finley, Louisville
Stephanie G. Fleming, Lexington
Gina Bridget Fletcher, Columbia
Frank Phillips Force, Cooperstown, NY
Molly Chilton Foree, Lexington
Alice A. Fraley, Winchester
Virginia H. Frank'". Lexington
Karen Michelle Franzese, Lexington
Tracy Allen Frazier", Whitesburg
David Alexander Fulmer, Cincinnati, OH
Gregory Lee Gager, Henderson
Michael Angel Garcia, Aurora, IL
Maria A. Cavera", Greece
Michael Davis Cay'", Paris
Jennifer Ann Cibson'". Henderson
Clarita Kay Cillespie'". Falmouth
Teresa Weatherford Gillham, Darlington, SC
Larry Barnett Gillis, Bardstown
Mary Angela Claser'", Lexington
Mary Jean Gleeson, Park Hills
Daniel Mark Glomb, Middleburg Heights,
OH
Lynne Margaret Graham'", Charleston, WV
Robin Rena Price Gray", Martin County
John Joseph Greely IV, Midway
Darryl C. Greer, Martin
Richard D. Criffin'". Danville
Julie Kaye Hackworth", Ashland
Kelly Lynn Hagan, Owensboro
Jean Marie Hagen, Lexington
Connie jo Hajash", Lexington
Brian Patrick Hale", Lexington
Pamela Hall, Hindman
Mary Kaye Hammack, Harrodsburg
Kurt William Hamon, Lexington
Patricia Marie Harpring, Louisville
Christopher Malin Harrell, Louisville
Darlene Davis Harris, Winchester
Steven Christopher Hart, Radcliff
David Maurice Hatch", Nicholasville
David Bryan Hayden'". Louisville
Gladys Hayes-Moore, Lexington
Andrea Moore Hays'". Lexington
Rebecca Dale Bryant Henson, Campton
Melinda Anne Higgins'", Lexington
Donn Hibler Hill, Louisville
Richard Benedict Hohman'", Louisville
Robyn Cherae Honchell'". London
Michael Keith Horn", Prest~sburg
Darren Scott Horton'", Lexington
Philip Connor Houchens, Richmond
Jennifer Lynne Howard, Charleston, WV
James Richard Huggins, Frankfort
Anthony Keith Hughes'", Lexington
Elizabeth J. Hughes'". Lexington
John W. Hughes, Cape May C.H., NJ
Sheri Lynn Hylton, Lexington
Daniel Ibarzabal Perez, Zumarraga, Spain
Richard Howard Janssen", Louisville
Shirley jenkins-Murdock'", Cincinnati, OH
Jonathan Staudenmaier Jennings, Ft. Wright
Mark Thomas Jennings, Louisville
Debra Martin [ohnson'"
Rosalyn Kaye Iohnson'", Versailles
Stephen M. Johnson, Washington, OC
Tracey Johnson, London
Sara Elizabeth Johnstone, Harrodsburg
Donald W. Jones, [r., Livingston
Jill Shawn Jones, Manchester
Judy Kay Jones", Middlesboro
Melanie Jean Jones, Kittanning, PA
Janice Rae Juett, Cynthiana
Timothy Elwin Kane'", Aurora, IL
Tracy Danielle Keeton, Lexington
Carol Rene Keil, Lexington
Karen Lee Keith, Prospect
Kathryn Heather Kennedy, Lexington
Lola Kessell-johnson, Lexington
Liza Walters Kessinger, Munfordville
Roni Beth Keutzer, NJ
Timothy Aaron Keutzer, Louisville
Harold David Keys", Louisville
Robert Andrew Kinstle'", Lexington
Robert Lee Kirkland, [r., Lexington
Marina Yvette Kiser'", Lexington
Russell David Kithchen, Catlettsburg
Wenceslaus Elmer Klimesh, Radcliff
Margaret Collins Wilhoit Knauss",
Versailles
Andrew Arthur Kooshian, Lexington
Peter John Kosky, South Charleston, WV
Kathaleen Annisa Kouts, Paducah
David Gerard Kratzenberg, Louisville
Rebecca Ann Kuegel, Owensboro
Edna Shipp Kummer, Douglasville, GA
H. Preston Lake, Middlesboro
Gary Wayne Lamar", Somerset
BobbyWayne Lancaster, Versailles
Michelle Kaye Land, Louisville
Cathy Sunita Laumas, Lexington
Melody Ann Lawrence, Orlando, FL
Ann Whitney Leake", Lexington
Christopher Craig Ledford'", Louisville
William Dennis Leonardi, Lombard, IL
Glennda Michelle Lester, Somerset
Alan David Levy, Chicago, IL
Robert Ely Levy, Union, NJ
Charles David Lewis, Middlesboro
Jane Lydia Lewis", Winchester
Donna Kay Linder", Hyden
Michelle Kathryn Lintz, Belleville
Trifona Lynn Lipps", Manchester
Melissa Leigh Livingston'", St. Paul, VA
Christopher Thomas Logan, Shepherdsville
Kelly Lynn Lombard, West Lafayette, IN
Timothy M. Longmeyer'", Louisville
Cynthia Kay Lowe'". Louisville
James Reed Lowe", Radcliff
Anne Margaret Lucas, Lexington
Jerry Wade Lucas, Elizabethtown
Michel James Luge", Radcliff
Loren Lytle", Cincinnati, OH
Carol Grant Maddox, Atlanta, GA
James Wilson Madole, Owensboro
Laura Kay Magan, Cincinnati, OH
Michelle Maggard, Hyden
Laura Jane Maglinger, Owensboro
Richard Edward Mankovich,
Punxsutawney, PA
Dwight Stacy Marshall, Prestonsburg
Kevin Louis Mattingly, Elizabethtown
Michelle Marie Maxim, Louisville
Donna Marie May, Louisville
Timothy R. McCarthy, Louisville
David Scott McDonald, Henderson
Mary Rebecca Mcfillistrem'", Lexington
Tracy Christine Mcrjeehan'", Lancaster, PA
Chuck R. McGuire, Lexington
Sydney Freeman Mcgjnney'", Lexington
Jesse Clay McKnight, Georgetown
Elizabeth Jean McMichael, Covington
Jeffery Allen Meade?', Pikeville
Michelle Meade, Millstone
Kenneth Edward Melton", Henderson
Mark Edward Mertle, Erlanger
Shawn Coleman Metts, Frankfort
Thomas Wilkirson Midkiff", Greenville
Melissa Clay Miller, Winchester
Renate Helane Miller, Radcliff
Timothy Fitzpatrick Miller, Nicholasville
Lela Alexis Mills, Louisville
Nancy Ann Rasmussen Mitchell,
Elizabethtown
Laura Elaine Monson, Highland Heights
Melissa Lynne Moore, Ft. Wright
Timothy William Moosey, Canton, OH
Lisa Renee Morgan, Plainfield, NJ
James Harry Morris, Florence
Susan Kelly Motley'", Lexington
Keith Todd Murphy'", Stamping Ground
Mark Robert Myers'", Bloomington, IN
Sean J. Neagle", Harrodsburg
Donald Paul Neal, Louisville
Theodros Kifle Nebiyeloul", Alexanderia,
VA
James Leif Nelson", Lexington
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Teresa Anita Newby'", Lexington
Jonathan David Niemeyer, Mt. Sterling
Susan Laneale Noffsinger", Lexington
Michelle Renee Nordin'", Lexington
Kirby Lee Nyland'", Lexington
Paul Travis O'Daniel, Louisville
Maria Anne Oliva, Louisville
Anthony J. Osborne, Danville
Leo Walter Osborne, Anchorage
Lynn Ann Pace, Mt. Sterling
Cynthia Renee Parker, Harlan
Gerald Thomas Patrick, Lexington
Penelope Joe Peavler, Frankfort
Michelle Lynn Peck, Bybee
Craig A. Penn, Naperville, IL
Laura Beach Perry, Lexington
Sean Gerard Peterman", Lexington
Paul Harmon Petrey Ill"", Louisville
Jennifer Christine Philpot, Manchester
Mason Bertes Pigue, Hopkinsville
Rodney Darin Ping, Somerset
Diane Lou Pipes'", Ft. Mitchell
Maria Michelle Poole, Mayfield
Stephanie Paige Poole'". Lexington
Jennifer Elizabeth Porter", Mt. Washington
Lynn Renee Posze. Cadiz
Mary Theresa Pramuk'", Lexington
Shannon Kathryn Prather, Louisville
Elizabeth Alice Pressnell'", Harlan
James Micheal Preston'". Louisville
James Kenneth Price, Paintsville
Jodi Leanne Price, New Concord
David Theodore Prichard'", East Lansing,
MI
Angela Ellen Queen", Greenup
Vanessa Sue Ramage, Dayton, OH
Bruce Leon Ravenscraft", Hebron
Pamela Renee Raybourn'". Ashland
Angela Priscilla Reid, Dayton, OH
Robin Lynn Richmond'", Jackson
Susan M. Riechter'", Radcliff
Jonathan Theodore Ripley, Lexington
Gene Thomas Roach, [r.:", Frankfort
Clint Hill Robertson", Paris
William Craig Robertson, Lexington
Cynthia Claire Robichaux'". Lexington
William Carl Robinson", Springfield
Lisa Marie Rohleder, Smithfield
Mark David Rucker, Flatwoods
Jodi Ellen Rue, Lexington
Rhonda Elizabeth Ruetschle", Louisville
Bart Coleman Rulon, Lexington
Kenneth Eugene Rylee, [r., Dallas, TX
Bobby Hemant Saggi, Harlan
Gurpreet Kaur Saluja, Charleston, WV
Phillip Anthony Sammons, Danville
Julie Sue Sanders, Greenup County
Lara Noelle Sanford, Russellville
Andrea Paula Sardone", Danville
Alix Armande Sayre'"
Shannon Marie Sayre, Little Rock, AR
Stephen William Schmidt'", Ft. Mitchell
Jeff A. Scott, Winchester
Jacinda Norton Selheimer", Somerset
Thomas B. Shaffer, Chatham, MA
Lorna Marie Sharp, Elizabethtown
Mary Ann Sharp, Maysville
Stephen Francis Shea ...., Cincinnati, OH
Amy Beth Shearson, Belle Vernon, PA
Julie Frances Shifley, Louisville
Carl Anthony Short", Manchester
William Henry Shrout III, Winchester
Susan Louise Sieron, Belleville, DL
Mary Elizabeth Simmons, Louisville
Robert Edward Simon, Russell
Eric 1. Simpson, Crestwood
Io A. Simpson, Louisville
Laura Wood Simpson, Louisville
Teresa Ensor Simpson, Fairfax, VA
Kimberly Eve Sims, Lexington
Kevin Gerard Sinclair, Lexington
Curt Lee Sitlinger, Louisville
Richard E. Skaggs'", Owensboro
Gregory Allen Slagle'", Ft. Mitchell
David Jones Smiley'", Lexington
Thomas 1. Smith, Tell City, IN
William Lee Smith'". Pewee Valley
Laura Gene Smotherman, Bardstown
Alice Jacquelyn Smothers, Bowling Green
Rodman Moorhead Smythe'", Louisville
Christine Marie Snyder, Owensboro
Steven Noel Spear'". Elizabethtown
Robert David Spillman, Lexington
David Allen Stallins, Princeton
Kermit Edward Steck, Elizabethtown
Brian Douglas Steele, Harrodsburg
Andrew Steinberg, Louisville
Mark C. Story, Vine Grove
Michalle Vaughan Strange, Richmond
Douglas Matthew Stringer, Louisville
Jerry Edward Stroud'", Elizabethtown
Andrea Margaret Suffill, Rome, GA
Lana June Sullivan, Lexington
Heidi Marie Swenck, St. Louis, MO
Ann Jennifer Tackett, Prestonsburg
Monique Danielle Tarantini", Westover, WV
Catherine Cowatt Taylor, Georgetown
Cheryl A. Stephens Taylor'", Whitley
Jonathan Easont Thompson, Winchester
Kimberly D. Tolle, Mt. Vernon
Tina Nolan Tucker'", Lexington
John Franklin Turner, Louisville
Jeannie Lynn Underwood, Hodgenville
David Lee Van Zant, jr.?", Elizabethtown
Stephen Wood VanZant, Elizabethtown
Richard Brent Vasseur, Paducah
Tricia Leann Vaught, Somerset
Jonathan Clayton Vincent'", Greenville
Kelley Marie Waddell, Louisville
Lena Elizabeth Wagner, Ft. Mitchell
Michael Thomas Wagner, Amelia, OH
Kimberly Freeman Walker, London
Ronald Thomas Walker, [r., Louisville
Rhonda Renea Waller, Partridge
Craig Warmbier, Neshkoro, WI
Gregory Grant Washington, Charleston, SC
Melissa Marie Watkins, Versailles
Alison Ross Watson, Berea
Bruce Allan Wayne, Bardstown
Cynthia M. weaver", Elizabethtown
Aletha Webb, Paintsville
Danny Jerome Webb, Whitesburg
Jo Lynn Webb, Fern Creek
Lynn Scott webb". Lexington
Joseph Cabell Widener'", Sheridan, WY
Mary Faith Wieczynski, Blacksburg, VA
Allison Ann Williams, Nicholasville
Jeff Trent williams'", Lexington
Mina Faye Willis, Franklin
Cheryl Ann Wilson, Gainesville, FL
Patricia Louise Wilson, Coopers Plain, NY
Stephen Maurice Wilson", Madisonville
John Noel Winstead", Madisonville
Michael W. Wood, London
Kelly Suzane Woodall, Lexington
Alan 1. Woodward, Lexington
Amy Suzanne Woosley, Calhoun
Kirk Douglas Woosley, Paris
Carmella Pasqualini Yates'", Lexington
Donald Ray Yates II, Ashland
Charlton Hubert Young", Lexington
Steven David Young, Cuyahoga Falls, OH
Stephen M. Ziegler, Columbus, OH
Bachelor of General Studies
Christopher Todd Allgeier". Loiuisville
Michael Edward Bratcher". Lexington
John Newman Bright, Danville
Pamela [o Carothers, Brunswick, OH
Daniel Reid Deaton", Danville
Betty Campbell Ellis'", Lexington
Rick A. Embry, Hawesville
Clay S. Gaunce, [r., Lexington
Benjamin Huie Green, Paducah
Thaddeus Clarke Griggs, Ft. Thomas
Douglas Anthony Hughes, Lebanon
Leslee Charles Jordan, Lexington
Matthew V. Kelly, Versailles
Ruth Deborah Luckens", Lexington
Martin John Mackin" Springfield
Velda Dillon Pulliam Martin'", Cynthiana
Anthony "Tony" C. Massey ...., Somerset
David Craig McAnelly*", Liberty
Shelley Crawford McConkey", Lexington
Linda Kathleen McLaughlin, Columbus, OH
John Arthur Patton", Lexington
Morgan Garry Ransdell, Lexington
Ronald Paul Reyna, Radcliff
Jeffrey Alan Rose, Lexington
Susan Marie Schroering, Lexington
Timmy W. Scott ...., Paducah
Randy Alan Scroggs'". Elizabethtown
Mark Douglas Sellers, Louisville
Peter Garland Stewart", Lexington
Carla Nicole Stivers'", Lawrenceburg
Melody Joyce Taylor, Lexington
Samuel Alexander Tubman V, Lexington
Robert T. wallace'". Georgetown
Lynn Lee Williams", Carlisle
Kelli Jane Williamson, Lexington
Kirstin H. wolfe". Crestwood
Bachelor of Science
Shelinder Aggarwal, Harlan
Gina Caprice Allen, Stanton
Ali Ahmad Al-Yazdi, Lexington
Jon Benjamin Armstrong, Madisonville
Mark Stanley Baker, Bagdad
Michael Dean Baker, Hopkinsville
Scott Allen Baker". Elmira, NY
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Amy Lynn Barrett, Ft. Thomas
Michael Dennis Bates, Versailles
Kevin Matthew Batts, Lexington
Benjamin Street Bell, Ir.:", Orlando, FL
Carlos Fernando Bendfeldt, Lexington
Mary M. Blair'", Inez
Bonnie Jean Blevins, Webbville
Shafe David Boles, Lexington
Michael Edwin Boyd'", Barbourville
William Timothy Boyd, Lexington
Patrice Bridges". Louisville
Susan Thomas Bridges, Lexington
Jeffery David Broadwater", Radcliff
Bonita Lavonne Brockman, Casey Creek
Andrae E. Brooks'", Radcliff
Donald David Brown, Paducah
Evan Mitchell Brown'", London
Jennifer Ann Brown, Lexington
Clarence Eugene Brummer, [r.". Lexington
Blair Davis Butler'". Louisville
Jill Lauran Byers'", Louisville
Gina Yvette Calhoun", Kuttawa
Ann Leslie Carter". Columbus, OH
Christopher Garin Chase, Lexington
David Allen Child, Lancaster
Gerald Clayton Collings'", Greensburg
Stephen Monroe Combs, Lexington
Carol Lynn Congleton, Richmond
Eileen Lyn Conley". Grand Rivers
Kathy Caroline Cool'". Elkhorn City
Stephen Wade Cornett", Lexington
Ted Eric Cottrell, Bonnieville
Patricia Ann Crowe'", Lexington
Sabrina Gail Curry'". Wheelwright
Cecil Lee Davis, [r.", Louisville
Susan Kay Davis, Louisville
Betsy Lynn DeWitt, Berea
Kathy Darlene Dixon, Independence
Constance Rogers DuPlessis, New Haven
Kevin Michael Durham, Richmond
Tammie Io Dye", Pineville
Gregory Scott Estes'", Elizabethtown
Theresa Ann Fahy, Rockville, MD
Matthew E. Fearin, Flemingsburg
Lisa Michelle Ferris'", Lebanon
Bobby Wayne Finley". Henderson
John Thomas Floyd, Louisville
Donna Rae Forbes", Louisville
Anthony 1. France, Covington
Jamie Lynn Garrett, Louisville
Robert Harris Goldsmith". Louisville
Betty Anne Greer'". Eminence
John Christopher Haley, Lexington
Debra Karen Hall", Prestonsburg
Amir Hamzah'", Indonesia
Mary Nicola Hansen, Murray
James Keith Hargan, Vine Grove
Michael Eugene Harless, Corbin
Roger Trent Harmon", Lexington
Gerald Todd Haverkost'", Hopkinsville
Lisa Marie Berry Hilbrant'". Lexington
Andrea Denise Hobson", Lexington
Melissa Ann Hogue, Elizabethtown
Tiffany Laine Hoover, Holloman APB, NM
Connie Renee Homback'". Upton
Richard Scott Humphrey, Middletown
David Aloysius [ackson'". Lexington
Neal Ottinger [ett", Richmond
Benny Garwin [ohnson'", Russell Springs
James c. Johnson, Owensboro
Mark Lenn [ohnson'", Lexington
Marshall Ray Johnson, Elizabethtown
Brian Keith Keller, London
Kay Ann Kessler, Louisville
Chung Yun Kim, Turkey Creek
Melissa Ann King, Grayson
Heather Elaine Kirk, Reading, PA
Keith Jon Kocan, Villa Hills
Charles Klein Krell", Versailles
Claude Anding La Charite, Lexington
H. Preston Lake, Middlesboro
William Arthur Lamkin III, Louisville
John Warren Landis, Lexington
Eric Kevin Lazur, Detroit, MI
Kenneth W. Linville, Owensboro
Christina Lynn Lowe", Pikeville
Tricia Ann Lutz, Ironton, OH
Darryl Eugene Mathis, Louisville
Douglas Edward Mattingly, Louisville
Gerald Scott McGaha**, Lexington
James Alan McGillivray, Hopkinsville
Stephen William McNatton, Owensboro
Robert E. Meade, [r., Ashland
Kimberly T. Memmer", Ashland
Leslie Annette Miller, Lexington
Brian S. Mobley, Ashland
Steven Ray Mcck'", Hopkinsville
Sangram Mohapatra'", Frankfort
Angela Rachelle Moore, Beattyville
Robert Dunham Moore, Louisville
Michelle Leigh Morgan, Winchester
David Wayne Morris'", Louisville
Patricia Williams Mullins, Liberty
Rita J. Mullins, Jenkins
David Dee Mynheer, Frenchburg
Soheyla Nadalizadeh, Iran
John David Newland, Henderson
Tammy Hang Nguyendon, Lexington
Stuart Dale Nichols**, East View
Robert Louis Nold'", Louisville
Deena Gabrielle Ombres, Youngstown, OH
Patricia Padorno Betancor. Madrid, Spain
Thomas Bernard Parenteau, Libertyville, IL
Ajay Shantilal Patel, Lexington
Rupal Natvarlal Patel", Lexington
Stephanie 1. Patrick", Lexington
Melissa Mullins Popplewell'", Jamestown
Mary Beth Porada, Luling, LA
Didik Suwito Pribadi, Indonesia
Patrick Keller Prince'". Louisville
Carl Edward Queener, Oneida
William Roberts Rankin, Danville
Robert Mitchell Rettie, Hopkinsville
David Allen Rice II, Ashland
Jessica Hope Roark", Mozelle
James Gregory Roberts, Crestview Hills
Susan Diane Schade, Lexington
Desra Lee Schlansky, Lexington
Joseph Price Schneider, Lexington
Allen Gerard Schroering. Louisville
Stephen Winfield Scott, Bowling Green
Steven Garrett Seefeldt, Somerset
Drip Teguh Setijohatmo, Indonesia
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William Thomson Shadoan, Wickliffe
Jennifer Lynn Short, Paintsville
Jacqueline Hutchinson-Dhaval Shukla",
Lexington
Greg H. Simpson, Lexington
Brian Douglas Smith, Florence
Gregory Scott Smith'", Frankfort
Mary Ellen Smith, Inez
Michael George Stathis, Frankfort
Mark Lindly Stewart, Lexington
Nathan Ward Stewart'", Pewee Valley
Melvin Lynn Stone, [r., Henderson
John Edward Strother", Henderson
Scot Eric Styer, Lexington
Ibnu Syabri'", Indonesia
Charles Franklin Tabor, [r.. Winchester
Lawrence John Tarantino, Lexington
Kim Le Tarter, Somerset
Donna [o Taylor". Inez
Tarita Jean Thomas, Maysville
James Eugene Tittle II**,Louisville
Stanley James Tomasevich"
Teddy Triheryadi, Bandung, Indonesia
John Stephen Turbek, Lexington
Matthew Lynn Turner, Danville
James John Twohey, Louisville
Daniel Lane Veltkamp, Nicholasville
Sumedha Priyani Weeratunga, Sri Lanka
Patrick William Wells, Woodbine
Jonathan Trent Wilson, Lexington
Susan Diane Womack, Greenup
Mark Edward Yonts'", Lexington
Mary Beth Brookshire Young, Summersville
Dean: Richard W. Furst
College of Business & Economics
Bachelor of Business
Administration
Ronald Jesse Abell'". Owensboro
Douglas O'Neal Absher, Greensburg
Michael Gordon Adams, Bowling Green
Stephen C. Addington, Sandy Hook
Kazi R. Ahmed, Frankfort
Tabitha Dawn Aker, Eubank
Terry Wayne Alvey, Elizabethtown
Jack 1.Amburgey Il, Hazard
Carol Emrich Anderson'". Louisville
John Siegfrid Anderson III", Paris
Stuart Keller Anderson, Whitesville
Deborah Lynn Archer, Florence
Andrew J. Argiro, Woodside, NY
Pamela Lynne Arnold, Pewee Valley
Lane Harris Atkins, Miami, FL
Kenneth David Atkinson, Bettendorf, IA
Allison Settle Ayer, Calhoun
John Duane Bailey, Paris
Kimberly Ann Bailey, Parkersburg, WV
Karen Patricia Baker, Georgetown
Dale Eugene Baldwin", Leitchfield
Michael William Ballard, Berea
Mary [aye Berber". Babson Park, FL
Bernice Ann Barbour, Horse Cave
William David Barker, Radcliff
Gregory K. Barnett", Cynthiana
Rebecca Lynn Barnett, Clay City
William H. Barnett III, Henderson
Mark Bartle, Lexington
Stephen Douglas Bartz, Chanhassen, MN
Laura Marie Beatty, Lexington
Rich Scott Beaven, Philpot
Theodore David Beckman'". Cleveland, OH
Theodore Charles Beckmann, Louisville
William Mark BeW, Paris
Melissa Carol Bellinger, Versailles
Richard John Benson, Ogden, UT
William Lawrence Berkley'", Mt. Sterling
William Scott Bethel", Lexington
Susan Renee Biggs", Ashland
Robert John Blackerby, Prospect
Craig Stephen Blake, Lexington
Karen Marie Blandford'". Owensboro
Gail Stokes Blane, Hopkinsville
Melissa Ann Boehmer, Ft. Wright
Richard Todd Bohn, Toledo, OH
Rodney Earl Bolton, Chattanooga, TN
Charles Anthony Booe", Frankfort
Thomas Edward Booth", Owensboro
Tammie Leigh Brake, Hopkinsville
Dana Mason Branham, Lexington
Timothy Leo Breslin, Louisville
Billy J. Brock, Corbin
Charles Thomas Broughton, Ashland
Judy Lynn Brown". Lexington
Melanie Anne Brown, Ashland
Sylvia Jacintha Brown, St. Croix, Virgin
Islands
Gina Denise Bruner", London
Kevin Corbell Bryant, Henderson
Rhonda 1. Bryant", Lexington
Brian Edward Buchanan, Lexington
Christopher James Budvitis, Orland Park, IL
William P. T. Bunch, Dawson Springs
John Alan Burgbacher, Flatwoods
David Young Burke, Louisville
Thomas Sullivan Burns, [r."', Corbin
Grant E. Burrow". Radcliff
Kimberly Ann Byrne, Loveland, OH
James Edward Cabble, Jr., Ashland
Rodney Charles Cain", Independence
Thomas Edward Caldwell'", Lexington
John Stephen Camele, Loveland, OH
Paula Jane Carlson, Paducah
Kevin David Carpenter'". Maysville
Diane Gail Carr, Arlington Hts, IL
David Christopher Carroll, Paducah
Gregory Allen Case'". Alexandria
Larry Scott Cassity, Catlettsburg
William Mark Cassity", Nicholasville
David William Cathers'", Corbin
Eugene Lael Cazden, Lexington
Melanie Chamberlain, Nashville, TN
Matthew Darren Cissell, Louisville
Kerry Garth Clark, Bardwell
Nancy Jeanne Clark, Versailles
Michael Thomas Clarkson'", Lexington
Keith Allen Clary", Lexington
Kathryn Parrish Clements, Nashville, TN
Kelly Anne Clinard, Bardstown
Rudolph Francis Cloon", Columbus, OH
Eldon Thomas Cobb, [r.", Nicholasville
Michael Shane Coe, Florence
Charles David Cole, Harlan
Lisa Ann Coleman, Eaton, OH
Dona Mary Conley'", Bardstown
William Wade Cookendorfer. Falmouth
Christine Noel Corbin, Dayton, OH
William Jeffrey Corn'". Louisville
David Joseph Coultas, Louisville
Cheryl Ann Cox, Danville
Glenn Bruce Cox'", Somerset
John Robert Cox, Louisville
Patrick B. Cox'", Lexington
Cara Dian Crabtree", Owensboro
Eric Henry Craig'", Frankfort
David Scott Crawford, Alexandria
Jennifer Tyler Crawford, Louisville
Karen Creates, Toronto Ontario
Susan Lynn Crouse, Nicholasville
Clinton Dale Crowe", Elizabethtown
Marsha Anita Crowe'". Elizabethtown
Caroline Elizabeth Dahl, Findlay, OH
Michael Scott Damron, Louisville
Jeffrey Carl Dannenberg'", Cincinnati, OH
Scott Anthony Daugherty, Louisville
Stephen Austin Day", Whitesburg
Timothy William Dearmond, Louisville
Christopher David Deaton, London
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Darryl Alan Deaton, Lexington
Cheryl R. Burkhart Denham, Winchester
Steven Allen Dennis", Paris
Jerry Allen Derrickson, Paris
Steven Edward Deweese, Louisville
Christopher Micah Dianas, Kimper
David Darwin Doll, Jr."""",Louisville
Carlos David Donato, San Juan, Puerto Rico
Jacquelyn Renee Downing, Cincinnati, OH
Danielle Marie Duennes'". Independence
Dawn Elizabeth Duncan'", Lexington
Rebecca Blevins Durham", Frankfort
Christopher Joseph Edgington'", Covington
Timothy Jon Edwards, Paducah
Evan Lynn Elliott'". Amarillo, TX
Paul Edward Ellsworth, Indianapolis, IN
Linda Ann Elsea'", Lexington
Mary Margaret Emmick'". Lewisport
Jill Marie Evans, Louisville
Martin Brett Evans, Lexington
Marlin Allen Evitts, Greenville
Edwin H. Fackler", Louisville
Blake Hazelwood Farmer, Springfield, IL
David E. Ferguson'", Fisherville
Michael Shannon Ferguson, Chicago, IL
Tamara Sue Ferguson, Henderson
Karen Rena Ferrell'". Danville
James Follace Fields II, Whitesburg
Catherine Fink, Louisville
Linda Suzanne Fitzwater, Lexington
Stephen Jerome Plesch'", Edgewood
William Louis Flynn'", Harrodsburg
Theodore R. Ford'"', Murfreesboro, TN
Robert James Pranklin'", Lexington
Elizabeth A. Predricks'", Appleton, WI
Steven Keller Freeman'", Lexington
Craig Joel Friedman'", Louisville
Thomas P. Furlong'", Louisville
Amy Lynn Gastright, Woodlawn
Deborah Tolson Gieringer, Lexington
Jayson Todd Cieringer, Lexington
Patrice Nibasumba Gihaga, Bvsumbura
Michael Scott Gillis, Anchorage
Jeffrey David Cinnan'", Beattyville
Karen Michelle Codby'", Lawrenceburg
Charles William Gorham", Lexington
Kenneth Charles Grabara, Crofton
Melinda Fay Grafton, Lexington
Laurence Donovan Craham'", Lexington
Olen Lorrell Grant", Charleston, SC
Robert Gerard Craves'", Louisville
Jerry Terrell Creen'", Salyersville
Wendy Kay Griffey'", Willisburg
James Christopher Grubbs, Independence
Mark Brian Gruenberg, Dayton, OH
Melissa Halcomb'". Partridge
Barbara Joyce HaW*, Winchester
Vernon Hall, Lexington
John W. Hampton, Cynthiana
Jill Marie Handloser, Danville
Michell Hall Hardy, Hazard
Robert Bart Hardy, Hazard
Deborah J. Harpe'". Louisville
Nicholas Mark Harren'", Louisville
Debbie K. Cornett Harris, Somerset
Ioya Lynn Harris, Louisville
Pamela Hope Harris, Campbellsburg
Lee Mabry Harton, Hopkinsville
William Gregory Harvey, Huntington, WV
Paul Michael Hasken, Hendersonville, TN
Stephen David Hatton, Lexington
Lori Kay Hawk, Elizabethtown
Eric Reid Hay, Georgetown
Sandy K. Hays, Nicholasville
Jeffrey Martin Hayslett, Lexington
James Wellington Hazel, [r., Owensboro
Alicia Ann Hazen'", Cumberland
Sarah Dee Hedger'", Lexington
Bernard Sullivan Hein, Lexington
James Carter Helton, Ir.:", Pineville
Kelly Scott Hendren, Harrodsburg
William Alton Hensley, Corbin
Roger Lewis Hester'", Lexington
Pamela Io Hicks, Lexington
Mark Christopher High, Liberty
Derek Lance Hill, Louisville
Amy Kathryn Hinton, Louisville
Deborah Marie Hinton, Hardinsburg
Kenneth R. Hobbs'". Ross, OH
David Holbrook", Allen
Michael Gibson Holmes, Ft. Thomas
Paul S. Holmes", Atlanta, GA
Robert Louis Holt'", Greenville
Michele Renee Honn, Lexington
Chet Matthew Hopewell'". Owensboro
Sally Louise Hopper'", Barbourville
Rachel Kaye Horton, Louisville
Jonathon Craig Houchens, Williamstown
Douglas Ronald Houser", Aliquippa, PA
Leland R. Howard It Freeport, IL
Richard Andrew Hughes, Louisville
Samuel R. Hughes'", Somerset
Darlene Renee Humphress. Campbellsville
Bradley Dennis Hungler, Covington
Caroline Jane Hunt'", Lexington
M. Monroe JeW, Lexington
Clifford Hayes Johnston, Owensboro
Michelle Lynn Johnston, Radcliff
Richard Allan Joiner, Murfreesboro, TN
Christopher Faulkner [ones'", Bowling
Green
Gary Wayne [ones'", Manchester
Richard Darrell [ones'", Lexington
Ronald Coleman Jones, Owensboro
Paul Douglas Jordan, Louisville
Stanley [ozefowicz, Lexington
Sharon Leigh Justice, Glasgow
Lauren S. Kamphaus, Cincinnati, OH
John Robert Karem, [r., Louisville
Katherine M. Kearney, Lexington
Charles David Keen, Mt. Washington
Kathleen Renee Kehoe, Danville
Karen Michelle Kershaw, Charlotte, NC
Clarinda E. Kidd, Stearns
Holli Lynn Kidd, Edgewood
Thomas Vincent James Kieta, Radcliff
Donald Gene Kirby II, Owensboro
Amy Marlowe Kirk'", Philpot
Carlisle Kirkpatrick IV, Hopkinsville
Richard Michael Knox'". Louisville
Thomas H. Kock, Helsingborg, Sweden
James Richard Kondrad", Orland Park, IL
Michael James Kossuth, Lexington
Frances Elizabeth Kroboth'", Lexington
Chee Ming Lai, Malaysia
Charles Jason Larch, Louisville
Clarence LaValle LeBus, [r., Lexington
Charles Ray Lee", Frankfort
Barbara June Lewis, Flora, IL
John Gregory Lewis, Princeton
Mark Edward Lindenfeld, Butler
Mark William Lindsey". Newport
Scott R. Littleton'". Lexington
Wade S. Littrell", Lexington
Zheng Liu'", Shanghai, China
Amy Claire Lococo, Louisville
C. Gregory Logsdon, Louisville
Thomas Francis Lonergan, Louisville
Joseph Bernard Luber II, Louisville
Stuart David Lyle, Worthington, OH
Carlton Smith Madison, Cadiz
Michael Daniel Maguire, Ir.. Louisville
Robert John Mahle'". Lexington
Michael Lee Manley, Louisville
Charlotte Blackburn Mardis", Williamstown
Dana Barnett Marionneaux, Richmond
Rebecca Louise Marsh, Versailles
Dina Martin, Bowling Green
John Edward Mason III, Lexington
Todd William Mason, Louisville
Christopher Michael Maternowski,
Hopkinsville
Daniel Mason Matheny, Danville
John Lindon May, West Liberty
William Isaiah Mayes'". Springfield
Gregory Thomas Mays, Crestwood
Wendolyn S. Mcbee, Frankfort
Rosemary Cox McClain, Versailles
Tia Anjanette McCoy", Venice, FL
Michael Patrick McCreary, Harlan
Benjamin Joseph Mclntosh", Auburn, NY
Mary Hill Mclntyre, Louisville
John Andrew Mckean?', Lexington
James T. Mcxenzie'". Lexington
Lisa Kathryn McKinney, Long Meadow,
MA
Carro Arthur McKissick, Hopkinsville
Fiona Judith Mcl.aughlin, Lexington
Thomas Ronald McMahan, II"",
Campbellsville
Carol Lynn Medley'", Elizabethtown
David Anthony Meiners", Louisville
Thomas Alan Messner'", Lexington
Todd J. Metzmeier, Louisville
Thomas William Meyer, Ft. Thomas
Charles William Meyers", Louisville
James Mather Miller'", Lexington
Kimberly Dawn Miller'", Ashland
Kirk A. Miller"", Lexington
Karen J. Mink'", Georgetown
Melissa Ann Moening, Ft. Wright
Leah Kathleen Monnette, Radcliff
Moby Thomas Montgomery, Pewee Valley
Katherine Rachelle Moore, Taylorsville
Marian Elizabeth Moore, Elizabethtown
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Scott D. Moore, Leitchfield
Tamara Anne Moore, Winchester
Steven Ray Moscoe, Warsaw
William Joseph Mosier'". Prospect
John Thomas Mudd'", Lexington
Michael Logan Murray, Georgetown
Tina May Murphy, Burkesville
James Russell Nally, Lexington
Kimberly Frazer Napier, Lexington
Stephanie 1. Neal, Bowling Green
Wendy Lee Nickerson, Florence
James Patrick Niekamp, Akron, OH
Robert Lee Norton, Lexington
James Daniel Norvell, Jr."", Corbin
Michael]. Nugent, Lexington
Harold David O'Donnell'". Lexington
Lucille Dennes Ogburn, Louisville
Mitzi Anita Onkst'", London
Brian Keith Pack, Bowling Green
Alan Lee Parrish, Lexington
Tiffany Dee Parzatka, Lockport, IL
James Kendall Payne, Lancaster
Teresa Lynn Payne'". Owensboro
Everett Darren Pennington, Bledsoe
Alexander Leighton Perkins, Lakeside Park
Daniel Joseph Peterson, Lebanon
Jerry Anthony Petrosino, Staunton, VA
Elizabeth Mechelle Petty, Mayfield
Leann M. Whitley Phillips'", Versailles
Michele Catherine Phillips, Louisville
Melissa Hellen Pipes, Louisville
John Brian Pisacrita'". Louisville
Susan N. Pohlabeln'", Ft. Wright
Richard Mansfield Poore'", Florence
Frank D. Pounds'", Nicholasville
Anthony Thomas Powell, Louisville
Jamie Leigh Hedrick Powell'". Lexington
Carrie S. Powers'", Elizabethtown
Melissa Ann Prewitt, Falmouth
James A. Prince, Paris
Cindy Price Pulliam'", Paris
Michael John Quammen'", Lexington
Stephen Wade Rader, Lexington
LaChele Marie Ransom'". Lexington
Anne Laurence Ratzlaff, Atlanta, GA
Malicia R. Reed'", Versailles
Beverly Joan Reesor", Elizabethtown
Marty Joseph Reinert, Lexington
Lisa Michelle Reynolds", Springfield
Gary Steven Rhinehimer, Cincinnati, OH
Raymond Brian Rice'", Lexington
David Michael Richardson'", Louisville
Stacey Renee Ricketts, Morganfield
Thomas Charles Rougeux'", Cincinnati, OH
Jeffrey Glen Rowe'". Pikeville
Kevin Alan Royse, Georgetown
Michael Anthony Ruh, [r., Ft. Mitchell
David Joseph Ruwe", Ft. Wright
Troy Samons, Martin
Jeff Scott Sandknop'", Radcliff
Michele Sason. Lexington
Earl Frederick Saunier, [r., Lexington
David Wayne Schiman'", Villa Hills
Earl Joseph Schlegel, Louisville
James Trent Schmitt, Pewee Valley
Lynne Segreti .., Oak Brook, IL
Karla Elayne Setser'", Lawrenceburg
Billy Ray Severance, [r.", Crab Orchard
Matthew Lee Sexton, Louisville
Todd Louis Sharp", Louisville
Daniel Wayne Sherrard", Radcliff
Susan Kelly Shoffner'", Elizabethtown
Jacqueline Ann Simpson, Shelbyville
Susan Renee Simpson, Somerset
Tonya LaRue Simpson, Park Hills
Gregory Edward Sisson, Lexington
Sandra Renae Sizemore'". Harlan
Stephanie Lauren Skaggs, Hebron
Stephen Pat Slattery, Frankfort
David Scott Smith'", Columbus, OH
Jennifer Lynn Smith, Indianapolis, IN
Robert Wayne Smith'". Lexington
Scott Stanley Smith, Ft. Wright
Sean Stephen Smith, Ft. Wright
Steven Lee Smith, Lexington
Tracy 1. Smith, Hopkinsville
Ruth Michelle Evans Sosby. Inez
James Steven Spalding", Lebanon
Jamie Smith Sparks, Albany
Derwood Lyle Spencer", Jamestown, NY
Kelly Russell Spina, Lexington
Quinten Edward Spivey". Belleville, IL
Thomas Eugene Spragens III, Lebanon
Keith James Starr, Louisville
Angela Sue Staton'". Franklin Furnace, OH
Patrick James Steigerwald'", Lexington
Michelle Marie Stempfer. Murrysville, PA
Scott Anthony Stephens, Ashland
Wesley Aaron Stephens, Russell Springs
Laura Ann Stevens, Lawrenceburg
Roy Lee Stewart, Lexington
Jennifer Lynn Stone, Lexington
Ashley Warren Stratton'", Lawrenceburg
Matthew Sommers Straub, Louisville
Donald Howard Stull", Stamping Ground
John Brendan Sullivan'", Frankfort
James Michael Tackett'", Bardwell
Philip Lee Tackett, Georgetown
Lisa Michelle Tallent, Albany
Darren T. Taulbee, Kettering, OH
Jim D. Taylor'", Lexington
Thomas Edward Taylor, Louisville
Larry Keith Thacker, Pikeville
Michael Joseph Thieneman'", Louisville
Kimberly Ann Thompson", Rising Sun, IN
Teresa Amelia Thompson, Versailles
Rebara Karmen Thorpe, Madison, IN
James Joseph Tocash, Lexington
William Terry Tolerton'", Alliance, OH
Scott David Tomes, Louisville
Scott Anthony Tonkovich, Rochester, MI
John Matthew Tranter, Erlanger
Sean Raymond Travelstead, Louisville
Gerald 1. Travis, Louisville
Stephanie Jean Travis'", Frankfort
Jacquelyn Douglass Tretter, Owensboro
Todd Edmon Truitt'"', Calvert City
Richard Harrison Turnbull", Lexington
Johnny Wayne Turner, Cumberland
Lori Anne Tursany, Lexington
David J. Van Dyke*, Holland, MI
Keith Clark Vanderpool, Owensboro
Kevin Mark Vanderpool, Owensboro
Jeffrey Wayne Veech'", LaGrange
Kenneth Todd Veirs, Elizabethtown
Sharon Ann Verrill, Louisville
Terri Lynn Wakefield, Louisville
Julie Beth wallace", Paducah
David Wesley Walters", Ashland
Constance Sue Waltrip, Lexington
Lynn Marie Warrenfeltz'", Louisville
Laura Victoria Duff Watts'", Elizabethtown
Judith Atwood Weatherholt'", Hawesville
Brian Keith Webb, Shelbyville
Michaela' weeks", Lexington
Vanessa J. wells-Gray", Glasgow
David Brent Westmoreland, Louisville
Christopher Joe Wheeler'", LaGrange
Andrea Bennett White, Edd yville
Anthony T. whitley?'. Campbellsville
Gregory Allen whitlock'", Ashland
Kevin Brian Wilkins, Frankfort
Karen Lynn Williams, Winchester
Sean Javier Williams". Lexington
Gene Arnold Wilson, jr., Louisa
Lana Cheryl Wilson, Florence
Nelda Jean Wilson'". Cynthiana
Gregory Allen Wolfenbarger, Dayton, OH
Lori Anne Wood, Ashland
Jon Allen Woodall, Lexington
Richard Gregory Woolums", Nicholasville
Tina Lynne Works, Taylor Mill
Charles Stephen Wright'", Hodgenville
Koren Perry Wylie, Irvine
Kristin Erin Young, Greenville
Eddie Wallace Zausch. Evansville, IN
Bachelor of Science in
Accounting
Michael A. Adams", Lexington
Andrea Lea Addison, Paris
Robert S. Adkins'", Lexington
Michael Keith Anderkin, Lexington
Michael John Anderson, Lockport, IL
Josue Aquino, San Juan, Puerto Rico
Tracy Lynn Arthur, Madisonville
Holly Elizabeth Atkinson, Owensboro
Seth Franklin Atwell, Somerset
Kimberly Ann Bailey, Parkersburg, WV
Larry Kevin Bair'". Grayson
Marcus Greg Barnett, Lexington
Kathleen Ann Baron, Louisville
Tracy Ann Bateson". Ft. Thomas
Laura Nell Beard, Hardinsburg
Douglas Glenn Benge, London
Angela Renee Biddle, Nicholasville
Carolyn Sue Blondell". Lexington
Jeffrey Paul Boswe1l**,Lexington
Rick A. Brewer". Louisa
William Scott Brittain, Lexington
Gillian Mary Buchanan, Frankfort
John F. Bunnell, Hardyille
Thomas Sullivan Burns, jr., Corbin
Tanya Lynn Carr'". Flatwoods
Jeffrey Charles Carver, Owensboro
Paul Todd Case", Pikeville
Phillip Scott Cave'". Campbellsville
Janet Elizabeth Bowsher Chandler'",
Winchester
Clifton Burchell Clark, London
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Stephanie Leigh Clark'", Lexington
Beverly Jean Clift, Princeton
James Russell Coffey, Edmonton
Sara Leanne Coffey, Liberty
Rebecca Lyn Conley, Bardstown
Emilie Carter Cope, Lexington
Gregory A. Cowan", Nicholasville
Sarah Marlene Cox, Williamsburg
Jeffrey David Creech'", Corbin
Todd Allan Creek", Bowling Green
Daniel Joseph Crowe'". Park Hills
Leslie Susan Roberts Crutcher, London
Carol Beth Cyrus", Georgetown
Gary Wayne Davis", Louisville
Irene W. Davis, Richmond
Lori Flaugher Dearfield'". Grayson
Stephanie Ann Deibel, Crestwood
Carrie Lynn Drees, Covington
Patricia June Durbin'", Berea
Bernadette Durkin, Downers Grove, IL
Lisa A. Duvall, Frankfort
Scott McClain Dyer'", Grayson
Jeffrey Kent Elam, Lexington
Sandra Kaye Elder, Webster
Angela Dawn English", Lexington
Elizabeth Marie Esders. Rochester, NY
David Allen Eshman, Alexandria
Stephanie A. Eubank, Whitesville
Janet Marie Faught", Henderson
Jeffrey Michael Pike, Virginia Beach, VA
George Henry Flores, [r., Winchester
Terri Katharine Floyd, Ada, OK
Christopher Allen Ford", Campbellsville
Jennifer Lynn Jones Foster'". Winchester
Donald 1. Fowler", Louisville
Daniel Kris Fredericksen, Lexington
Jennifer Lea Fulks, Lexington
Kelda Dyan Fuson'". Corbin
Monica Danene Clenn'". Guthrie
Marian Coodin'", Lebanon
Angela Ruth Gordon, Waddy
Kimberly Renee Gower, Henderson
Amy Suzanne Griffin, Hawesville
Mark Douglas Griggs, Akron, OH
Barbara Leigh Gross, Harlan
Clifford Wade Cross'", Versailles
Ronald John Cuth, Boston, MA
Larry Randall Hacker, Manchester
Lisa Michelle Haley'", Brooksville
Cheryl Anne Farris Hall, Nicholasville
Kristin Elizabeth Hall", Lexington
Laura Ann Hall'", Lexington
Patrick Grigsby Hamilton, Georgetown
Patsy Hammonds'", Prestonsburg
Timothy Lee Harder'", Leitchfield
Leigh Ann Harris, Greenup
Jon Robbin Harville'". Frankfort
Deanna Marie Hayden, Hartford
Stephanie Marie Haydon, Bluefield, WV
Mary Michele Henry, Georgetown
Steven Francis Herold, Louisville
Michelle Leah Herrington, Cynthiana
Jonathan Deverl Higgins, Lexington
Mary Anne Hoagland, Henderson
David Wayne Hobbs'", Ekron
Roland Banks Hudson". Lexington
Mark DeSpain Hurst'". Bloomfield
Rebecca Ruth Hurt, Louisville
Ronnie Shayne Ison ....., West Liberty
John Robert Jaeger, Paris
Judith Anne Jansen, Hayward, CA
Bruce Ashley Johnson, South Williamson
Karen Ann Johnson , Barrington, IL
Anthony Eric Jones , Owensboro
Michael Brian Jones, Louisville
Hem L. Joshi ....., Lexington
Richard Lee Justice, Pikeville
Dennis James Keenan, Stone
Jan Morgan Kelly, Lexington
Joel Frederick King, Turkey Creek
Julia Phillips King, Champaign, IL
Victoria Sword Kim, Robinson Creek
Shannon Lee Klingelhoffer, Fairfield, OH
Mary Elizabeth Kottak, Louisville
John Allen Kropp, Lexington
[acki A. Lacore, Cynthiana
Charles Michael Lanham, Owensboro
David Scott Lannum", Lexington
Lisa M. Larkin, Louisville
Nancy Elizabeth Lee, Frankfort
Holly L. Leishman, Lexington
Charles Edward Lewis, jr., Lexington
Kenneth Lae Lewis", Lexington
Mary Stancliffe Liter, Louisville
Joseph Shawn Lovell, Richmond
Ross Anthony Luciano, Mayfield
Kelly Suzanne Luckett, Versailles
Beth Marie Madden, Lexington
Michael Radford Maharrey ......, Lexington
Michael Shea Maloney, Crestview Hills
Bobbi Oeth Maple", Henderson
Mary Elizabeth McBeath ....., Lexington
John Nelson McCall"', Lexington
Todd Roland McClain ......, Middletown
Jon Timothy McCormick, Lexington
Robert Kevin McDearman, Louisville
Brian Keith McDonald, Lexington
Tracy Ann McNabb"*, Mt. Sterling
Sara Beth McPherson, Richmond
Mike D. Meiners ....., Louisville
Douglas Alan Merkle ....., Ft. Thomas
Belinda Gail Miller, Rineyville
Lesa Barnes Miller, Bedford
Mary Gina Money, Mt. Sterling
Joseph Allen Montgomery ....., Lebanon
Travis Hill Montgomery, Pewee Valley
Wendell Scott Morris, Danville
Arunima Mukherjee, Georgetown
Mark Adam Munzer, Louisville
Christopher Lyn Nixon ....., Louisville
Dorothy Jayne Norvell, Lexington
Shirley Gibson Noyes ....., Lexington
Allison Leigh Pape, Louisville
Philip Edward Passafiume'", Lexington
Tamela Carter Pounds ....., Lexington
Bartley Lewis Pratt, Huntsville, AL
Joshua Kevin Puckett, Philpot
Anath Margaret Qualls ......, Bristol, TN
Sue Ellen Rehfuss, Lexington
Amy Reinstedler. Louisville
Michele Lynn Remaley, Richmond
Edward M. Roberts , Robards
James E. Robinson , Grayson
Christopher Lee Roszman ......, Lexington
Michelle Lynn Rousey, Stanton
Susan Kay Rush ......, Louisville
Debra Sue Russell'", Lexington
Scott Lewis Schaffer ....., Harrodsburg
Scott Keith Schlosser II, Mayfield
Jill Evon Schmuck, Lexington
April Nicole Scott, Russell
Bradley Tyler Scroggin ....., Lexington
Rhonda Gott Sheeler", Lexington
Tracy Allyn Simmons, Paducah
Rebecca Leigh Sizemore, Lexington
Joseph William Sloan, Lexington
Chang Hyuk Smith, Vine Grove
Francis Xavier Smith II....., Bardstown
John Nicholas Smith", Lexington
Patrick T. Smith", Louisville
Philip Smith'", Corbin
Clark Walter Spader, Lexington
Lisa Diane Spriggs, Wheelersburg, OH
Pamela Gaye Sprowles, Campbellsville
Donna Marie Staples", Bedford
Brian Robert Steppe ....., Ft. Thomas
Harry Marshall Stierwalt, [r ......, Sadieville
Ginger Taylor Stigers, Frankfort
Mark Alan Strong ....., Hickman
Jessica Anne Sutt, Calvert City
Gina Lynn Sweeney, Lexington
George Patrick Tanner ....., Owensboro
Michael Wayne Taylor, Stanford
Francis B. Thompson'", Owensboro
Patricia J. Thornton'", Lexington
Cynthia Kay Toon", Paducah
Amy Sue Truman, Pleasureville
Behzad Vakili, Lexington
Joseph F. Vap II, Winchester
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William Stanley Victor ...., Lexington
James Dale Walker, Corbin
Paula Dean Ward", Lexington
Bethany Ann Wason, Crestwood
Melissa A. Wasson, Georgetown
Cami Dee Watts ...., Edgewood
Mark Andrew wets, Louisville
Jacqueline Christine Wenzel, Paducah
Lafe Jeff Wheeler, [r.. Danville
Laura Ann Whelan, Hodgenville
Edward Marvin Whitaker'", Somerset
Kathleen Marie Whittaker, Louisville
Michael A. Wiechert". Statesville, NC
Guy Washington Williams III",
Elizabethtown
Stephanie Leigh Williams, Germantown, TN
James Edward Wilson, [r., Edgewood
Victor Paul Wilson, Prospect
David Alan Wiseman, Rineyville
Yvonne M. wtsrucky'". Hazard
Gregory Allen Wolfenbarger, Dayton, OH
Nina Wan Ling Wong, Lorain, OH
Robert Wheeler Worthington III, Lexington
Daniel Charles Wyse, Ashland
Bachelor of Science in
Business & Economics
Mark Samuel Baker, Louisville
Kimberly Ann Bishop, Lexington
Thomas Edward Caldwell ...., Lexington
James Derek Calhoun, Prestonsburg
Scott Michael Damron, Louisville
Silas Edward Deane II", Owensboro
David Arnold Donan", Lexington
Derek Alan Duncan, Paducah
Rebecca Russell Gilbert, London
Paul Gerald Harmon II, Campbellsville
Charles David Keen, Mt. Washington
Martha Jo Klosterman ....., Cincinnati, OH
R. Vaughn Murphy", Versailles
Jeffrey Todd Owens, New Castle
Jolyon Christopher Paul Ridgwell ....,
London, England
Darrin Duane Singleton, Lexington
Jeffrey Shannon Sloan ...., Carlisle, PA
Glenn Allen West, Cynthiana
Dianne Sheets Wiley, Frankfort
Celeste Renee Wilson ...., Lexington
Clyde Bruce Wise, jr.. Lexington
Robert Burkley Wombwell ...., Lexington
College of Communications
Dean: Douglas A. Boyd
Bachelor of Arts
Kerri A. Adams'", Union
Cynthia Denise Allen, Lexington
Margo Elaine Allen, Burkesville
Pennington Downing Amos, Frankfort
Shannon Elizabeth Amos, Lexington
Melanie Carol Anderson, Fort Thomas
Timothy Lynn Andre'", Harker Heights, TX
Ann Marie Andrew, Fort Wright
Esen Apak, Istanbul, Turkey
Jeffrey Lawrence Ashley'". Louisville
Rebecca Louise Bach, Lexington
Kristen Laine Bailey, Lexington
Claude Richard Baker, Lexington
Deborah Marie Baker, Spotsylvania, VA
Shannon Leigh Ball, Henderson
Alexis J. Banks ....., Brighton, MI
Tammy Lynn Barbara, Selfridge, MI
Valerie Rae Reuff Barlow'", Louisville
Jane Murphy Barton'", Lexington
Cheri Jean Baxter'". Louisville
Stephen P. Bean", Louisville
James Allen Beckham, Louisville
[amesetta Evonne Beeler, Louisville
Gregory Todd Bell, Louisville
Darren Scott Bilberry, Ft. Knox
Jonathan David Blanton'", Louisville
Margaret Ann Blondell'". Lexington
Philip James Bloomfield II"""",Lexington
Troy O'Neil Body, Harlan
Laurie Leigh Bond, Shelbyville
Donald Lee Bowman II, Ashland
Mary Kay Bradshaw, Lexington
Mary Beth Braun", Ft. Thomas
Julie Anne Brinkman". Edgewood
Karen Denise Brown, Bardstown
Lisa A. Brown, Lexington
Beverly K. Buckley, Lexington
Kim Renee Buford, Paducah
Daniel Joseph Burch", Louisville
Amy Marie Butz, Cincinnati, OH
Bradley Scott Byington'", Lexington
Perry Todd Byrd, Powder Springs, GA
Douglas Warren Campbell, Lexington
Troy Lynn Caneer, Paducah
Ana Maria Carbonell", Caracas.Venezuela
Lisa Michelle Carr, Bloomington, IN
Richard Dale Cary, [r., Lexington
Karen Lynn Cecil, Versailles
Karen 1. Chadwick, Independence
Pamela Renee Champlin", Louisville
Robin Ann Chaney, Morehead
Michael Andrew Chism, LaGrange
Lochie Shannon Christopher, Murray
Anthony Wayne Clark, Lexington
John Fred Clark, Danville
David B. Clore", Hopkinsville
Veronica Cobb, Chicago, IL
Christopher Sean Connery, Rochester, MI
Michael Lee Conway'". Louisville
Alan Lee Cook, Louisville
Tambra Lynn Cooley'", Pikeville
Dawn Rae Copeland'", Berea
Sara Joan Costello'". Louisville
Dean W. Costner'", Nicholasville
Bartlette Neale Cox", Frankfort
Brian Neil Cralle, Elizabethtown
Gretchen Pape Crigler'", Butler
Lynn Marie Crimmins, Louisville
Paula Miller Curry'", Carrollton
Johanna Christina Davis, Lithonia, GA
Brian Lee Dawson, Lexington
Rebecca Lynn Dayton'", Beaver Creek, OH
David Eric DeCapua, Columbus, OH
Marie Hart Dedman, Harrodsburg
Christy Laphaun Deltino'", Lexington
Susan Ann Dentinger, Louisville
Amy Elizabeth Deweese'", Louisville
Robert Linlay Dickson, Charleston, WV
James Edmond Dortch'", Paducah
Nicholas Stephen Douglas, Lexington
Angela Maria Dragoo, Radcliff
Karen Elizabeth Ebert", Florence
Andrea Lynne Eldredge'", Lexington
Carey M. Ellis, Lexington
Nicole Marie Evans, Jackson, MI
Lisa R. Farris'". Pineville
Scott G. Ferguson, Lexington
Andrea Laurel Finley, Paducah
Julie Marie Fitzgerald, Parkersburg, WV
Brian Gregory Fleck'", Louisville
Scott David Flynn, Louisville
Timothy Edward Pogle'", Bardstown
Kimberly Ann Fowler, Lexington
Siobhan Anne Franklin, Thornwood, NY
William Todd Frantz, Owensboro
William Edmund Fugate, Grayslake, IL
Pamela Marie Fulks, Tipp City, OH
Timothy Lewis Fuller, Millersburg
Judith Mary Furst, Crestview Hills
Beverly June Galvin, Lexington
Adrian Terence Gaskins", Covington
Kathryn Carlisle Gentry, Versailles
Alex Cawood Gergely, Harlan
Kathleen Megan Gibson, Lexington
[ana Rochelle Gordon, Lexington
Martha Elaine Gorman, Georgetown
Susan Lynn Cravatte, Lexington
Michael David Griffin, Cincinnati, OH
Marla Kaye Griggs, Lexington
Debra Kay Guess", Frankfort
Vernon Preston Hackworth", Richmond
Robert Tyrone Hall, Lexington
Susan Johnson Hampson, Lexington
Leslie Carol Hampton, Somerset
Amy [o Hardy, Lexington
Zachary Harmon". Pilgrim
Steven R. Harris, Lexington
Kimberly Celaine Hatchett, Glasgow
Happy Hayes". Lexington
Gerald Louis Hemness, jr., Cincinnati, OH
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Hudson 1. Henry'". Lexington
Kimberly Ann Hensley, Munfordville
Charles Martin Henson, Florence
Linda Lee Hicks, Morehead
James Edward Hill'", Champaign, IL
Shaun Lee Hisle'", Taylor Mill
Lynn Patricia Hixenbaugh'", Louisville
Jack Kennedy Hodgkin, [r.:", Winchester
Yolande Catherine Hornback, Versailles
Andrea Prancesca Hougland, Versailles
Lee Ann Huston, Owensboro
Karen Jeannine Immell, Washington Court
House,OH
Cynthia Catherine Jackman, Louisville
Timothy Lee Jackson, Lexington
Maria Joan [anszen, Ft. Thomas
David R. jasper", Covington
Jonathan David Jennings, Lexington
Medina Lynn [ewell'", Princeton
Jennifer Lucyle [ohnson'". LeClaire, IA
Keith S. Johnson, Rochester, MI
William Joseph [ohnson'", Fairdale
Cynthia Gail Jones, Lexington
Lucy C. [ones'", Lexington
Lynn Whitney jones'", Lexington
Tasha Dannette Kah", Findlay, OH
Erin Elizabeth Keesey, Lexington
Roger Dale Keeton, [r."', Ashland
Meredith Grace Kennard, Louisville
Shelley Fey Kestner, Lexington
Angela Dawn Knight'". LaGrange
Caroline Anne Knudten'", Cedar Rapids, IA
Laura Jean Kuczera. Kalamazoo, MI
Scott Anthony Kuhn, Madisonville
Judith Lynn Kunkle", Pittsburgh, PA
Philip Todd Lambert, Indianapolis, IN
Margaret Jane LaMonica, Lexington
Edward Sea Lang'". Louisville
Tiffany Clay Laurin, Louisville
Pamela Ann Leonard'", Radcliff
Cynthia Jane Lewis, Benton
LeAngela Littlefield", Lexington
Lori Ann Long, Frankfort
Kathleen Malane-McHugh, Lexington
Richard Matthew Marrs'", Lexington
Carolyn Martha Mayer, Ironton, OH
Randolph McKellar McCloy, [r., Memphis,
TN
Lylia Janice McGowan, Frankfort
Catherine Ann McKinney, Georgetown
Victoria A. Mcl.aughlin'", Louisville
Lana Marie McManaway, Versailles
Michael Lloyd Meece, Madeira, OH
William Fellers Milkereit, Charleston, SC
Allison Rae Miller'", Louisville
Mark Wesley Mitchell, Lexington
Maria Lynn Mock'", Louisville
Christopher Cornel Moga, Tucson, AZ
Helen Penina Moise'", Sumter, SC
Elizabeth Emerson Moll, Louisville
Alexander Gordon Montgomery, Danville
Ainslie Ann Morgan, Huntington, WV
Cynthia Ann Mueller-Riess, Belleville, IL
Shawn Lawrence Murdock, Princeton
Tracy A. Neal'". Taylor Mill
Mark Benedict Oberst, Jr., Louisville
Bradley Joe Overton, Nicholasville
Derrek Shawn Patrick, Owensboro
Caroline Chaddock Peck", Lexington
Beth Marie Penner, Louisville
Jennifer Lee Peters, Lexington
Sandra Jean Petersdorf'", Louisville
William Carlos Phillips, Owensboro
Catherine Sherrill Pirone, Lexington
Piper Lynn Plummer'", Richmond
Jean Schwartz Potter'", Aurora, NY
Deborah Marie Raaker", Ft. Thomas
David Neal Redmon, Louisville
Teresa Lynn Reed'", Xena, OH
Christina Maria Reisert'". Louisville
Tina Ann Riffe", Ashland
Camellia A. Rizk'", Lexington
Linda Marie Roberts, Lexington
Tanya Renee Rodante'". Louisville
Francis Jefferson Rogers, Lexington
Lori Carol Rose, Mt. Sterling
Michelle Marie Roser, Georgetown
Craig Edward Schmitt, Louisville
Sarah Ann Schoenbachler", Louisville
Gilbert Joseph Schrage, Louisville
Kathleen Louise Scowby, Lexington
Sean O'Hara Sears, Cincinnati, OH
Richard G. Seegert'", Paris
Laura Marie Sharpe", Louisville
James Eugene Sheehy'", Louisville
Daniel Joseph Shields'", Edgewood
Julie Anne Short, Lexington
Jeffrey 1. Siegel'", Lexington
Evan Howard Silverstein, Louisville
John Winter Simon, Dayton, OH
Cynthia Mae Simpson, Louisville
Jamie Lynn Simpson", Lexington
James Melvin Skinner'". Glasgow
John James Sloan'", Rochester, MN
Robert Allen Smith, Somerset
Shelly Ann Smith'". Nicholasville
Stephanie Lynn Spence, Paducah
Julie Lane Spoonamore, Stanford
Matthew Rola Stahl'", Maysville
Tevis Dwight Steere", Louisville
Jill Marie Stephens, Ft. Thomas
Michel Edward Stewart'", Frankfort
Andrew Vincent Stich'", Louisville
Stephanie Strevels'", Danville
Lisa Ann Summers'". Versailles
Gay Ellen Tackett, Georgetown
Shawn Rae Tackett'". Warsaw
Douglas Thomas Tattershall'", Lexington
Stephen Rawlings Tatum", Lebanon
Christopher Patrick Taylor, Lexington
Darlene Grace Taylor'", Greenville
Jena Rue Taylor, Lawrenceburg
Paula Gaye Thompson, Pikeville
Heather Meade Tierney, Lexington
Thomas Brian Tilton, Lexington
James Talbott Todd'", Lexington
Brian Scott Towles, Owenton
David Renaker Townsend, Crestview Hills
Cheri Lynn Travi, Versailles
Susan Barlow Tucker", Louisville
Lori Ann Turner, Lexington
Zetta K. Vaught'", Lexington
Cheryl Ann waldrip'", Lexington
Karen Elaine Walls, Georgetown
Elizabeth Ann Watson, S. Charleston, WV
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Russell Wayne webber-s, Versailles
Jacqueline Ann Weber, Louisville
Catherine Lynn Wegelin, Cincinnati, OH
James Vincent Wetta'", Wellington, KS
Wendy Alane Wheeler-Mullins, Lexington
Mary Lisa Wood, Hopkinsville
Julie Diane Wright, Hamed
Jodie 1.Zalla, Warsaw
Zan Dalee Zimmerman", Toledo, OH
Bachelor of Science
Ronda Gail Barlow, Benton
Laura Lynn Box'", Cynthiana
David Shannon Brinkley, Somerset
Tracey Marie Coleman'". Louisville
jean-Anne Dees'", Henderson
Rebecca Lee DeHart, Louisville
Pamela Rose Doctrow'". Lexington
Angela Lynn Eads, Louisville
Carolton LaMont Gaynor, Lexington
Terry Lloyd Hatton'", Lexington
Shawn LaRae Heger, Covington
Roy Estill Highland II, Lexington
Priscilla Lee Huffaker, Monticello
Timothy Charles Lasher", Lexington
Richard Thomas Maynard"
Margie Madonna Muzik, Naperville
George Ronald Rexroat, Russell Springs
Mohammad Mehdi Semati"
Sandra Lea Simmons, Versailles
Mark Timothy Simpson'", Highland
Heights
Sandra Lee Smith, Lexington
Damon Leber Stewart, Danville
John Davis Sugg, Jr."""",Owensboro
Anthony Harris Villier, Lexington
Bradford Dean Wills, Lexington
Bryan Edwards Wright, Cadiz
College of Education
Dean: EdgarL. Sagan
Bachelor of Arts in Education
James W. Adams, Lexington
Lora Michelle Aldridge, Horse Cave
Patricia Renee Stumbo Allen", McDowell
Marjorie Sharp Appelman'", Maysville
Sandra Munizaga Araneda, Lexington
Juliet T. Arnold ...., Lexington
Linda Michele Asseff, Plano, TX
Cathy Ann Baird, Louisville
Nancy Fryman Baker, Carlisle
Cecil Clay Banks, Ir.. Lexington
Jean Louise Barnett, Louisville
Krista Kay Beasley ...., Ferguson
Carol Elizabeth Bertram, Lexington
Elizabeth Manion Bertrand", Louisville
Kimberly Fances Bevins ...., Phyllis
Anthony Wayne Bigbee'", Russellville
Bernadette Bisczat, Lexington
Sandra Eugenia Bohorquez, Medellin,
Colombia
Wanda S. Baize", Somerset
Deborah Conseen Bredley'". Georgetown
Gina Louise Brandenburg'"', Ashland
Todd Joseph Bretz, Lexington
Nancy Kathleen Bruening'", Corbin
Amy Walker Buchanan, Louisville
Leah Karen Burchett, Red Bush
Elizabeth Anne Burkhart, Lexington
Megan Leigh Burkholder, Hudson, OH
Angela Marie Burnette", Williamsburg
Michelle Jane Busby, Shreveport, LA
Michael Thomas Campbell, Owensboro
[ini Lynn Carter, Hopkinsville
Kimberly Gail Cates ...., Radcliff
Susan Elizabeth Chambers, Winchester
Heather Michelle Charnas'", Louisville
Melinda Hippe Chase, Lexington
Susan Elizabeth Chittick", Midland, MI
Kevin Duke Clary, Lexington
Brent Stuart Cobb, Livingston, TN
Margaret Ann Colburn'", Hopkinsville
Sylvia Ann Cole ...., Henderson
Yvonne Scott Combest ...., Lexington
Melissa Turner Combs, Hueysville
Laura Elizabeth Cox ...., Louisville
Virginia Leigh Crawford, Whitesburg
Luci Kay Creekmore'", Lexington
Denise Ann Criswell'". Monticello
Margaret Rowden Curlin, Frankfort
Danielle 1.Dampier, Louisville
Kelly Anne Daniels, Mayfield
Melisa Ann Darst'". Louisville
William Robert Davis'", Paris
John B. Defoor'", Lexington
Lisa Divine Denny, Danville
Kathleen Ritchie Deno. Hazard
Danielle Rene Deters, Frankfort
Patricia Thompson DeYary, Hodgenville
Debra Jill Diamond, Louisville
A. Michelle Dix...., Campbellsville
Jane Heather Donovan, Erlanger
Gina Carole Douglas, Kings Mountain
Dorothy 1.Doutaz ...., Greensburg
Amy Elizabeth Dozier", 51. Louis, MO
Anne Michelle Dunaway, Maysville
Irene Terrell Earlywine. Cynthiana
Kimberly Jane Edwards", Pendleton
Mollie Eileen Elliott, Owensboro
Shannon Autum Farms ...., Louisville
Franklin McKinley Fleming, Versailles
Tammy Peyton Fogleman, Winchester
Byron Watson Ford, Paducah
Karen Diane Foster , Lexington
Aimee lo Foushee , Crestwood
Sandra Fugett Poxworthy'", Lexington
Judith Carol Frame", Louisville
Lynn Marie Garrison Frank", Lexington
Lisa Noelle Fulks", Lexington
Gail Denise Gaines, Owenton
Tracie Ann Gee, Hopkinsville
Lauren Marie Gilbert-jones. Radcliff
Bonita Sue Berryman Goff, Winchester
Melanie D. Goode", Lexington
Susan LeNette Goodin ...., Elizabethtown
Traci Dunning Goodlett", Harrodsburg
Tina Renee Goodman", Harrodsburg
Carla S. Gordon, Springboro, OH
Barbara May Gorman, Frankfort
John Paul Green III, Grayson
Stacy Susan Greene ...., Ashland
Rachael Ann Hagman, Hawesville
Barbara Hall'", Lexington
Ben Franklin Hamilton, Paintsville
Wendy Kay Hansen", Lithonia, GA
Kimberly A. Harl, Owensboro
Patricia O'Nan Harmon, Springfield
Amy Elizabeth Harr, Lexington
Jennie Leigh Hart ...., Corbin
Kimberly Rae Hawkins'", Nicholasville
Jennifer R. Helton, Salvisa
Beth Anne Hewlett'"', Lexington
Lisa Jane Hirtzer ...., Paducah
Jill Christi Hisle, Lexington
Tammy Kay Hodskins, Owensboro
Lisa Marie Hofmann ...., Covington
Pamela Sue Horn, Clarkson
Deanne Lee Home'", Findlay, OH
Holly Erin Huber, Ashland
Paul Douglas Hunter, [r."', Naperville, IL
Ronda M. Hunter'"', Lexington, WV
Cynthia Ann Hutchcraft, Lexington
Christopher Neal Johnson", Crofton
Mary Beth [oiner'", Pembroke
Thelma Lisa Newton Joiner, Hopkinsville
Dana Michele Jones, Lexington
Victoria Louise Joseph, Lexington
Birgit 1.Kaiser'". Hazard
Teresa Taylor Karem, Louisville
Jeffrey Bruce Keener, Albion, IL
Jeffrey Fitzgerald Kidder'", Vine Grove
Tracy Labrina Kincer, Neon
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Marlon Jon Kinsey, Dry Ridge
Mark Jude Kluemper, Park Hills
Debra Lynn Kolanz, Louisville
Mary Meigs Kuntz, Bardstown
Kimberly Ann Kushay, Stone Mountain, GA
Melissa Ann La'Clair", Shepherdsville
Richard Allan Lasley, White Mills
Lee Anne Leister, Louisville
Sarah Paulk Lewis, Lexington
Sarah Elizabeth Littleton, Grayson
Renee Ruth Littrell", Lexington
Deborah Lynn Logan ...., Henderson
Andrea G. Loman, Frankfort
Stacey Suzanne Lusk, Villa Hills
Jeff c. Lykins'". Louisville
[oni Harmon Maloney, Lexington
Deborah J. Manning", Louisville
Susan Catherine Martens, Louisville
Susan Kay Martin, Butler
Timothy Craig Massie, Portsmouth, OH
Twilla Grace Maupin, Liberty
Sarah Hill Maynard, Lexington
Philip Scott McAtee, Lexington
Lisa K. Mcfadden, Lexington
Sally Ann McGuire, Lexington
Ena Renee Mclntosh", Booneville
Karen [o McMahan, Elizabethtown
Tammy Dawn McNabb, Cynthiana
Kimberly Carol Meade", Irvine
Michael Douglas Menchen, Cincinnati, OH
Jennifer Rae Meredith, Lexington
Carl Brian Miller'", Hardinsburg
Judith Erle Miller ....
Tonya Lea Mills'". Lovely
Catherine 1.Mitchell'", Owensboro
Cynthia Cecille Mitchell, Campbellsville
Lisa Kyle Montgomery, Cincinnati, OH
Kimberly Ann Moore'". Louisville
Michelle Suzanne Moore'", Ashland
Sandra Jean Melton Morgan, Stinnett
Kelly Gay Morris, Owensboro
Paula 1.Mouser'", Elizabethtown
Mary Ann Mudd, Bardstown
Elizabeth Ann Munari'", Lexington
Lori Ann Murphy, Burke, VA
Laura Elizabeth Myers, Corbin
Patrick Christopher Myers, Louisville
Angela Marie Niehaus, Ft. Thomas
Nate Ray Niemi, Villa Hills
Doneta Lynn Noffsinger, Crofton
Shannon Anne Richardson Overstreet'".
Paducah
Michael Andrew Owen, Lexington
Debra Lynn Padgett, Lexington
Susan Lee Park, Owensboro
Shannon Ruth Parks'", Memphis, TN
Gordon Elvis Parmley'", Monticello
Cheri Lee Parrish", Decatur, IL
Jeffrey Gene Patrick", Salyersville
Frances Mae Payne, Barbourville
Daniel Gregory Pearman ...., Elizabethtown
Christine Michelle Potts, Louisville
Kristin Leigh Presser, Owensboro
Patricia Pewitt Price'"', Frankfort
Terri 1. Price", Lexington
Christina Maria Pruitt, Ashland
Noel joy Quade, Ashland
Gayla Denise Randolph, Murray
Dorothy Lorayne Rawlins, Nicholasville
William Christopher Ray, Pikeville
Donna Ann Reed, Berea
Trina Michelle Reed, Pikeville
Michael H. Reeves , Albany
Michele J. Remark , Sellersburg, IN
Tina Bradshaw Rice'", Danville
Mary Beth Richards, Lexington
Mary Lovelace Richardson'", Nashville, TN
Rebecca J. Rietze, Lexington
Shannon Lee Riley", Elizabethtown
Millicent Geneva Robinson", Lexington
Deanne Kay Rocco, Versailles,
Terry Lee Rose, Campton
Lori Anita Ruebel", Hebron
Jeremy A. Salmon, Creve Coeur, MO
Kimberly Dawn Sanford , Ashland
Thomas Anthony Scahill , Maysville
Kimberly Renee Schumer, Hopkinsville
Gale Ray Scott, Lexington
Donna Elaine Shelton, Lexington
Lee Ann Shouse, Morganfield
Trisha L. Shuck, Cincinnati, OH
Dana Lynne Siewert, Stevensville, MI
Diane Marie Sill, Newtown, PA
Kimberley Lynn Simpkins, Louisville
Mary Sue Sims", New Haven
Margaret E. Hilley Smith, Stamping Ground
Marsha Lynn Smith, Frankfort
Stephen Paul Smith, Charleston, SC
Alice Denise Snelling, Elsmere
Donna Kimberly Spann, Lexington
Lisa Io Stearman, Hodgenville
Donald Wayne Stephens, [r., Lexington
Leona C. Stern, Lexington
Donna Dale-Lee Stewart ......, Ashland
Jacqueline Jean Sword, Cleveland, OH
Karen Tess Taylor", Winchester
Elizabeth Carol Sharp Thomas, Clarkson
Lesley Ann Thompson". Brandenburg
Lynda Anne Thompson, Hebron
Saundra Ann Tobergte ......, Independence
Jennifer Lynn Toole, Dry Ridge
Beth Anne Turman, Ashland
Kathryn Gretchyn Turpen, Louisville
Tracey Jean Uglem, Lexington
Jill Christine Underwood ......, Columbus, OH
Michael Todd Van Bruggen, Elizabethtown
Carolyn Jane Lyons Vice'", Stamping
Ground
Patricia Lynn Vincent, Florence
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Douglas A. Wainscott, Owenton
Lucretia L. Walls, Lexington
Wesley Clifford Way ......, Science Hill
Joanne Christine Weldon ......, Lexington
Teresa Campbell Welsh, Lexington
Stephanie Lyn werk, Dublin, CA
Sharron Ann Wesley, Liberty
Julianne Whalen ......, Park Hills
Amy Kathleen Williams", Louisville
Deborah Rose Williamson, Lexington
Robert Kenneth Willis II, Owensboro
Heather Paige Wilson, Hyden
John Joseph Wittenback, London
Joan O'Nan Woeltz, Lexington
Elizabeth Anne Wolfford-Ward, Ashland
Mary Elizabeth Woodrow, Louisville
Sonya Leigh Wright, Lexington
Anne Heather Young, Louisville
Gina Lee young ......, Burlington
Suzanne Lee Zweigart, Maysville
Bachelor of Science in
Education
John William Atkerson", Lexington
Mark Deyon Higgs, Owensboro
Stephen Thomas Milton", Louisville
Francis Valentine O'Hara, Louisville
College of Engineering
Acting Dean: Vincent P. Drnevich
Bachelor of Science in
Agricultural Engineering
Christopher William Ampfer'", Highland
Heights .
Kerry Dwayne Baughn, Franklin
Perry Todd Jones, Lexington
Joseph Marshall Kehrt IIJ**, Glasgow
John K. Lawson'". Williamsburg
James K. Schadler'". Alexandria
Troy Kyle Williams, Mt. Vernon
Bachelor of Science in
Chemical Engineering
Daren Keith Anness, Florence
Rebecca Lynn Burchett, Paintsville
Glendon Scott Campbell, Paducah
Chad Nelson Dykes, Paris
Dawn Harris Eckler". Cynthiana
Sherry Lynne Hoover Ehle, Woodburn, IN
Gary D. Galloway, Murray
Douglas Spencer Giles, Lexington
Ralph Earl Gosney, Florence
Christopher Daniel Howell, Ashland
Thomas G. Korona'". Cincinnati, OH
Jonathan Lloyd Mahanes, Lexington
Jeffrey Wayne McCormack, Ross, OH
Joseph Alfred Muth, Frankfort
Jeffrey Charles Palmeter, Ashland
Gregory Scott Peach, Lawrenceburg
Gary Eugene Simpson, Campbellsvill
Deana Marie Smith, Huntington, WV
James T. Strehl, Owensboro
Anne Marie Sullivan, Fairfield, OH
Christopher Paul Wathen, Louisville
Bachelor of Science in Civil
Engineering
Connie Lea Allen, Lexington
Abdollah B. Ardeshir". Lexington
Lee Jeffrey Barger, Louisville
Scott Gaines Barnett, Frankfort
Keith D. Barnhill'". Grayson
Nancy Ann Bridwell, Lexington
Bart B. Bryant, Mariba
Domitianus Sabar Budiono'", Indonesia
Dwight Howard Clayton, Independence
Thomas Lee Clouse'"', Somerset
Damon Lee Crutcher'", Lexington
James Keith Davis, Bowling Green
Barry Wayne Fryman, Sharpsburg
Jon Andrew Putscher'". Cold Spring
Andes Gabrial, Indonesia
Paul C. Callenstein'". Crestview Hills
Jeffery Dee Gilliam, Sandy Hook
Duane Guilfoil, Lexington
Jeff Mer! Hackbart, Lexington
William Douglas Hacker, Corbin
Jackie Hampton, Pikeville
Robert Alan Hans, Ft. Thomas
Perry Neal Hassell'", Paducah
Joel Robert Holcomb'". London
Deny Herjanto Hudijana'", Bandung,
Indonesia
Wade Wilson [ohnson'", Ashland
Iyad Salah Khalaf, Palestine, Algeria
Richard Bryan Ledford, Somerset
Sambow E. Lumoindong'", Semarang,
Indonesia
John S. Mathis, [r., Shelbyville
Burl E. Melton'", Eubank
Gregory D. Meredith", Leitchfield
Donnie Ray Miracle, [r., Frankfort
Fredrick Glen Morgan, Lexington
Michael Dwayne Nichols'". Paris
Shannon LeRoy Pickett, Corinth
Marsedes Purba, Indonesia
Mark Jeffrey Rapier, Corbin
Robert Joseph Schenck, Newport
Joseph Gerard Schepers'", Whitesville
Keith Bryan Sears". Somerset
William Michael Sparks'", Pikeville
Iwan Supriyadi, Jakarta, Indonesia
James Keith Thorn, Murray
Gary Lynn Valentine, Elizabethtown
Robert David Weaver, Owensboro
Richard Vaughn Williams, Taylorsville
Christopher Allan wooer'. Henderson
Russell David Yates, Cincinnati, OH
William Sheridan Zerman, Jr.", Lexington
Bachelor of Science in
Electrical Engineering
Steven David Aaron'", Nicholasville
Mark David Abner, Barbourville
Stephen Michael Anderson, Winchester
Jeffrey Ashley, Jr.**, Versailles
Jeffrey Nolan Atwood, Stanford
Gretchen Elaine Bandy, Paris
David Eugene Banks'". Lexington
Scott Frederick Barrett, Ft. Thomas
[ana Michelle Bowers, Lexington
Michael W. Bowling, Madisonville
Robert Christopher Brewer, Frankfort
John William Bryan lI, Frankfort
James Brownlow Bryant IV, Birmingham,
AL
Kevin A. Burkart, Bellevue
Brian Jackson Burke, Greenup
Brian Douglas Bums'", Harrodsburg
Daniel Hurst Cassidy, Nicholasville
Clayton Phillips Caudill'", Lexington
Joseph Michael Coomes, Owensboro
Michael Darren Crowe'", Walton
Darren James Crum. Ona, WV
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James Matthew Dickey", Huntington, WV
John Andrew Drees, Covington
Michael Ryan Durman'", Eubank
Robin Tracy Ellis, Frankfort
Burgess Len Eplin, Barboursville, WV
David Vincent Feather, Paducah
Robert Andrew Fleming'", Benton
Robert E. Ham'", Benton
John David Hamilton, Brandenburg
Michael Scott Hargis", Lexington
Cheok Thong Hee, Ipoh
Kenneth Edward Hill", Danville
Teresa Michelle Howlett, Glendale
Jeffrey Thomas Hurd'", Nortonville
Michael David Hurley, Ashland
Deanna Kristine [ones'", Bowling Green
James J. Keller"", Schenectady, NY
Craig J. Knox, Stanton
Frank John Krautheim, Dawson Spring
Steven Christopher Lasher, Lexington
Jeffrey c. Lear'", Bardstown
Laura Ann Leibfried, Florence
Donald Edward Lemaster'". Ashland
Jason Ross Lowery, Hopkinsville
Edward William Maher'", Springfield
Douglas Brent Maxwell, Ashland
Kenneth Michael Mayfield, Heath
Larry Allan Maynard, Pikeville
Phillip Bret Nicholas, Somerset
Patrick John Niehaus, Crestview Hills
Craig Magee Nold'"', Prospect
Daniel P. O'Dea, Louisville
Benjamin Allen Parrott, Kuttawa
James Hugh Patterson, Versailles
David Edward Prigge'". Versailles
Whitney Caldwell Purple, Pleasureville
Victor Lee Reed, Lexington
Robert Lance Reid, Crestwood
David Scott Richardson'", Louisville
Robert F. Richardson, Jr.**,Russell Springs
Jon Thomas Robeson, Frankfort
David A. Roederer'", Frankfort
David Todd Skidmore, Louisville
Jay Everett Spencer, Madisonville
Mark Dennis Stanley, Wirtz, VA
Ronald Kevin Storn, Villa Hills
Andrew Michael Stoss, Cynthiana
Suprihanto, Semarang. Indonesia
Bambang Supriyo, Semarang. Indonesia
Brian Keith Swail. Somerset
David Brian Sweet, Bowling Green
Ronald Lee Taylor, Louisville
Joe Alan Tietyen, Wickliffe
Jeffrey Dean Volpert'", Frankfort
Bryan Keith Wheeler, Lawrenceburg
Craig Phillip Wisner, Danville
Evan Mason Yount'", Shelbyville
Bachelor of Science in
Materials Engineering
John Jeffrey Allen, Morehead
Bryan Tyler Dunville'"', anton
Kevin Thomas Cambill'", Louisville
Peter L. Perreiah. Lexington
Mark A. Tichenor"; Benton
Bachelor of Science in
Mechanical Engineering
Benjamin A. Askren ...., LaGrange
Roger Thomas Badgett ...., Lebanon
Timothy Monroe Benjamin, Moscow, OH
Parvangada G. Bojappa", Lexington
Christopher Russell Budniak, Louisville
Kenneth Scott Campbell". Lexington
Jack Carlton Carr'", Villa Hills
John Robert Carver'", Bethel, OH
Marc Edward Cetrulo'", Ft. Thomas
Kelly Lee Clemons, Pierce City, MO
Russell Milton Cloyd ...., Shelbyville
David Fuller Coffey, Liberty
Donald 1. Crayne, [r ....., Paducah
Douglas Carl Denger, Lexington
Mark Allen Dodson, Paducah
Hao Vinh Duong ...., Lexington
Blaine Scott Egbert, Owensboro
Louai Abdullah Fathi'", Saudi Arabia
Stephen Thomas Fawcett'". Lexington
Paul Dene Fleming, Prestonsburg
Steven Dale Oilliam'". Lexington
Robert Frank Gjuraj, Radcliff
William Marion Godfrey", Elizabethtown
Gerald Thomas Greenwell, New Haven
Tommy Lynn Greer, Glasgow
Esmail Tolou Hassanpour'", Mashad, Iran
Gary Joseph Jakel, Bowling Green
Brent Allen [ones'", Paducah
Jeffrey Scott Lackey'", Lexington
Kenneth Jeffrey Lansaw, Trenton, OH
Glen Charles Logan, [r., Morehead
Gregory Alan Long, Brodhead
Lloyd James Mcintyre, Elizabethtown
Randy Wayne Moore, Raceland
Kevan F. Morgan, Lexington
Michael Glen Newman, Somerset
Paul Andrew Poplin'". Lexington
Samuel Shawn Preston, Nicholasville
Jeffrey 1. Price, Norfolk, VA
Danny Lee Priddy, Elizabethtown
Todd Allen Randolph, Franklin
Niloofar Roshdieh'"
Eric Keith Rouch, Versailles
Melissa Anne Rowe, Frankfort
John David Schwartz, Erlanger
Thomas Evan Scott, Covington
John Dale Sheffer'", Morganfield
Ernest Todd Steverson'", Pleasureville
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James Andrew Stice'", LaGrange
Terry Wayne Taylor, Ir.:", Corbin
Chad Alan Thompson'", Lexington
Eric Edward Ubelhor, Falls Church, VA
Raymond Albert Verst, Alexandria
Daniel Jeffery Vest'", Frankfort
James Allen Wheeler'", Huntington, WV
David Howard White'", Huntington, WV
Randal Scott Williamson'", Crestwood
Brian David Wise, Campbellsville
Bachelor of Science in
Metallurgical Engineering
Joseph Lee Blake", New Cumberland, WV
Kathy A Collier'", Greenup
Matthew Carlton Hall'", Calvert City
Bachelor of Science in Mining
Engineering
Eugene Duffy Perrell'", Sidney
Jonathan c. Hale, Prestonsburg
William G. Haywood, Prestonsburg
John David Hill, Jeff
Richard Darrell McCown**, Hueysville
Randy Allen Newsome'", Pikeville
Dexter B. Patton, Lexington
John K. Smallwood, Pikeville
College of Fine Arts
Dean: Richard C. Domek, Jr.
Bachelor of Arts
Caroline Marie Ante", Chugrak, AK
Maria Beth Bailey, Glasgow
Mary Caroline Weber Bane, Dover
Sally Frances Barnard, Mt. Sterling
Kristin A. Black, Means
Ella May Blake-Hayes, Lexington
Robert Ross Brannock, Cynthiana
Michael Patrick Brennan, Cincinnati, OH
Laura Lee Brooks'"
[ett Reed Canary, Bowling Green
Timothy Wayne Carter, Lexington
Candace Louise Cato'", Louisville
Wm. C. Cornette Ill, Lexington
Natasha Anna Cotton ...., Napierville. IL
Kathryn Dillman Dixon, Hopkinsville
Angela Dawn Dunfee, Russell
Julia D. Eastin, Lexington
Michael Paul Bnderle'", Harrodsburg
Debra Gail Galloway, Lexington
Thomas W. Gehring ...., Monticello
Whitney Laura Hays, Winchester
Paula Kay Jensen, Louisville
D. David Justice, Louisville
Maryam Kaykavoosi, Lexington
Stacy Lynn Kozumplik, Hilton Head Island,
SC
Gwendolyn Ann Leftwitch, Louisville
Elizabeth Patience Martin, Lexington
Brian J. Maslyar, Painesville, OH
Glenda Sue Mckee, Somerset
Sara Frances Meng, Maysville
Mark Allen Miller, Lexington
Leonard Kay Nave, [r., Versailles
Marcy Ann Newell, Decatur, IL
Julia 1. Nowack, Lexington
Ann Jeannette Fruge Pierce", Owensboro
Panda Sue Boster Powell". Ashland
Rebecca M. Robbins ...., Lancaster
Dorothy Ann Robison ...., Louisville
Tracey Lynn Sallee, Lexington
Stephanie Lynn Schweighardt, Lexington
William Blair Scott, [r ....., Lexington
Laura Ann Shepherd'", Ivyton
Rita Marie Sietz", Lexington
Janice A. Smith, Lexington
Zenah Bain Teater ...., Harrodsburg
Mark S. Thomas, Lexington
Anthony Gayle Thornberry ...., Paris
Shelly Lynn Watts, Tullahoma, TN
Karin Noel Whitehead'", Belleville, IL
David Brock Wiglesworth, Louisville
Lynne Beth Wilson, Elizabethtown
Phillip Lowell Young", Lexington
Bachelor of Fine Arts
Jeffrey M. Adams, Lexington
Liliana Beatriz Arnillas". Lima, Peru
Chappell 1. Howard, Louisville
Robert Good Lohman III, Louisville
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Kara Lee Nicholas, Louisville
Neil Douglas Powell, Caneyville
Steve A. Tomlin", Bowling Green
Michael R. Ward, Richmond
Bachelor of Music
James Lamar Boulet II, Lafayette, LA
James Ross Corcoran, Lexington
Melinda Katharine Cumberledge ....,
Lexington
William Adrian Jones, Evansville, IN
Elizabeth Howland Lewis, Wilmore
Donna Renae Phillips, Radcliff
Patricia Ann Taylor, Louisville
John Hardy Turner, Charleston, WV
Bachelor of Music in Music
Education
Leigh Ellen Colley ...., Ashland
Carolyn O'Brian Cope, Hopkinsville
Jacqueline Kaye Hart, Radcliff
Anne Kindred Hensley, Winchester
Mark Daniel Hughes ...., Elizabethtown
Lee Anthony Kearns, Flatwoods
Leo Mark Labrillazo, Radcliff
Donna Renae Phillips, Radcliff
Alecia Henriett Potter ...., Elizabethtown
Timothy Wade Springer, Florence, AL
Lawrence Joe Sutton ...., Lexington
College of Home Economics
Dean: Peggy S. Meszaros
Bachelor of Arts in Housing &
Interior Design
Christine Lynn Anderson, Louisville
Daniela Gisela Lee Barker, Lexington
Brenda Hensley Campbell, Winchester
Sharon Ann Crismon, Louisville
Gina Ann Crutcher ...., Lexington
Lisa Marie Deckert", Ft. Thomas
Elisabeth Vedier Dunnington, Lexington
Donna Jane Flach, Lexington
Deborah Michelle Freppon'", Cold Spring
Bradley Wayne Garrett, Kennebunkport,
ME
Patricia Ann Webb Greiner, Lexington
Kristen Ann Hill, Charleston, WV
Scott Stephen Hixson, Lexington
Janet Lee Kidder, Lexington
Amy Lynn Knight, Louisville
Jeffrey S. McAfee, Danville
Suzanne Elyse Nakdimen, Louisville
Brenda Engle Pence, Somerset
Nancy Lancaster Perry, Frankfort
Christine Marie Peterson, Prospect
Alyson Marie Sherman, Prospect
Christyle Marguarita Tackett, Jackson, MI
Bonnie Sue Thornton, Franklin
Angela Dee Travis
Wendy Michelle Wilder, Gaithersburg, MD
Joseph Edward Zoellers, Pikeville
Bachelor of Science in
Dietetics
Susan Ruth Burman'", Hopkinsville
Jean Lyn Colyer, Louisville
Lisa [o Daniels, Paintsville
Lynn Allison Hayden, Middletown
Rebecca Lyn Hensley", Winchester
Brigitte Lynnette Lay, Liberty
Mary McDuffie McGehee, Lexington
Valerie Mary McGovern, Dublin, Ireland
Glenda Jane Minor, Campbellsville
Mary Kelly L. Murphy, Park Hills
Julie Ann Pflum, Ft. Wright
Deborah Kay Driscoll Rotella, Wintersville
Sherri Lee Salyers, Paintsville
Robin Denise Scherzer, Louisville
Daniel Scott Stinnett", Lexington
Robin Michelle Walk, Lancaster, OH
Bachelor of Science in Family
Studies
Denise Ann Campbell, Danville
Mark Conrad Colvin, Paducah
Molly Malone Cooley, Lexington
David Wayne Creighton, Lexington
Edgar Kay Cross, Albany
Melissa Lynn Dills'", Dry Ridge
Susan Elaine Doorn", Utica
Jennifer Gay Gilpin", Louisville
Bryan Douglas Hamblin", Frankfort
Tonya Rene Harig, Lexington
Donna June Hunter'". Lexington
James Fitzgerald Kempf'". Louisville
Jackie Lane Mashni", Lexington
Kimberley R. McCulloch**, Pompano Beach,
FL
Mary Rebecca Moore, Versailles
Stacy Travis Moore, Frankfort
Katherine Dana Morris, Frankfort
Pamela Ann Mueller'", Lexington
Theresa Michelle Norton", Louisville
Jeanne Stephens Osborne, Lexington
Lynne Graham Postel", Somerset
Jeannette Dianne Riveiro'", Louisville
Lea Ann Robinson'", Lancaster
Catherine Tobin Roop", Lexington
[eneva Annette Rose, Franklin, OH
Sharon Joanne Russell, Lexington
Sydney Carroll Schomp, Lexington
Amy Karen Sullivan, Greensburg
Michelle Lynnette Turner, Louisville
Christopher Patrick Walton, Lexington
Bachelor of Science in Food
Science
Virginia Lynn McNeill, Sarasota, FL
Bachelor of Science in Home
Economics
Stephanie Marie Adams, Springboro, OH
Stacey Lynn Ashby, Hanson
Shelly Ann Ball, Henderson
Mary Virginia Ballengee, Savannah, GA
Carolyn Abigail Bamard'". Western
Springs,IL
Tracy Lee Bewley'", Rineyville
Kelly Lynn Boehm". Union
Felicia Kay Boyson", Lexington
Julie Ann Briggs, Lexington
Jennifer Mcwhorter Brock, Lexington
Cynthia Lynn Bubnar'", Lexington
Christine Beth Burgess, Lexington
[atama Beth Cardwell'", Paintsville
Lisa Renee Chaffins, McDowell
Lisa M. Cicatelli'", Lexington
Rhonda Gaye Clements'"', Liberty
joy Renee Tabor Clevenger". Jackson
Margaret Joan Conley, Carlisle
Melinda Carol Davis, Lexington
Ngoc Chau Thi Do'", Bardstown
Kimberly Dawn Edwards, Somerset
Lisa Emerson'". Clinton, SC
Felicia Monique French'", Ft. Wayne, IN
Michelle Renee Means Giordano, Lexington
Richard Allen Glenn, Owensboro
Beth Mitchell Gorin, Campbellsville
Ginger Michelle Greer, Shelbyville
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[o Nell Grinstead", Cynthiana
Michelle Marie Gruber, Dayton, OH
Ann Elise VanBibber Harkins, Beckley, WV
Kimberly Elizabeth Hayes, Campbellsville
Michelle Carol Hitch, Charleston, WV
Stacy Michelle Horn, Elizabethtown
Cindy Lorraine Houchin'", Leitchfield
Jennifer Lea Ison'", Ermine
Kimberly Faith Jackson, Lexington
Joyce Ann Kaiser'", Lexington
Maria Christine Kelce, Vero Beach, FL
Jacqueline Marie Kiernan, Huntington, WV
Lisa Anne King, Lexington
Michelle Ann Kleopfel, Louisville
David Alan Levitch'", Louisville
Edward Scott Lewis, Louisville
Nicole Lippert, Louisville
Angela Lynn Long, Frankfort
Tracy Sue Lowry'". Nicholasville
Leslie Christine Maentz'". Lake Forest, IL
Kathleen G. Mahon'". Danville
Beth Diane Mersack, Lexington
Robert Lawrence Merz, Kettering, OH
Marc Alan Middleton, Lexington
Amelia Leigh Miller ...., Calhoun
William Winston Munro, Huntington, WV
Jeffrey Michael Murphy, Owensboro
Sabrina Cornelia Nelson, Lexington
Laura Jean O'Connell'", Louisville
Bonnie Lynn Ogle-Taylor, Nicholasville
Kirsten Good Opdyke, Dublin, NH
Bettina G. Parks'", Richmond
Kelly Lynn Pierce, Burkesville
Kimberly Christian Porter'". Louisville
Cynthia Kay Poulson, Richmond, VA
Julie Lynn Powell'". Lexington
Marie Pullen, Lexington
Leah Denese Raney'", Winchester
Teresa Lynn Ricketts'". Turners Station
Jacqueline Kay Roberts, Flatwoods
Jennifer Lynn Rogers", Pikeville
Lori Ann Rowland, Whitesville
Melissa Todd Ruggles, Lawrenceburg
Kristey Lynn Rupert, Ashland
Kelly Sue Sammartin, Lexington
Charlene K. Sawyer, Hindman
Katherine Ashley Seltsam, Lexington
Susan Margaret Silverman, Louisville
Angela Carol Skeeters, Lexington
Leah Marie Suetholz", Crestview Hills
Amanda Susan Turner, Alexandria
Laura Leigh Turner, Glasgow
Mark Todd Underwood", Campbellsville
Nanette M. Wagner, Louisville
Heather Marie Wait'". Nicholasville
Mary Blanton Ware, Ashland
Tammy Lynn wash'", Lexington
Susan Elizabeth waymeyer'". Ft. Wright
Christi Dawn weavers. Lexington
Judy Lynn Williams
Rebecca Ann Wright, Hardinsburg
College of Nursing
Dean: Carolyn A. Williams
Bachelor of Science in
Nursing
Natalie Michelle Anderson'", Lexington
Laurel Anne Archibald, Louisville
Lillie Mae King Arrowood, Jellico, TN
Michele L. Sargent Bannister, Georgetown
Catherine Louise Bannon, Lexington
Marcia Gail Hornback Barnes'", Cecilia
Bobbie Sue Barnett, Lexington
Dawn Elaine Barrett, Lexington
Wanda Pugh Becknell, Lexington
Eloise Hopkins Beebout'", Bishopville, SC
Elizabeth Anne Blevins, Huntington, WV
Sandra L. Breeding, Lexington
Brenda Joyce Broughton?", Lancaster
Gilda Faye McMurray Bruggensmith ....,
Louisville
Terry Elida Calvert, Lexington
Tracie Ann Carl, Versailles
Lisa Marie Chamblin, Maysville
Terri Lynn Cheak'", Lexington
Lynnelle Clark, Lexington
Katherine Michele Cleveland, LaGrange
Laura A. Conrad, Britton, MI
Jennifer Anne Craddock, Clinton
Martha Ann Cullipher, Apex, NC
Rosemary Burke Dawson, Lexington
Lori R. Denton, Ft. Thomas
Lisa Anne Douglas, Eminencee
Marie Lucy Downing ...., Lexington
Edna Ann Dukes, Lexington
Judith Green Dunn'", Carlisle
[one Eddleman, Georgetown
Theresa Michelle Elder, Louisville
Terri Lynn Emery, Ashland
Elizabeth Tymusczuk Esposito, Lexington
Cynthia M. Fister, Lexington
Suzanne Marie Flesch , Lexington
Kathryn Craig Frazier , Louisville
Toni Leigh Frye, Ashland
Suzanne Marie Funke, Demossville
Lynda Murray Geis, Lexington
Lisa Renee Gullett, Flatwoods
Kimberly Miller Hall, Clay City
Letitia Hunt Harper, Monticello
Ginger Benson Harrell'", Lexington
Elizabeth Renee Henry, Nicholasville
Mary Colleen Heslin, Louisville
Amber Jill Hiler, Erlanger
Laura Ann Hinton, Springfield
Sherry Lynne Hiser, Louisville
Susan E. Voyles Hood ...., Elizabethtown
Kimberly S. Houchens'", Lexington
Andrea L. Hunt, Lexington
Melissa Jane Hunter, Ashland
Karen Denise Hursey-Mcl.aughlin, Granite
City,IL
Diana Lynn Irving ...., Lexington
Pamela Ison, Martin
Jonna E. Jones, Pineville
Maureen Anne Joyce, Lexington
Karrie Lynn Kalmey, Wayne, PA
Vera Snell King, Liberty
Karen Anne Kurdila, Warren, OH
Jeanne Marie Lancaster, Ft Thomas
Monica Lynn Lawhead ...., Radcliff
Sandra Elaine Lipscomb'", Elizabethtown
Erin F. Mahon'", Danville
Christa Lynn Maneusa, Florence
Ida Blanche Marr, Greensburg
Nina June Martin ...., Radcliff
Lisa Gayle Phillips Mason, Nicholasville
Maria Elizabeth Matthew, Lexington
Beverly Ann May, Langley
Pamela Carter McComas, Winchester
Jeffrey Scott McGee
Laura Anne Mesler, Lexington
Nancy Brandon Morse'", Rineyville
Karen Jo Moss, Paducah
Mary Shannon Mudd, Louisville
Joni Dawn Mullins, Raceland
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Nancy Lynn Niehaus, Crestview Hills
Emma Sue Priddy Palma ...., Elizabethtown
Susan L Parker", Owensboro
Patricia Mary Howard Pike, Radcliff
Michele Lee Posz, Madison, IN
Janet Lynn Radakovich, Indianola, IA
Rebecca Ann Salisbury Renfroe ...., Ashland
Rebecca Lynn Ritchie, Lexington
Patricia Anne Roberts ...., Lexington
Jennifer Lynn Roth, Lexington
Mary Jane Cook Rothwell, Paoli, IN
Kay Cleland Rugg, Lexington
Kimberly Ann Russell, Louisville
Kathleen Marie Ruth, Louisville
Elizabeth Comp Salter, Lexington
Sandra Maxey Saunders'", Maysville
Teresa Lyna Schell, London
Beth Ann Schwarber. Ft. Wright
Pamela Lavonne Severs, Lexington
Mary Lindsay Shorr, Lexington
Paulette Sides, London
Carol Ann Simonovich, Lexington
Christine Slone, Inez
Nancy Peier Story, Lexington
Valerie Ann Strickland, Maysville
Lisa Marie Tanner, Florence
Paula Faye Carr Taylor ...., Lexington
Teresa Anne Thacker'", Pikeville
Lisa Don Towler, Elizabethtown
Janet Marie Poers Turner, Lexington
Vicky Lynn Turner, Berea
Lisa Michelle Volpenhein ...., Southgate
Audrey Allen waddell'", Louisville
Sarah Ann West, Radcliff
Mary Anita Mattingly Whitworth ...., West
View
Kimberly Elayne Williamson, Louisville
Emily Carol Woodhead, Falmouth
Catherine Holland Woods, Lexington
Roslyn Carol Young'". Lexington
College of Pharmacy
Dean: Jordan L. Cohen
Doctor of Pharmacy
Lawrence 1. Abplanalp'", Madison, IN
Mark Steven Aikman, Seymour, IN
Michael J. Anderson, Maysville
Danny Ray Bentley, Ironton, OH
Susan F. Carpenter'". Corbin
Martha Lynch Chamberlain, Georgetown,
IN
Karen Kaye Coomer, Lexington
Freddy M. Creekmore, [r., Lexington
Mary Louise Davenport'". Louisville
George Randall Dickens, Ashland
Edgar R. Epperson, Jr."
Laura Gerry Fenton, Caruthersville, MO
Wade Bartley Frederick, Harrodsburg
Thomas Peter Cammarano, San Antonio, TX
J. Gregory Gillum, Lexington
Merry Summers Grimmett, Lexington
Patty Sharon Gregory Guinn", Monticello
Susan Camille Harned, Brandenburg
Jack R. Justice, Cincinnati, OH
Thomas Paul Kanyok, Florissant, MO
Mary lone Kelly, Springfield
Gregory David Lamm, Paducah
Lydia Velazquez Larson, North Miama
Beach, FL
Joseph L. Lichtenberg", Louisville
Bettina Andrea Louis, Lexington
Paul D. Mangino, Louisville
Martin Mathews, New Albany, IN
Anne Lewis Mauzy'", Frankfort
Carlene Coy Mclntyre'", Richmond
David Scott McKindley, Grandville, MI
Kim Tapp Meyer", Louisville
Gale Frey Murray", Georgetown, IN
Zahra Afsaneh Ohadi, Lexington
Claire Helen Raymond, Lexington
Pamela Dee Reiter'", Dubuque, IA
[enan Al-Yazdi Salman, Lexington
Kiranpal Singh Sangha, Brampton, ON, CA
Harolyn Jean Schaer, Calvert City
Joseph Michael Senay, Elizabethtown
Sharon Stevens Small, Hopkinsville
Marcus Gordon Sturgill, Pikeville
Jean Laymance Venn, Toledo, OH
Pamela Bowling Walker, Calvert City
Janet Catherine Wells, Louisville
Barbara Magnuson Woodward, Owensboro
Melissa Ann Yates, Hopkinsville
Bachelor of Science in
Pharmacy
Aimee Jane Allee, Mattoon, IL
Christy Ann Bartley, Pikeville
Jeffrey Landren Bishop, Georgetown
[anci Lamar Bridgeman'". Flatwoods
Anne Vaughn Broadbent, Cadiz
Cheryl Ann Bryant, Madisonville
Diana Lynn Buchanan, Flatwoods
Theresa Marie Cardwell, Jeffersontown
Amy Denise Mitchell Caroll, Jonancy
Rachel Christine Carrigan, Louisville
Mark Kristan Carroll, Olive Hill
Arunee Changchit'", Lexington
Darla Marie Chase, Henderson
Brian K Cheek, Taylorsville
Mitchell H. Collings, Greensburg
Karen Kaye Coomer'", Lexington
Laura Sue Smith Cornett, Burgin
Freddy Morris Creekmore, [r.:", Lexington
Tracy Michelle Davis, Paducah
George Randall Dickens'", Ashland
Jennifer Rose Duncan, Louisville
Laura Gerry Fenton'", Caruthersville, MO
Lawrence Edward Fleischer, Louisville
Christie Lynn Flood, Louisville
Michael Shane Cilliam'", Pikeville
J. Gregory Gillum'", Hazard
Lisa Annette Goodlett, Springfield
Lillian Robinette Greenhill, Pikeville
Mary Terese Grimes, Louisville
Merry Summers Crimmett'", Lexington
Michael L. Hack, Louisville
Susan Camille Hamed'", Brandenburg
Ellen A. Harrison, Tompkinsville
Lane M. Hill, Louisville
Wendy Katherine Hoh, Alexandria
Michael Todd Hord, Vanceburg
Robin Annette Horn, Lexington
Stacy Diane Jones, Atwater, OH
Thomas Paul Karryok'". Florissant, MO
Mary lone Kelly'", Springfield
Brian Keith Key, Mayfield
Kevin Joseph Lamping, Cincinnati, OH
Lydia Velazquez Larson'", North Miama
Beach, FL
Barry Gene Lawson, Russell Springs
Donna Kathryn Porter Letton, Campton
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Barbara Lynn Magnuson'", Owensboro
Tara Shirefe McCullough, Cynthiana
Timothy R. McDaniel, Owensboro
Michelle Bryant McDonald, Burkesville
Linda Gayle McGlone, Olive Hill
Michelle Meyer McMains**, Lake Park, FL
John Tipton McNiel, [r., Harlan
Mark Wilson Meador", Scottsville
Charlotte Morgan, Hyden
Stephanie Sue Morris, London
Thomas Patrick Mullaney, Cincinnati, OH
Debra L. Slusher Mullins, Wallins Creek
Donell Teresa Nunez, Harlan
Michael Amos Nusbaum, Elkhart, IN
Zahra Afsaneh Ohadi'". Lexington
Brian Thomas Ozier, Louisville
Michael Allen Payne, Slaughters
Steven Wayne Pennell, Jenkins
Deborah Lynn Phillips, Nortonville
Bruce D. Polly, Jenkins
Ronald Steven Poole, Williamstown
Lois Grajkowski Praprost, Frankfort
[ami LaFaye Pratt, Lexington
Angela Marie Rago, Louisville
Claire Helen Raymond'", Lexington
Donna Anne Richardson, Liberty
David Forest Rutland, Cadiz
Kiranpal Singh Sangha'", Brampton, ON,
CA
Joseph Michael Senay'". Elizabethtown
Majida A. Sharifi", Lexington
Mary Jane Smallwood, Elizabethtown
Peggy Steele'". Beattyville
Kellie June Steenken, Danville
Robert Wilford Stone, Dry Ridge
Marcus Gordon Sturgill'". Pikeville
Patrick Sumner'". Louisville
Mark Wesley Taylor, Middlesboro
Concetta Lynn Vish, Richmond
Pamela Bowling Walker'", Calvert City
Teresa L. Watson, Monticello
Janet Catherine Wells'", Louisville
Michael Scott Whitaker, Owensboro
Robin Denice Wilson, Dadeville, AL
Anthony James Womack, Greenup
Melissa Ann Yates'", Hopkinsville
Ben Turley Young, Hopkinsville
Julia Elizabeth Zambrano, Owensboro
Lynn Zaremba, Hartford
College of Social Work
Dean: S. Zafar Hasan
Bachelor of Arts in Social
Work
Oliver W. Barnett, Louisville
Kathryn A. Beach, Lexington
Anne Elizabeth Berry", Cynthiana
Robin Dunn Burton ...., Lexington
Lutisha Samples Burus'", Lexington
Emma J. Byars, Paris
Leslie Crawford Campbell", Lexington
Candace Delara Castle'". Berea
Janet Reynolds Close'", Cincinnati, OH
Phyllis Elaine Culp, Lexington
Ronda Gay Denton, Glasgow
Ceve Mayo Dicken". Pikeville
Lisa Dawn Dillingham", Louisville
Julie Drexler". Charlottesville, VA
Jewel Lorraine Fuller Duncan ...., Lexington
Dolores Aryonne Dunn'", Lexington
Julia Gearty Dul'ont", Lexington
Robin Marie Fain, Louisville
Robert Allen Followell, Paducah
LeeAnn Fugett, Louisville
Christina Lynn Gash, Crestwood
Clayton Scott Hall, Lexington
Juanita Marie Hall, Webster
Tammy Denise Harris ...., Waldorf, MD
Shanna Marie Duffy Hatfield ...., Russell
Cheryl Lynn Hayden, Louisville
Virginia Barrett Hubbard, Rye, NY
John H. Hyde, [r., Louisville
Stephanie Ann Jeter, Lexington
William Johnson, Lexington
Denise 1. Keller ...., Lexington
Amy Michele Kennedy, Lexington
Jennifer Leslie ...., Lexington
Emma Lou Eversole Maggard", Whitesburg
Mary]o Martin, Owensboro
Beth Ann Mees. Louisville
Tracy Ann Moore, Georgetown
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Carol VanDerHeyden Naugher ....,
Nicholasville
John Henry Nichols, [r., Madisonville
Holly McDowell Penn, Lexington
Winona Doris Ross"
Rita Smallwood ...., Manchester
Dani T. Smith, Prestonsburg
Gloria Jean Swoope Smith, Lexington
Ramon Edward Smith, Lexington
Angela Kay Stanfield, Lexington
joy Ellen Steddom, Maysville
Kristi LeAnne Strother, Bowling Green
DeAnna Kay Theobald, Lexington
Earl Trent, [r., Versailles
Anthony D. Tuggle, Flint, MI
Cheryl Jean Valentine, Frankfort
Susan Elaine Weaver", Owensboro
Judy Cremeans Westley" Ashland
Karen A. Williams, Louisville
Sunni Lynn Wright-Banahan, Lexington
Tracy Leigh Zaparanick ...., Dawson Springs
Graduates with Honors
Students who attain a standing of 3.6 or higher for at least three years (90 hours) are graduated with "With High
Distinction." Students who attain a standing of3.4to 3.59for at least three years are graduated "With Distinction." A student
who has spent only two years (60 hours) at the University may receive either of the above honors if he or she attains a
standing of .2 higher than the three-year (90 hours) requirement.





























































































































Thelma Lisa Newton Joiner
Anthony Eric [ones'"
























































































































Harry Marshall Stierwalt, Jr.*"
John Edward Strother"
Amy Karen Sullivan
Lisa Ann Summers ....
Brian Keith Swail
Gina Lynn Sweeney
Charles Franklin Tabor, Jr.
Darren Timothy Taulbee
Paula Faye Carr Taylor ....
Teresa Amelia Thompson







)ospeh F. Yap II
Richard Brent Vasseur
Daniel Lane Veltkamp















Nina Wan Ling Wong
Lori Anne Wood
Kirk Douglas Woosley

































































































































































































































































































Degrees for those students whose names are not denoted with asterisks will be awarded "with honors" if required
scholastic standing is attained.
This list was completed as of April 1990.Additional honors may be determined at a later date.
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DEPARTMENT HONORS
Department Honors in Accounting
Larry Kevin Bair ....
Brian Keith McDonald"
Shirley Gibson Noyes ....
Anath Margaret Qualls'"
Susan Kay Rush'"
Debra Sue Russell ....
Scott Lewis Schaffer'"
Harry Marshall Stierwalt, Jr.....
Patricia [o Thomton'"




Martha In Klosterman ....
R. Vaughn Murphy"
Jolyon Christopher Paul Ridgwell'"
Mary Elizabeth Simmons



























Department Honors in Anthropology
Lynn Scott webb'"








Department Honors in Classics
Steven C. Hart
Department Honors in Finance
William Lawrence Berkley'"
Judy Lynn Brown"





















Department Honors in French
Janice Juett
Department Honors in Computer Science
Kathryn Dillman Dixon
Neal Ottinger Jett*
William Arthur Lamkin III
Stephen William McNatton
Department Honors in General Studies
Morgan Garry Ransdell
Department Honors in Geography
Connie Jo Hajash*

















Department Honors in Journalism
Jonathen David Blanton ....
Donald Lee Bowman II
Gretchen Pape Crigler ....
Julie Marie Fitzgerald
Scott Anthony Kuhn
Lisa Ann Summers ....
Cheryl Ann waldrip'"
Department Honors in Management
Carol Emrich Anderson'"
Charles Anthony Booe"
Karen Rena Ferrell ..
Wendy Kay Griffey ..
Deborah J. Harpe'"
Charles David Keen"




Christopher Lyn Nixon ....
Leann M. Whitley Phillips'"
Sandra Renae Sizemore ....
Robert Wayne Smith'"
Harry Marshall Stierwalt, [r .......
Judith Atwood Weatherholt'"
Christopher Joe Wheeler ......
Nelda Jean Wilson ......
Charles Stephen Wright ......
Department Honors in Marketing
Rhonda L. Bryant"
Glenn Bruce Cox ......
Stephen Jerome Flesch ...
Wendy Kay Griffey ...
Charlotte Blackburn Mardis"
Benjamin Joseph Mclntosh"
Carrie S. Powers ......
Lynn 5egreti ...
Sandra Renae Sizemore ......
David Scott Smith ......
William Terry Tolerton ......
Vanessa J. Wells-Gray'"
Christopher Joe Wheeler ......




Benny Garwin Johnson ......
Elizabeth Jean McMichael
Stephen William McNatton
Mary Beth Brookshire Young
Department Honors in Microbiology
Leslie Annette Miller





Department Honors in Physics and Astronomy
Jonathan Palmer Evans"





Department Honors in Russian and Eastern Studies
Jennifer Lynn Howard
Department Honors in Social Work
Kathryn A. Beach






Department Honors in Spanish
Jennifer A. Bowen ......
Jo A. Simpson
Department Honors in Telecommunications
John Fred Clark









Alix Armande Sayre ......
Lorna Marie Sharp

























Thelma Lisa Newton Joiner

















Mary Beth Brookshire Young
Students eligible for these awards are identified by the braided blue and white cord worn on the right shoulder.
OTIS A. SINGLETARY SCHOLARS
Matthew Breetz, Louisville




Elaine Monson, Highland Heights
Mark A. Tichenor, Benton
Mary Beth Brookshire Young, Summersville
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THE UNIVERSITY OF KENTUCKY ALUMNI ASSOCIAnON
GREAT TEACHER AWARDS
In 1957 the Board of Directors of the University of Kentucky Alumni Association
established awards to be presented annually to members of the University teaching and
research staffs who had achieved distinction in writing and/ or research and teaching. In
1967, the award was modified to recognize faculty in the Community College Sector as
well as the Medical Center and Lexington Campus Sectors. Nominated by studentorgani-
zations, a select number of professors is chosen annually to receive the Association' 5Great
Teacher Award.
THE RECIPIENTS OF THE 1990 GREAT TEACHER AWARDS
Associate Professor Wilford A. Bladen, Geography, College of Arts and Sciences
Associate Professor Kevin Felton, Sociology, Hopkinsville Community College
Associate Professor James Force, Philosophy, College of Arts and Sciences, University
Honors Program
Professor Charles Howes, Biological Science, Ashland Community College
Professor Denis Morrow, Physics, Elizabethtown Community College
THE WILLIAM B. STURGILL AWARD
In 1975Mr. William B. Sturgill, Chairman of the Board of Trustees at the University of
Kentucky, established a $2,000 award to recognize annually the member of the graduate
faculty who has made the most outstanding contributions to graduate education at the
University of Kentucky.
RECIPIENT OF THE FIFTEENTH WILLIAM B. STURGILL AWARD
Edgar Enochs
EXCELLENCE AWARD IN UNDERGRADUATE EDUCATION
In the 1986-87 academic year, the Office of Academic Affairs of the Lexington Campus
established the Excellence Award in Undergraduate Education to recognize outstanding
contributions to undergraduate education at the University of Kentucky. A $2,000 award
is given to the recipient.
RECIPIENTS OF THE FOURTH EXCELLENCE AWARD
IN UNDERGRADUATE EDUCA nON
David L. Debertin
Enid S.WaIdhart
THE ALGERNON SYDNEY SULLIVAN MEDALLIONS
The award is made to one man and one woman of the graduating class of the University
of Kentucky each year and to one other person who is not a student of the University, who
need not be a graduate of any college or university, but who shall have some interest in
or association with or related to the University of Kentucky, official or otherwise, of a
nature to make this form of recognition obviously appropriate. The Sullivan Medallions
are awarded to persons whose characteristics of heart, mind, and conduct evince a spirit
of love for and helpfulness to other men and women.
RECIPIENTS OF THE AGERNON SYDNEY SULLIVAN MEDALLIONS FOR 1990
David Michael Richey - Citizen
Kathryn Anne Beach - Graduating Woman
Patton Ray Hart - Graduating Man
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This charge and the pledge which
follows were written by Dr. Frank L.
McVey, President of the University
of Kentucky from 1917 to 1940.
Charge to the Graduating Class
On this Commencement day you stand in a new relation to the University, to the
State and to Life. The University that has given you of its store of learning looks
upon you as its sons and daughters. The State now conceives of you as citizens,
well prepared to do your part in the government, development and guidance of
the Commonwealth.
Ifwhat you have learned while here has given you larger intellectual interests
and widened your powers of understanding, the University feels a part of its duty
done; and if in the doing, character has become your possession and a part of your
moral fiber, the State is satisfied with its investment of men and money.
The University trusts you have learned to approach problems with open minds,
to set aside prejudice in your judgment of men and affairs. It hopes that you will
shun evil in all its forms and be ready to strive for what is right.
May you have in your declining years, material comfort, the respect of your
fellow citizens, the feeling of work well done, and a spiritual and intellectual
interest in human life.
Meantime, the University's honor is your honor. In your acts and deeds you now
reflect your heritage. To your fellow man, the University is measured by your
character, by your deeds, by the company you keep. It is in this spirit that the
University calls upon you to be true to the larger things of life, to be men and
women of courage, integrity, sympathy, and gentleness.
By granting of the degree you have been admitted to the fraternity of letters, and
to the larger fellowship of the University. It is right and fitting that you should
stand and solemnly raising your right hand repeat this pledge with me:
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The Pledge
In the presence of this audience, citizens of the Common-
wealth and members of the University, with strong sense of my
responsibility, I promise to hold my degree so no loss will come
to it through my holding, to regard it as a claim upon my loyalty
to Alma Mater and to pledge myself to the service of God and my
fellow man.
In Testimony of your conduct and purpose, the University Senate
recommending, the Board of Trustees of the University has conferred
upon you the Diploma of the University of Kentucky, confirmed and ac-
knowledged by the Great Seal of the University.
